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THE APOLLO 13 ACCIDENT

TUESDAY, JUNE 16, 1970

HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMmiTTEE ON SCIENCE AND ASThONAUTICS,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m. in room 2318,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. George P. Miller, chairman,
presiding.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will be in order.
Dr. Paine, Mr. Cortright, members of the Apollo 13 Review Board,

we are pleased to welcome you to the committee today for the purpose
of presenting findings, determinations, and recommendations of-the
Apollo 13 Review Board.

Dr. Paine, I would like to commend you for the appointment of a
most competent and outstanding board to review the Apollo 13 ac..
cident and the circumstances surrounding it. t

Mr. Cortright, whom this committee knows well, has distinguished
himself not only as an administrator in the NASA Headquarters or-
ganization but also as a field center director at Langley Research
Center.The other members of the board are similarly well qualified to have
participated in this intensive and searching review.

As I-stated at the time of the Apollo 13 accident the committee de-
cided that sufficient time should be allowed for NASA to fully investi-
gate the accident and at such time that this investigation was com-
pleted the committee would convene to receive NASA's evaluation of
the accident.

Therefore, I have asked you to appear here today even though the
board's report was only submitted to you yesterday, Dr. Paine, because
I feel it is important that the members of the committee receive a first-
hand and timely review of the Apollo 13 accident.

Dr. Paine, I understand you have a short statement and then Mr.
Cortright will go into the details of the accident and the board's
findings.

I want to give all members an opportunity to ask questions, so will
you please proceed.

Before proceeding, I would also like to make a. part of the record
the fact that Mr. Wilson of the staff of the committee was appointed
to act as an observer with the board.

I want to thank you for the courtesies you have shown us and it has
given us a new system of liaison. Please proceed, Dr. Paine.

(1)



STATEMENT OF DR. THOMAS 0. PAINE, ADMINISTRATOR, NASA

Dr. PAINE. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, on April
17, Dr. George Low and I established the Apollo 13 Review Board
under the direction of Mr. Edgar M. Cortright, director of the Lang-
ley Research Center. The instructions to the board are contained in a
memorandum dated April 17, and tho membership of the board in a
memorandum dated April 20, 1970, which are reproduced in the sum-
mary volume of the report you have received.

The past 2 months have Involved long hours and very hard work by
the review board and supporting elements in NASA and the indus-
trial community. I would like to take this opportunity to extend my
thanks to them for the thoroughness of their investigation and their
dedication to this arduous assignment.

Since I received the review board report only yesterday, I have not
had a chance to review it in detail. Nor have I had the benefit of the
"ifdepend, nt assessment which is being carried out by the Aerospace
Safety Advisory Panel, chaired byDr. Charles Harrington.

The Office of Manned Space Flight is also conducting a separate
review of the report.

In about 10 days I will receive the results of the safety panel and the
manned space flight review. Until I have received and studied these re-
ports. I will obviously not be in a position to give you my evaluation
of the board's recommendations or NASA's future actions.

Earlier we announced a change in our lunar landing schedule in-
volving a delay of the Apollo 14 launch from October to the December
launch window. However, this is subject to review in light of the re-
port of the Apollo 13 Review Board and we will not fly Apollo 14 to the
moon until we are confident that we have done everything necessary
to eliminate the conditions that caused or contributed to the problems
on Apollo 13.

I believe that, as we plan man's future course in space, the preface
to this report should be a reminder of the nature of the challenge we
have undertaken. Let me quote:

The Apollo 13 accident, which aborted man's third mission to explore the sur-
face of the moon, i;, a harsh reminder of the immense difficulty of this under.
taking.

The total Apo' o system of ground complexes, launch vehicle, and spacecraft
constitutes the most ambitious and demanding engineering development ever
undertaken by man. For these missions to succeed, both men and equipment must
perform to near perfection. That this system has already resulted in two success-
ful lunar surface explorations is a tribute to those men and women who con-
ceived, designed, built, and flew it.

Perfection is not only difficult to achieve, but difficult to maintain. The im-
perfection in Apollo 13 constituted a near disaster, adverted only by outstanding
performance on the part of the crew and the ground control team which sup.
ported them.

The Board feels that the nature of the Apollo 13 equipment failure holds im-
portatit lessons which, when applied to future missions, will contribute to the
safety and effectiveness of manned space flight.

Mr. Chairman, there has been time for me to reach one conclusion on
the report of the Apollo 13 Review Board, and that is that the board
and their supporting teams have done a magnificent piece of technical
detective work that carefully reconstructs the background and the
events which took place aboard Apollo 13 200,000 miles from earth.



I would now like to introduce the chairman of the review board,
Mr. Edgar Cortright, who will briefly discuss the report and respond
to your questions.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Paine.
We are very happy to have you here, Mr. Cortright.

STATEMENT OF EDGAR M, CORTRIGHT, CHAIRMAN, APOLLO 13
REVIEW BOARD; DIRECTOR, LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER

Mr. CoirruoHT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a prepared statement and, with your permission, I will sub-

mit this for the record and attempt to convey to you what the Board
has done and what our conclusions have been in a more informal
manner.

The CHAaIrAN. Without objection, that will be the manner in which
we will proceed.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Cortright is as follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF EDGAR M. OORTRIGIIT, CHAIRMAN,
APOLLO 13, REVIEW BOARD, NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION

Mr. Chairman and Members atC the Committee:
I appreciate this opportunity to appear before the Committee to summarize

the Report of the Apollo 13 Review Board.
As you know, yesterday I presented this Report on behalf of the Board to

the Administrator and Deputy Administrator. Copies of the Report were given
to the Members and Staff of the Committee, and the Report was made public
yesterday -afternoon, at which time Dr. Paine and I held a press conference.

This morning I would like first to outline for the Committee how the Board
was established and how It organized Itself to review and report on the Apollo
13, accident. Then I will cover In some detail the findings and determinations
of the Board regarding the accident, including pre-accident mission events, the
events of the accident Itself, and the recovery procedures which were imple-
mented to return the crew safely to earth. I will also summarize the Board's
findings and determinations regarding the management, design, manufacturing,
and test procedures employed in the Apollo Program as they relate specifically
to the accident.

Based on its findings and determinations, the Board made a series of detailed
recommendations. I will report these to you and be pleased to answer any
questions you may have on the Board's work.

ESTABLISHMENT AND HISTORY OF THE BOARD

The Apollo 13 Review Board was established, and I was appointed Chairman,
on April 17, 1970. The charter of the Board was set forth in the memorandum
which established it. Under this charter the Board was directed to:

(a) "Review the circumstances surrounding the accident to the spacecraft
which occurred during the flight of Apollo 13 and the subsequent flight aud
ground actions tOkon to recover, in order to establish the probable cause or
causes of the accident and assess the effectiveness of the recovery actions.

(b) Review all factors relating to the accident and recovery actions th.' Board
determines to be significant and relevant, including studies, findings, recom-
mendations, and other actions that have been or may be undertaken by the pro-
gram offices, field centers, and contractors involved.

(c) Direct such further specific investigations as may be necessary.
(d) Report as soon as possible its findings relating to the cause or causes of

the accident and the effectiveness of the flight and ground recovery actions.



(e) Develop recommendations for corrective or other actions, based upon its
findings and determinations or conclusions derived therefrom.

(f) Document its findings, determinations, and recommendations and submit
a final report."

The Membership of the Board was established on April 21, 1970. The members
are:
Mr. Edgar M. Cortright, Chairman (Director, Langley Research Center)
Mr. Robert F. Allnutt (Assistant to the Administrator, NASA Hqs)
Mr. Nell Armstrong (Astronaut, Manned Spacecraft Center)
Dr. John V. Clark (Director, Goddard Space Flight Center)
Brig. General Walter R. Hedrick, Jr. (Director of Space, DCS/R&D, Hqs. USAF)
Mr. Vincent L. Johnson (Deputy Associate Administrator-Engineering, Office of

Space Science and Applications)
Mr. Milton Klein (Manageri AgC-NASA pace Nuclear Propulsion Office)
Dr, Hans M. Mark (Director, Ames Research Center)

legal Counsel to the Board is Mr. George T. Malley, Chief Counsel, Langley
Research Center.

Appointed as Observers were:
Mr. William A. Anders (Executive Secretary, National Aeronautics and Space

Council)
Dr. Charles D. Harringt(o (Chairman, NASA Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel)
Mr. I. I. Pinkel (Director, Aerospace Safety Research and Data Institute, NASA

Lewis Research Center)
Mr. James E, Wilson, Jr. (Technical Consultant, House of Representatives, Com-

mittee on Science and Astronautics)
The documents establishing the Board and its membership and other relevant

documents are included in Chapter 1 of the Bog rd's Report.
The Review Board convened at the Manned Spacecraft Center fMSC), Hous-

ton, Texas, on Tuesdayj April 21, 1M0. Pour Panels of the Board were formed,
each under the overview of a member of the Boatd. Each of the Panels was
chaired by a senior olilcial experienced in the area of review assigned to the
Panel. In addition, each Panel was iianned br a number of experienced spe-
cialists to provide in-depth technical competence for the review activity. During
the period of the Board's activities, the Chairmen of the fout Panels were respon-
sible for the conduct of reviews, evaluations, analyseS, and other studies bearing
on their Panel assignments and for preparing documented reports for the Board's
consideration. Complementing the Panel efforts, each member of the Board as-
swed speeific responsibilities related to the overall review.
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On Slide 1 is shown a chart depicting the organization of the Board. The four
Panels-Mission Events, Manufacturing and Test, Design, and Project Manage-
ment-are shown along with the subpanels and the supporting office structure. The
membership and responsibilities of each Panel are set forth in the Report.

While the Board's intensive review activities were underway, the Manned
Spacecraft Center Apollo 13 Investigation Team, under James A. McDivitt,
Director of the MSC Apollo Spacecraft Program Office, was also conducting its
own analysis of the Apollo 13 accident. Coordination between the Investigation



Team Work and the Apollo 13 Review Board activities was effected through
the Manned Space Flight Technical Support official and by maintaining a close
and continuing working relationship between the Panel Chairmen and officials of
the MSC Investigation Team. In addition, Board members regularly attended
daily status meetings of the Manned Spacecraft Center Investigation Team.

In general, the Board relied4m -Manned Spacecraft Center post-mission evalua-
tion activities to provide the factual data base for evaluation, assessment, and
analysis efforts. However, the Board, through a regular procedure, also levied
specific data collection, reduction, and analysis requirements on MSC. Test
support for the Board was provided by MSC, but In addition, the Board established
an extensive series of special tests and analyses at other NASA Centers and at
contractor facilities. Members of the Board and its Panels also visited contractor
facilities to review manufacturing, assembly, and test procedures applicable to
Apollo 13 mission equipment.

In this test program, which Included nearly 100 separate tests, and which
Involved several hundred people at its peak, the elements of the Inflight accident
were reproduced. All indications are that electrically initiated combustion of
Teflon insulation in oxygen tank No. 2 in the service module was the cause of the
Apollo 13 accident. One series of tests demonstrated electrical ignition of Teflon
Insulation In supercritical oxygen under zero g and at one g, and provided data
on Ignition energies and burning rates. Other tests culminating in a complete
flight tank combustion test, demonstrated the most probably tank failure mode
Simulated tank rupture tests in a 1/ scale service module verified the pressure
levels necessary to eject the panel from the service module. Other special tests
and analyses clarified how they might have been generated. I have with me a
brief film, highlighting these tests, which I would like to show at the conclusion
of my statement.

APOLLO is SYSTEMS

Before tracing the analyses which lead to the Board's conclusions-and to place
them in proper context-I would like to explain the design and functions of the
oxygen tank #2 as a part of the Apollo system. Details of the entire Apollo/
Saturn Space Vehicle are set forth in the Report and its Appendices.
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HEIMTANKS

SECTOR 2 SERVICE PROPULSION SUNYSIEM
SECTOR 3 OXIDIZER TANKS

SECTOR 4 OXYGEN TANKS. HYOROGEN TANKS. FUEL CELLS
SECTOR 6 SERVICE PROPULSION SUSYSTEM
SECTORS FUELTANKS

CENTER SECTION SERVICE PROPULSION ENGINE ANO
HELIUM TANKS

A Figure 3-6.- Service module.

Slide 3

.. Slide 2 shows the Apollo/Saturn Space Vehicle, with which you are all
miliar. Slide 3 shows the service module which, as you know, is designed
provide the main spacecraft propulsion and maneuvering capability during

bFimtssion. It also contains most of the spacecraft consumables (oxygen, water,
Popellant, and hydrogen) and supplies electrical power. The service module
)s divided into six sectors or bays surrounding a center section. The oxygen
tank, to which I referred, is located in Bay 4 (shown in more detail on Slide 4),



NASA-S-70-512-V M 1M!JRIPn , "M
ARRANGEMENT OF FUEL CELLS AND CRYOGENIC

SYSTEMS IN BAY 4

Slide 4

along with another oxygen tank, two hydrogen tanks, three fuel cells and Inter.connecting lines, and measuring and control equipment.The tanks supply oxygen to the environmental control system (ECS) forthe astronauts to breathe, and oxygen and hydrogen to the fuel cells. The fuelcells generate the electrical power for the command and service modules duringa mission. The next slides (Nos. 5, 6 and 7) are photographs of Day 4 of theservice module for Apollo 13, showing the major elements and their Intercon-nection. Slide 7 shows the oxygen tank #2 in place,
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I As the simplified drawing in Slide 8 indicates, each oxygen tank has an outer
shell and an inner shell, arranged to provide a vacuum space to reduce heat
leak, and a dome enclosing paths into the tank for transmission of fluids, and
electrical power and signals.
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Figure 14-1.- Oxygen tank no. 2 internal components.

slide 8

The space between the shells and the space in the dome are filled with Insulat-
ing materials. Mounted in the tank are two tubular assemblies. One, called the
heater tube, contains two thermostatically protected heater coils and two small
fans driven by 1800 RPM motors to stir the tank contents. The other assembly,
called the quantity probe, consists of a cylindrical capacitance gage used to
measure electrically the quantity of fluid in the tank. The inner cylinder of
this probe is connected through the top of the tank to a fill line from the exterior
of the SM and serves both as a fill and drain tube and as one plate of the
capacitance gage. In addition, a temperature sensor is mounted on the outside
of the quantity probe near the head. Wiring for the quantity gage, the tempera-
ture sensor, the fan motors, and the heaters passes through the head of the
quantity probe, through a conduit in the dome and to a connector to the appro-
priate external circuits in the CSM. The routing of wires and lines from the tank
through the dome is shown In Slide 9.

47-5910-70----2
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Figure 4-2.- Oxygen tank wiring and lines.

Slide 9

The oxygen tank, as designed, contained materials, which if Ignited will burn
in supercritical oxygen. These include Teflon, used, for example, to Insulate the
wiring, and aluminum.

Pressure in the tank is measured by a pressure gage in the supply line, and
a pressure switch near this gage is provided to turn on the heaters in the oxygen
tank if the pressure drops below a preselected value. Tbis periodic addition af
heat to the tank maintains the pressure at a sufficient level to satisfy the demand
for oxygen as tank quantity decreases during a flight mission.

The oxygen tank is designed for a e.apacity of 320 pounds of supercritical
oxygen at pressures ranging between 805 and 935 pounds per square inch ab
solute (psia). The tank Is Initially filled with liquid oxygen at -27°F and



operates over the range from -340* to +80*F. The term "supercritical" means
that the oxygen is maintained at a temperature and pressure which assures
that it is a homogeneous, single-phase fluid.

The burst pressure of the oxygen tank is about 2200 psia at -150"F, over
twice the normal operating pressure at that temperature. A relief valve in the
supply line leading to the fuel cells and tbh ECS is designed to relieve pressure
in the oxygen tank at a pressure of approximately 1000 psi. The oxygen tank
dome is open to the vacuum between the inner and outer tank shell and contains
a rupture disc designed to blow out at about 75 psi.

As shown in Slide 9. each heater coil is protected with a thermostatic switch,
mounted on the heater tube, which is Intended to open the heater circuit when
it senses a temperaturo of 80* F. As I will point out later in tracing tile Board's
conclusions as to the cause of the accident, when the heaters were powered from
a 6 volt DC supply at KSC during an improvised detanking procedure, these
thermostatic switches, because they were rated at only 30 V DC, could not
prevent an overheating condition of the heaters and the associated wiring. Tests
conducted for the Board indicate that the heater tube assembly was probably
heated to a temperature of as much as 10000 F during this detanking procedure.

THE APOLLO 13 MISSION

With this general background, I will now summarize tile Apollo 13 nilssion.
This mission, as you know, was designed to perform the third manned lunar
landing. The selected site was in the hlly uplands of the Fra Mauro formation. A
package of five scientific experiments was planned for emplacement on the
lunar surface near the lunar module landing point. Additionally the Apollo 13
landing crew was to gather the third set of selenological samples of tle lunar
surface 'for return to earth for extensive scientific analysis. Candidate future
landing sites were scheduled to be photographed from lunar orbit. The crew
consisted of Captain James A. Lovell, Conmmander, Fred W. laise, Lunar
Module Pilot; and John L. S,vgert, Jr., Command Module Pilot. who replaced
Thomas K. Mattingly, III, who had been exposed to rubella and, after tests,
found not to be immune.

Launch was on time at 2:13 pim., EST on April 11 from the KSC Launch Com-
plex 39A. The spacecraft was inserted into a 100-nautical mile circular earth
orbit. The only significant launch phase anomaly was premature shutdown of
the center engine of the S-1I second stage. This anomaly, although serious, was
not related to the subsequent accident. It is being investigated by the Apollo or-
ganization. As a result of this shutdown, the remaining four S-i engines burned
34 seconds longer than planned and the S-IVB third stage engine burned a few
seconds longer than planned. At orbital insertion, the velocity was within 1.2
feet per second of the planned velocity. Moreover, an tedequate propellant mar-
gin was maintained in the S-IVB for the translunar injection burn.

After spacecraft systems checkout in earth orbit, the S-IVB restarted for
the translunar Injection (TLI) burn, with shutdown coming some six minutes
later. After TLI, Apollo 13 was on the planned free-return trajectory with a pre-
dicted closest approach to the lunar surface of 210 nautical miles.

The command and service module (CSM) was separated from the S-IVB
about three hours into the mission, and after a brief period of station-keeping,
the crew maneuvered the CSM into dock with the LM vehicle in the LM adapter
atop the S-IVB stage, The S-IVB stage was separated from the docked CSM and
LM shortly after four hours into the mission, and placed on a trajectory to ulti-
mately impact the moon near the site of the seismometer emplaced by the Apollo
12 crew.

At 80:40:49 g.e.t. (ground elapsed time) a midcourse correction maneuver
was made using the service module propulsion system. This maneuver took
Apollo 13 off a free-return trajectory and placed it on a ion-free return tra-
jectory. A similar profile had been flown on Apollo 12. The objective of leaving
a free-return trajectory is to control the arrival time at the moon to insure the
proper lighting conditions at the landing site. The transfer maneuver lowered
the predicted closest approach to the moon, or pericynthion altitude, from 210 to
04 nautical miles.

From launch through the first 46 hours of the mission, the performance of
the oxygen tank #2 was normal, so far as telemetered data and crew oberva-
tions indicate. At 46:40:02, the crew turned on the fans in oxygen tank #2
as a routine operation, and the oxygen tank #2 quantity indication changeJ



from a normal reading to an obviously incorrect reading "off scale high" of over
100 percent. Subsequent events indicate that the cause was a short circuit which
was not hazardous In this case.

At 47:54:50 and at 51:07:44 the oxygen tank #2 fans were turned on again,
with no apparent adverse effects. The quantity gage continued to read "off scale
high."

Following a rest period, the Apollo 13 crew began preparations for activating
and powering up the lunar module for checkout. At about 53 and one-half hours
g.e.t. Astronauts Lovell and Haise were cleared to enter the LM to commence
inflight inspection for the LM. After this Inspection period, the lunar module
was powered down and preparations were underway to close the LM hatch and
run through the presleep checklist when the accident in oxygen tank #2
occurred.

At about 55:53, flight controllers in the Mission Control Center at MSC re-
quested the crew to turn on the cryogenic system fans and heaters, since a
master alarm on the CM Caution and Warning System had indicated a low
pressure condition in the cryogenic hydrogen tank #1. This tank had reached
the low end of its normal operating pressure range several times previously
during the flight. Swigert acknowledged the fan cycle request and data indicate
that current was applied to the oxygen tank #2 fan motors at 55:53:20.

About 21/1 minutes later, at 55:54:53.5, telemetry from the spacecraft was lost
almost totally for 1.8 seconds. During the period of data loss, the Caution and
Warning System alerted the crew to a low voltage condition on DC Main Bus
B, one of the two main buses which supply electrical power for the command
module. At about the same time, the crew heard a loud "bang" and realized
that a problem existed in the spacecraft. It is now clear that oxygen tank #2
or its associated tubing lost pressure integrity because of combustion within the
tank, and that the effects of oxygen escaping from the tank, eauked the removal
of the panel covering Bay 4 and a relatively slow leak in oxygen tomk #1 or
its lines or valves. Photographs of the service module taken by the crew later
in the mission (Slide 10) show the panel missing, the fuel cells on the shelf above
the oxygen shelf tilted, and the high gain antenna damaged.
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The resultant loss of oxygen made the fuel cells inoperative, leaving tile CM
with batteries normally used only during reentry as the sole power source and
with only that oxygen contained in a surge tank and repressurization packages.
The lunar module, therefore, became the only source of sufficient battery power
and oxygen to permit safe return of the crew to earth.

SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF THE ACCIDENT

The Board determined that combustion in oxygen tank #2 led to failure of that
tank, damage to oxygen tank #1 or its lines or valves adjacent to tank #2,
removal of the Bay 4 panel and, through the resultant loss of all three fuel
cells, to the decision to abort the Apollo 13 mission. In the attenipt to determine
the cause of ignition in oxygen tank #2, the course of propagation of the com.
bustion, the mode of tank failure, and the way in which subsequent damage
occurred, the Board has carefully sifted through -H available evidence and
examined the results of nearly 100 special tests and analyses conducted by the
Apollo organization and by or for the Board after the accident.

Although tests and analyses are continuing, sufficient information is now
available to provide a clear picture of the nature of the accident and the events
which led up to it. It is now apparent that the extended heater operation at
KSC damaged the Insulation on wiring in the taink and that this set the stage
for the electrical short circuits which initiated combustion within the tank.
While the exact point of initiation of combustion and the slKgeific propagation
path involved may never be known with certainty, the nature of the occurrence
Is sufficiently well understood to permit taking corrective steps to prevent its
recurrence.

The Board has identified the most probable failure mode.
The following discussion treats the accident in its key phases: initiation, propa-

gation and energy release, loss of oxygen tank #2 system integrity, and loss of
oxygen tank #1 system integrity. Slide 11 shows the key events in the sequence.
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Initiation
The evidence points strongly to an electrical short circuit with arcing as

the Initiating event. Near the end of the 55th hour of flight, about 2.7 seconds
after the fans were turned on in the SM oxygen tanks, an 11.1 ampere current
spike and simultaneously a voltage drop spike were recorded in the spacecraft
electrical system. Immediately thereafter current drawn from the fuel cells de-
creased by an amount consistent with the loss of power to one fan. No other
changes In spacecraft power were being made at the time. No power was on the
heaters in the tanks at the time and the quantity gage and temperature sensor
are very low power devices, The next anomalous event recorded was the be-
ginning of a pressure rise In oxygen tank #2, 13 Neconds later. Such a time lag
is possible with low level combustion at the time. These facts point to the likeli-
hood that an electricl short circuit with arcing occurred in the fan motor on
its leads to initiate the accident sequence. The energy available from the short
circuit is estimated to have been at least 10 to 20 Joules. Tests conducted during
this investigation have shown that this energy is more than adequate to ignite
Teflon wire insulation of the type contained within the tank.
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This likelihood of electrical initiation is enhanced by the high probability that
the electrical wires within the tank were damaged during the abnormal detank-
ing operation at KSC prior to launch. The likelihood of damage and the possi-
bility of electrical ignition have been verified by tests.
Propagation

While there is enough electrical power in the tank to cause ignition in the
event of an arcing short circuit in defective wire, there is not sufficient electric
power to account for all of the energy required to produce the observed pres-
sure rise.

There are materials within the tank that can, If ignited in the presence of
supercritical oxygen, react chemically with the oxygen In heat-producing chemi-
cal reactions. The most readily reactive is Teflon, used for electrical insulation
in the tank. Also potentially reactive are aluminum and solder. Our analyses
indicate that there is more than sufficient Teflon in the tank, if reacted with
oxygen, to account for the pressure and temperature increases recorded. Fur-
thermore, the pressure rise took place over a period of more than 60 seconds,
a relatively long period, and one which would be more likely characteristic of
Teflon combustion than metal-oxygen reactions.

Thus, the Board concluded that combustion caused the pressure and tempera-
ture increases recorded in oxygen tank #2. The pressure reading for oxygen
tank #2 began to increase about 13 seconds after the first electrical spike and
about 55 seconds later the temperature began to increase. The temperature
sensor reads local temperature, which need not represent bulk fluid tempera-
ture. Since the rate of pressure rise in the tank indicates a relatively slow
propagation of burning along the wiring, it is likely that the region immediately
around the temperature sensor did not become heated until this time.

The data on the combustion of Teflon in supercritical oxygen in zero gravity,
developed in special tests in support of the Board, indicate that the rate of
combustion is generally consistent with these observations.
Lo88 of Oxygen Tank #2 System Integrity

After the relatively slow propagation process described above took place, there
was a relatively abrupt loss of oxygen tank #2 integrity. About 69 seconds after
the pressure began to rise, It reached the peak recorded, 1008 psia, the pressure
at which the cryogenic oxygen tank relief valve is designed to be fully open.
Pressure began a decrease for 8 seconds, dropping to 996 psia before readings
were lost. About 1.85 seconds after the last presumably valid reading from
within the tank (a tempe-ature reading) and .8 seconds after the last presum-
ably valid pressure reaGdig (which may or may not reflect the pressure within
the tank Itself since the pressure transducer is about 20 feet of tubing length
distant), virtually all signal from the spacecraft was lost. Abnormal space-
craft accelerations were recorded approximately .42 seconds after the last
pressure reading and approximately 38 seconds before the loss of signal. These
facts all point to a relatively sudden loss of integrity. At about this time, several
solenoid valves, including the oxygen valves feeding two of the three fuel cells,
were shocked to the closed position. The "bang" reported by the crew also
occurred in this time period. Telemetry signals from Apollo 13 were lost for
a period of 1.8 seconds. When signal was reacquired, all instrument indicators
from oxygen tank #2 were off-scale, high or low. Temperatures recorded by
sensors in several different locations in the service module showed slight
increases in the several seconds following reacquisition of signal.

Data are not adequate to determine precLe ly the way in which the oxygen
tank #2 system failed. However, available information, analyses, and tests
performed during this investigation indicate that the combustion within the
pressure vessel ultimately led to localized heating and failure at the pressure
vessel closure. It is at this point, the upper end of the quantity probe, that the
%-Inch Inconel conduit is located, through which the Teflon insulated wires
enter the pressure vessel. It is likely that the combustion progressed along
the wire insulation and reached this location where all of the wires come
together. This, possibly augmented by ignition of other Teflon parts and even
metal in the upper end of the probe, led to weakening and failure of the ciqsure
or the conduit or both.

Failure at this point would release the nearly-1000 psi pressure in the tank
into the tank dome, which is equipped with a rupture ' disc rated at 75 psi,
Rupture of this disc or of the entire dome would then release oxygen, accom-
panied by combustion products, into Bay 4. The accelerations recorded were
probably caused by this release.
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Lease of the oxygen then began to rapidly pressurize the oxygen shelf
space of Bay 4. If the hole formed in the pressure vessel were large enough
and formed rapidly enough, the escaping oxygen alone would be adequate to
blow off the Bay 4 panel. However, it is also quite possible that the escape of
oxygen was accompanied by combustion of Mylar and Kapton (used extensively
as thermal insulation in the oxygen shelf compartment and in the tank dome)
which would augment the pressure caused by the oxygen itself. The slight teanpera-
ture increases recorded at various locations in the service module indicate that
combustion external to the tank probably took place. The ejected Bay 4 panel
then struck the high gain antenna, disrupting communications from the space-
craft for the 1.8 seconds.

Los8 of Ozygen Tank #1 Integrity
There is no clear evidence of abnormal behavior associated with oxygen tank

#1 prior to loss of signal, although the one data bit (4 psi) drop in pressure in
the last tank #1 pressure reading prior to loss of signal may indicate that a
problem was beginning. Immediately after signal strength was regained, data
show that the tank #1 system had lost its integrity. Pressure decreases were
recorded over a period of approximately 130 minutes, indicating that a relatively
slow leak had developed in the tank #1 system. Analysis has indicated that the
leak rate is less than that which would result from a completely ruptured line,
but could be consistent with a partial line rupture or a leaking check valve
or relief valve.

Since there is no evidence that there were any anomalous conditions arising
within oxygen tank #1, it is presumed that the loss of oxygen tank #1 integrity
resulted from the oxygen tank #2 system failure. The relatively sudden, and
possibly violent, event associated with the failure of the oxygen tank #2 system
could have ruptured a line to oxygen tank #1, or have caused a valve to leak
because of mechanical shock.

APOLLO 18 RECOVERY

Understanding the Problet
In the period immediately following the Caution and Warning Alarm for

Muimn Bus B undervoltage, and the associated "bang" reported by the crew, the
cause of the difculty and the degree of its seriousness were not apparent.

The 1.8-second loss of telemetered data accompanied by the switching of the
CSM high gain antenna mounted on the SM adjacent to Bay 4 from narrow
beam width to wide beam width. The high gain antenna (HGA) does this
automatically 200 milliseconds after its directional lock on the ground signal
has been lost.

A confusing factor was the rer :.Aed firings of various SM attitude control
thrusters during the period after data loss. In all probability, these thrusters
were beimg fired to overcome thp effects that oxygen venting and panel blow-off
wore having on spacecraft attitude, but it was believed for a time that perhaps
the thrusters were malfunctioning.

The failure of oxygen tank #2 and consequent removal of the Bay 4 panel
produced a shock which closed valves in the oxygen supply lines to fuel cells 1
and 3. These fuel cells ceased to provide power in about three minutes, when the
supply of oxygen between the closed valves and the cells was depleted.

The crew was not alerted to closure of the oxygen feed valves to fuel cells
1 and 3 because the valve position indicators in the CM were arranged to give
warning only if both the oxygen and hydrogen valves closed. The hydrogen
valves remained open. The crew had not been alerted to the oxygen tank #2
pressure rise or to its subsequent drop because a hydrogen tank low pressure
warning had blocked the cryogenic subsystem portion of the Caution and Warn-
ing System several minutes before the accident. A limit sense light presumably
came on in Mission Control during the brief period of tank overpressure, but was
not noticed.

When the crew heard the "bang" and got the master alarm for low DC Main
Bus B voltage, Lovell was in the lower equipment bay of the command module,
stowing a television camera which had Just been in use. Haise was in the tun-
nel between the CSM and the LM, returning to the CSM. Swigert was in the left
hand couch, monitoring spacecraft performance. Because of the master alarm
indicating low voltage, Swigert moved across to the right hand couch where
CSM voltages can be observed. He reported that voltages were "looking good" at
55: 56: 10. At this time, voltage on Main Bus B had returned to normal levels
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and fuel cells 1 and 3 did not fall for another 1% to 2 minutes. lie also reported
fluctuations in the oxygen tank #2 quantity, followed by a return to the off-
scale high position.

When fuel cells 1 and 3 electrical output readings went to zero, tie ground
controllers could not be certain that the cells had not somehow been disconnected
from their respective buses and were not otherwise all right. Consequently about
five minutes after the accident, controllers asked the crew to connect fuel cell 3
to DC Main Bus B in order to be sure that the configuration was known. When
it was realized that fuel cells 1 and 3 were not functioning, the crew was directed
to perform an emergency power-down to reduce the load on the remaining fuel
cell. Observing the rapid decay In oxygen tank #1 pressure, controllers asked
the crew to re-power instrumentation in oxygen tank #2. When this was done,
and It was realized that oxygen tank #2 had failed, the extreme seriousness of
the situation became clear.

During the succeeding period, efforts were nmde to save the remaining oxygen
In the oxygen tank #1. Several attempts were made, but had no effect. The pres-
sure continued to decrease.

It was obvious by about one-and-one-half hours after the accident that the
oxygen tank #1 leak could not be stopped and that it would soon become neces-
sary to use -the LM as a "lifeboat" for the remainder of the mission.

By 58:40, the L1M had been activated, the inertial guidance reference trans-
ferred from the CSM guidance system to the LM guidance system, and the CSM
systems were turned off.
Return to Earth

The remainder of the mission was characterized by two main activities--plan-
ning and conducting the necessary propulsion maneuvers to return the space-
craft to earth, and managing the use of constunables in such a way that the
LM, which is designed for a basic mission with two crewman for a relatively
short duration, could support three men and serve as the control vehicle for
the time required.

One significant anomaly was noted during the remainder of the mission. At
about 97 hours 14 minutes into the mission, Haise reported hearing a "thump"
and observing venting from the LM. Subsequent data review shows tlat the LM
electrical power system experienced r. brief but major abnormal current flow
at that time. There is no evidence that this anomaly was related to the accident.
Analysis by the Apollo organization is continuing.

A number of propulsion options were developed and considered. It was neces-
sary to return the spacecraft to a freereturn trajectory and to make any required
midcourse corrections. Normally, the Service Propulsion System (P8S) in the
SM would be used for such maneuvers. However, because of the high electrical
power requirements for using that engine, and In view of its uncertain condition
and the uncertain nature of the structure of the SM after the accident, it was
decided to use the LM descent engine if possible.

The minimum practical return time was 133 hours to the Atlantic Ocean. and
the maxinium w.4 152 hours to the Indian Ocean. Recovery forces were deployeJ
In tlo Pacific. Tb. return path selected was for splashdown In the Pacific Ocean
at 142.40 g.,.t. This required a minimum of two burns of the LM descent engine.
A third buri wai subsequently made to correct the normal maneuver execution
variations v; thr first two burns. One small velocity adjustment was also made
with reactici .ontrl system thrusters. All burns were satisfactory. Slides 12
and 13 deplf.t the flight plan followed from the time of the accident to splash-
down.
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The most critical -consumables were water, used to cool the CSM and LM
systems during use; CSM and LM battery power, the CSM batteries being for
use during reentry and the LM batteries being needed for the rest of the mission;
LM oxygen for breathing; and lithium hydroxide (LiOH) filter cannisters used
to remove carbon dioxide from the spacecraft cabin atmosphere. These consum-
ables, and in particular the water and LiOH cannisters, appeared to be extremely
marginal in quantity shortly after the accident, but once the LM was powered
down to conserve electric power and to generate less heat and thus use less water,
the situation greatly improved. Engineers at MSC developed a method which
allowed the crew to use materials onboard to fashion a device allowing the use
of the CM LiOH cannisters In the LM cabin atmosphere cleaning system. At
splashdown time, many hours of each consumable remained available.

With respect to the steps taken after the accident, Mission Control and the
crew worked, under trying circumstances, as well as was humanly possible,
which was very well Indeed.

The Board's conclusion that the Apollo 13 accident resulted from an unusual
combination of mistakes, coupled with a somewhat deficient and unforgiving
design, is based on the Board's in-depth analysis of the oxygen tank, its design,
manufacturing, test, handling, checkout, use, failure mode, and eventual effects
on the rest of the spacecraft.

OXYGEN TANK #2 IISTOR4

On February 20, 1066, the North American Aviation Corporation, now, North
American Rockwell (NR), prime contractor for the Apollo command and serv-
ice modules (0SM), awarded a subcontract to the Beech Aircraft Corporation
(Beech) to desigil, develop, fabricate, assemble, test, and deliver the Block 11
Apollo cryogenic gas storage subsystem. This was a follow-on to an earlier sub-
contract under which the somewhat different Block 1 subsystem was procured.

Manufacture
The manufacture of oxygen tank #2 began in 196tL In Its review, the Board

noted that the design inherently requires during assembly a substantial amount
of wire movement inside the tank, where movement cannot be readily observed,
and where possible damage to wire insulation by scraping or flexing cannot be
easily detected before the tank is capped off and welded closed. It does not
appear, however, that these design deficiencies played any part in the accident,

Several minor manufacturing flaws were discovered in the oxygen tank #2
in the course of testing. A porosity in a weld on the lower half of the outer shell
necessitated grinding and rewelding. Rewelding was also required when it was
determined that incorrect welding wire had been inadvertently used for a small
weld on a vacuum pump mounted on the outside tank dome. The upper fan
motor originally installed was noisy and drew excessive current. The tank was
disassembled and the heater assembly, fans, and heaters were replaced.

Following acceptance testing at Beech, during which the tank was filled and
detanked without apparent difficulty, oxygen tank #2 was shipped to NR on
May 3, 1967, for installation, which was completed on March 11, 1968, on a shelf
to be installed in service module 106 for flight in the Apollo 10 mission,

From April 27 to May 29, 1968, the assembled oxygen shelf underwent stand-
ard proof pressure, leak, and functional checks, One valve on the shelf leaked
and was repaired, but no anomalies were noted with regard to oxygen tank #2,
and therefore no rework of oxygen tank #2 was required.

On June 4, 1968, the shelf was installed in SM I06,
Between August 3 and August 8, 1O68, testing of the shelf in the SM was con-

ducted, including operation of the heater controls and fan motors. No anomalies
were noted.

Due to electromagnetic interference problems with the vacuum pumps on
cryogenic tank domes in earlier Apollo spacecraft, a modification wfs intro-
duced and a decision was made to" replace the complete oxygen shelf In SM
100t 4q oxygen shelf with approved modifications was prepared foT Installation
in SM 1%06 On October 01, 1008, the oxygen shelf was removed from 0iM 1.00 forthe required modification and instalatio4 in a later spacecraft

Durig the initilI attempt to remove the shelf, one shelf bolt was mistakenly
left !n place; and qs a consequence, after the shelf w#s raised about tw inches,
the lifting support broke, allowing the shelf to drop back into place. At the time,
it was believed that tle oxygen shelf had simply dropped back Into plac0 and
an analysis was performed to calculate the forces resulting from a drop of two



Inches. It now seems likely that the shelf was first accelerated upward and
then dropped.

The remaining bolt was then removed, the incident recorded, and the oxygen
shelf was removed without further difliculty. Following removal, the oxygen shelf
was retested to check shelf integrity, including proof pressure tests, leak tests,
and fan and heater operation. Visual inspection revealed no problem. These tests
would have disclosed external leakage or serious internal malfunctionts of moet
types, but would not disclose fill line leakage within oxygen tank #2. Further
calculations and tests conducted during this investigation have Indicated that the
forces experienced by the shelf were probably close to those originally calcu.
lated, assuming a 2-inch drop only. The probability of tank damage from this
incident, therefore, is ,now considered to be rather low, although it is possible that
a loosely fitting fill tube assembly could have been displaced by the event.

The shelf passed these tests and was installed in SM 109, the Apollo 13 service
module, on November 22, 1968. Thc- shelf te3ts accomplished earlier in SM 100
were repeated in SM 100 in late December and early January, with no significant
problems, and SM 109 was shipped to KSC in June of 1969 for further testing,
assembly on the la-unch vehicle, and launch.
Testing at KSC

At the Kennedy Space Center the OM and the SM were mated, checked, assem-
bled on the Saturn V launch vehicle, and the total vehicle was moved to the launch
pad.

The Countdown Demonstration Test (CDDT) began on M.arch 16, 1970. Up to
this point, nothing unusual about oxygen tank #2 had been noted during the
extensive testing at KSC. Cryogenic oxygen loading and tank pressurization to
331 psi was completed without almormalities. At the time during CDDT when the
oxygen tanks are normally vented down to about 50 percent of capacity, oxygen
tank #1 behaved normally, but oxygen tank #2 only went down to 92 percent of
its capacity. The normal procedure during CDDT to reduce the quantity in the
tank is to apply gaseous oxygen at 80 psi through the vent line and to open the
fill line. When this procedure failed, it was decided to proceed with the CDDT
until completion and then look at the oxygen detanking problem in detail.

On Friday, March 27, 1970, detanking operations were resumed, after discus-
sions of the problem had been held with KSC, MSC, NR, and Beech personnel
participating, either personally or by telephone. As a first step, oxygen tank #2,
which had self-pressurized to 178 psi and was about 83 percent full, was vented
through its fill line. The quantity decreased to 65 percent. Further discussions
between KSC, MSC, NR, and Beech personnel considered that the problem might
be due to a leak in the path between the fill line and the quantity probe due to
loose fit in the sleeves and tube. Such a leak would allow the gaseous oxygen
being supplied to the vent line to leak directly to the fill line without forcing any
significant amount of LOX out of the tank. At this point, a Discrepancy Report
against the spacecraft system was written.

A "normal" detanking procedure was then conducted on both oxygen tanks,
pressurizing through the vent line and opening the fill lines. Tank #1 emptied
in a few minutes; tank #2 did not. Additional attempts were made with higher
pressures without effect, and a decision was made to try to "boil off" the remain-
ing oxygen in tank #2 by use of the tank heaters. The heaters were energized
with the 65 volt DXC GSE power supply and, about 1% hours later, the fans were
turned on to add more heat and -mixing. &fter 6 hours of heater operation, the
quantity had only decreased to 35 percent, and it was decided to attempt a pres-
sure cycling technique. With the heaters and fans still energized, the tank was
pressurized to about 300 psi, held for a few minutes, and then vented through
the fill line. The first cycle produced a 7 percent quantity decrease, and the
process was continued, with the tank elaptied after five pressure/vent cycles. The
fans and heaters were turned off after 8 hours of heater operation.

Suspecting the loosely fitting fill line connection to the quantity probe inner
cylinder, KSC personnel consulted with cognizant personnel at MSO and at
NR. It was decided that if the tank could be filled, the leak in the fill line would
not be a problem in flight, since it was felt that even a loose tube resulting In an
electrical short between the capacitance plates of the quantity gage would result
in an energy level too low to cause any other damage. Replacement of the oxygen
shelf in the CM would have been difficult and would have taken at least 45 hours.
In addition, shelf replacement would have had the potential of damaging or
degrading other elements of the service module in the course of replacement
activIty.Therefore, the decision was made to test the ability to fill oxygen tank #2



on March 30, 1970, 12 days prior to the scheduled Saturday, April 11, launch,
so as to be in a position to decide on shelf replacement well before the launch
date.

Flow tests were first made with gaseous oxygen on oxygen tank #2 and on
oxygen tanl: #1 for comparison. No problems were encountered, and the flow
rates in the two tanks were similar. In addition, Beech was asked to test the
tleetrical cnergy level reached in the event of a short circuit between plates
of the quantity probe capacitance gage. This test showed that very low energy
levels would result. Then, oxygen tanks #1 and #2 were filled with LOX to
about 20 percent of capacity on March 30 with no difficulty. Tank #1 emptied
In the normal iranner, but empyting oxygen tank #2 again required pressure
cycling with the heaters turned on. As the launch date approached, the oxygen
tank #2 detanking problem was considered by the Apollo organization. At
this point, the "shelf drop" incident on October 21, 1968, at NR was not con-
sidered and it was felt that the apparently normal detanking which had oc-
curred in 1967 at Beech was not pertinent because it was believed that a different
procedure was used by Beech. In fact, however, the last portion of the procedure
was quite similar, although at a slightly lower pressure.

Throughout these considerations, which involved technical and management
personnel of KSC, MSC, NR, Beech, and NASA Headquarters, emphasis was
directed toward the possibility and consequence of a loose fill tube; very little
attention was paid to the extended heater and fan operation, except to note
that they operated during and after the detanking sequences.

Many of the principals in the discussions were not aware of the extended
heater operations. Those that did know the details of the procedure did not
consider the possibility of damage due to excessive heat within the tank, and
therefore did not advise management officials of any possible consequences of
the unusually long heater operations.

As I noted earlier, each heater is protected with a thermostatic switch,
mounted on the heater tube, which is intended to open the heater circuit when
it senses a temperature of about 800 F. In tests conducted since the accident,
however, it was found that the switches failed to open when the heaters were
powered from a 65 volt DC supply similar to the power used at KSC during
the detanking sequence. Subsequent investigations have shown that the thermo-
static switches used, while rated as satisfactory for the 28 volt DC spacecraft
power supply, could not open properly at 65 volts DC with 6-7 amps of current.
A review of the voltage recordings made during the detanking at KSC indicates
that, in fact, the switches did not open when the temperature of the switches
rose past 80* F. Slide 14 shows a thermostatic switch welded closed after
application of 1 tanperes of 65 volts DC.
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Further tests have shown that the temperatures on the heater tube subsequent
to the switch failures may have reached as much as 10000 F. during the detanking.
This temperature can cause serious damage to adjacent Teflon insulation, andsuch damage almost certainly occurred. Slides 15 and 10 show the condition ofwires, such as those used in the fan motor circuit, after they have been subjected
to temperatures of about 1000' F.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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None of the above, however, was known at the time and, after extensive con-sideration was given to the possibilities of damage from a loose fill tube, it was
decided to leave the oxygen shelf and oxygen tank #2 In the 8M and to proceed
with preparations for the launch of Apollo 13. In fact, following the special de-tanking, the oxygen tank #2 was In hazardous condition whenever It containedoxygen and was electrically energized. This condition caused the Apollo 13
accident, which was nearly catastrophic. Only the outstanding performance onthe part of the crew, Mission Control, and other members of the team which
supported the operations, successfully returned the crew to earth.

In investigating the Apollo 13 accident, the Board attempted to identify those
additional technical and management lessons which can be applied to help assure
the success of future spaceflight missions. Several recommendations of this
nature are included.

47-591 O-0---3
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Before reading the Board's recommendations. I would like to point out that
each Member of the Board concurs in each finding, determination, and recom-
mendation.

The Board's recommendations are as follows:
1. The cryogenic oxygen storage system in the service module should be

modified to:
a. Remove from contact with the oxygen all wiring, and the unsealed motors,

which can potentially short circuit and Ignite adjacent materials; or otherwise
insure against a catastrophic electrically induced fire in the tank.

b. Minimize the use of Teflon, aluminum, and other relatively combustible
materials in the presence of the oxygen and potential ignition sources.

2. The modified cryogenic oxygen storage system should be subjected to a
rigorous requalification program, Including careful attention to potential opera-
tional problems.

3. The warning systems onboard the Apollo spacecraft and lit the Mission Con-
trol Center should be carefully reviewed and modified where appropriate, with
specific attention to the following:

a. Increasing the differential between master alarm trip levels and expected
normal operating ranges to avoid unnecessary alarms.

b. Changing the caution and warning system logic to prevent an out-of-limits
alarm from blocking another alarm when a second quantity in the same sub-
system goes out of lmits.

c. Establishing a second level of limit sensing in Mission Control on critical
quantities with a visual or audible alarm which cannot be easily overlooked.

d. Providing independent talkback indicators for each of the six fuel cell
reactant valves plus a master alarm when any valve closes.

4. Consumables and emergency equipment In the LM and the CM should
be reviewed to determine whether steps should be taken to enhance their
potential for use in a "lifeboat" mode.

5. The Manned Spacecraft Center should complete the special tests and
analyses now underway in order to understand more completely the details
of the Apollo 13 accident. In addition, the lunar module power system anomalies
should receive careful attention. Other NASA Centers should continue their
support to MSC in the areas of analysis and test.

6. Whenever significant anomalies occur In critical subsystems during final
preparation for launch, standard procedures should require a presentation of
all prior anomalies on that particular piece of equipment, including those which
have previously been corrected or explained. Furthermore, critical decisions
Involving the flightworthiness of subsystems should require the presence and
full participation of an expert who is intimately familiar with the details
of that subsystem.

7. NASA should conduct a thorough reexamination of all of its spacecraft,
launch vehicle, and ground systems which contain high-density oxygen, or
other strong oxidizers, to identify and evaluate potential combustion hazards
in the light of information developed in this investigation.

8. NASA should conduct additional research on materials compatibility, ig-
nition, and combustion in strong oxidizers at various g levels; and on the char-
acteristlcs of supercritical fluids. Where appropriate, new NASA design stand-
ards should be developed.

9. The Manned Spacecraft Center should reassess all Apollo spacecraft sub-
systems, and the engineering organizations responsible for them at MSC and
at its prime contractors, to Insure adequate understanding and control of the
engineering and manufacturing details of these subsystems at the subcon-
tractor and vendor level. Where necessary, organizational elements should
be strengthened and in-depth reviews conducted on selected subsystems with
emphasis on soundness of design, quality of manufacturing, adequacy of test,
and operational experience.

CONCLUSION

In concluding, 1 would stress two points.
Th first is that in this statement I have attempted to summarize the Board's

Report. This Report and its appendices are the result of more than seven
weeks of Intensive work by the Board, its Panels, and staff, supported by the
NASA and contractor organIzations. In the interest of time, I have not In-
cluded many supporting findings and determinations which are set forth in
the Report.
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The second point I wish to make is this:
The Apollo 13 accident, which aborted man's third mission to explore the

surface of the moon, Is a harsh reminder of the immense difficulty of tills
undertaking.

The total Apollo system of ground complexes, launch vehicle, and spamcecraft
constitutes the most ambitious ani demanding engineering development ever
undertaken by man. For these missimns to succeed, both men and equipment must
perform to near perfection. That this system has already resulted In two success-
fiul lunar surface explorations Is a tribute to those men and women who conceived,
designed, built, and flew It.

Perfection Is not only difficult to achieve, but difficult to maintain. The imper-
fection in Apollo 13 constituted a near disaster, averted only by outstanding per-
formance on the part of the crew and the ground control team which supported
them.

The Board feels that the Apollo 13 accident holds important lessons which,
when applied to future missions, will contribute to the safety and effectiveness
of manned space flight.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement.

Mr. CORTRIGT. The prepared statement is a, summary of the Board
report, and I will give you a summary of the statement.

As Dr. Paine pointed out, the Review Board was created about April
17, and we first set about to put together a technical and management
team which could tackle the problem of understanding this particular
accident. Our charter, in essence, was to find out what happened, why
it happened, and what do we do about it.

Now, the first slide indicates the Review Board that was formed.
(Slide 1.)

7 j
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I was the Chairman, Robert Allnutt, who is sitting at the end of
the table here on my left, was Assistant to the Admi nistrator; Neil
Armstrong, whom I hope will join us shortly; Dr. John Clark, seated
second from my left, the Director of the Goddard Space Flight Cen-
ter; General Ifedrick, Director of Space, DCSiRVD, Headquarters,
USAF, is sitting second from the end on the right; Mr. Vince Johnson,



seated at my left here, Deputy Associate Administrator (Engineer-
ing), Office of Space Science and Applications; and Mr. Milton Klein,
seated on the other side of J)r. Paine, is Manager of the AEC-NASA
Space Nuclear Propulsion Office.

Dr. Hans Mark, who was unable to be here today, is Director of the
Ames Research Center.

As you can see from the organization chart, we put together four
major panels: Mission events, manufacturing and test, design, and
project management. And in addition, we have a number of supporting
staff functions.

The mission events panel was assigned the job of reviewing in
meticulous detail everything that telemetry and any other type of
records show as to what happened in the hours preceding the accident,
actually from liftoff to the accident-that was the preincident events
portion-then the actual few minutes of the accident, and then the
postincident events, which cover the question of how well did we re-
cover from this problem and get the astronauts back to earth. Frank
Smith from NASA Headquarters headed up mission events work.

Manufacturing and Test, was headed up by Mr. Schurmeier, whom
you may remember from his Ranger and Mariner days. lie had three
groups under him, Fabrication and Acceptance Testing, Subsystem
and System Testing, and Reliability and Quality Assurance.

In the area of l)esign, we brought in Mr. Himmel, who managed
the Agena and Centaur programs. lhe had four groups: Designi Evalu-
ation, Failure Modes and Mechanisms, Electrical, and Related Sys-
tems.

And then we put together a somewhat smaller group, headed by Mr.
Kilgore, to look into the project management aspects ofltws problem. r

Now, the manner in which we worked at the Manned Spaceczaft
Center is something like this: We relied heavily on the teclnmeal team
at the Manned Spacecraft Center to generate basic factual data for
us. In addition, we levied on this group special requirements for
analyses, additional data, and special tests.

To do this and to make this a smooth working relationship, we had
Mr. Charles Mathews of the Office of Manned Space Flight serve as a
liaison representative and in addition, we established working rela-
tionships which were quite effective and minimized, if not eliminated,
any duplication of effort. I think this worked quite effectively.

In addition, we levied special testing requirements on the Manned
Spacecraft Center and brought to bear a rather wide NASA effort
of analyses and special tests.

For example, at the peak of our testing, and I will go into that a lit-
tle bit more later, there were nearly 100 special tests run and several
hundred people running tests to attempt to duplicate on the ground
most of the elements of this accident as we think we understand it.

Now, let me switch for a moment to the problem as it confronted
us when we first arrived in Houston; of course, the accident had oc-
curred some days prior to that. We know from telemetry that the acci-
dent probably centered around the No. 2 oxygen tank in the service
module. I will tell you a little bit more about that tank in a minute.

We did have fairly good although not absolutely complete telemetry.
That was a strong plus point to start with. We also had the crew
reports. The crew had heard the bang. At least one member felt a



shudder. They observed the venting of some form of material into
space, mid near the end of the flight when they separated from the serv-
ice module they observed that the panel covering bay 4 was missing.
And they brought back photographs of the service module from which
we attempted to glean information about what had happened within
that bay.

Now, what then followed I think was aptly described by Dr. Paine
as a rather massive detecting job, and to take you through that I would
like to begin by describing the system in which the failure occurred
and place it in the context of the total Apollo system.
Te next slide-of course, you are all familiar with the basic Apollo

launch vehicle and where the service module, the lmar module and the
command module are located. The problem was in the service module.
(Slide 2).
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The next slide (slide 3) gives a little bit more detail on the service
module. Bay 4 it is called sector 4 on this slide. This is the sector in
which fuel cells, oxygen tanks, and hydrogen tanks are located, und I
will show you that a little bit better in another slide.

HELIUM TANKS

12 FT 1o IN

SERVICE PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM

OXIOIZER TANKS
OXYGEN TANKS. HYOROGEN TANKS. FUEL CELLS
SERVICE PROPULSION SUSSYSTEM
FUEL TANKS

CENTER SECTION- SERVICE PROPULSION ENGINE AN0
HELIUM tANKS

Figure 3-6.- Service module.
Slide 3

In addition, the propellants for the service modules are located
in adjacent bays and there is a center tunnel here which assumes
significance in the analysis later on, because as this sector is prossur-
ized by a rupturing tank, the gas flows into this center section and
pressurizes it.

SECTOR 2
SECTOR 3
SECTOR 4
SECTOR S
SECTOR S



If that pressure were to rise enough, it could have separated the
commanA module from the service module-simply blown it off. It
takes about 10 p.s.i. pressure to do that, whereas it takes something
in excess of 20 to 25 p.s.i. to blow the panel off bay 4.

The next slide shows in a little bit more detail the service module
with the panel removed from bay No. 4 (slide 4). In the upper shelf
are the three fuel cells that provide power. They in turn are fed by
oxygen tanks and hydrogen tanks.

NASA-S--H12-V
ARRANGEMENT OF FUEL CELLS AND CRYOGENIC

SYSTEMS IN BAY 4

Slide 4
(1

These are two hydrogen tanks with a cylindrical sleeve to fasten
them together. The two oxygen tanks sit on this shelf. Oxygen tank 1 is
here, and No. 2 ishere [indicating]. There is a valve module and servic-
ing panel here. This oxygen tank No. 2 is the one which failed.

May we have the next slide, please. (Slide 5.)
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This is the lower section of bay 4 showing the hydrogen tanks andthe bottom of oxygen tank 2 which failed. All this crinkly material
which looks a little messy, is designed that way. It is a Kapton-coated
Mylar insulation.



Slide 6

On the right (slide 6) are shown two of the three fuel cells which
are on the- self above the oxygen tanks. This is oxygen tank No. 2
that failed. This is the dome of the tank which covers the spiraling
tubes which penetrate the tank and which carry fluid into and out
of the tank as well as the electrical wiring.

I might say at this point, Mr. Chairman, that we have brought
an oxygen tank of this type with us today, on my left, which is
actually one in which we ran a full-scale combustion test. I will de-
scribe that later.

Next slide. (Slide 7.)
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Slide 7

This is oxygen tank 2. The lines run from the top over to the servic-
ing panel.
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Figure 4-1.- Oxygen tank no. 2 internal components.

Slide 8

The next slide (slide 8) is a cutaway drawing to show you what is
inside that tank. Basically, the tank is a double-walled tank. The inner
wall carries the loads. There is insulation outside of that between
the inner wall and outer wall, and this area is pumped to low vacuum
to maintain the proper heat leak rates, which have to be very low.

This tank was a very excellently performing tank thermodynami-
cally. It is a tough problem to just keep the oxygen that long in space,
and this was a major development problem in getting this tank built
in the first place.

On the right, here, is a heater assembly. There are two heater coils
wrapped around the tube here, each of which have a thermostatic
switch, which you will hear more about later.

The switch was designed to open at 800 F., plus or minus 10°, to
protect the heater assembly from overheating. At either end is an
electric motor with a fan. The oxygen is drawn into this tube through



the small hole shown here, it flows downward Virough the fan and
is blown outward through these little square hoksli own here.

The fans were required for several purposes actually, one, when
fans are not used the heat from the heater tends to remain in the
vicinity of the heater and creates a thermal bubble. If th eLts too big
and then later on is mixed, you get a pressure collap.eKT;'W Irft ra *
sudden drop in pressure which may be undesirable under some con-
ditions. If a thermal bubble exists it interferes with the accuracy of
the quantity measurements.

This probe down the middle is a capicitance gage, so-called, which
measures the density and hence the amount of supercritical oxygen in
that tank. The oxygen is kept in a supercritical state, which is a single
phase state. There is never a boundary in it between liquid and gas.
You can think of it as a very heavy gas. Some people like to think of
it as a very heavy gas, others as a liquid that never recedes, in a sense,
it always fills up the volume.

Now, the fans then break up this bubble when the heaters are on
and eliminate the stratification, so-called, that takes place there. This
makes possible accurate quantity measurements thiroughout the entire
flight regime. They also make possible the input of larger amounts of
heat without the risk of an extra hot region right in here, because
they stir the contents up and mix it around.

This tank through the supply line supplies the fuel cells and the
environmental control system. T he oxygen goes into power generation
and breathing for the crew.

There is a pressure switch on this line, a pressure transducer to
measure the pressure, and a relief valve in the event this pressure gets
too high. This relief valve actually opened during the course of the
accident.

I believe the next slide (slide 9) shows a little more detail on the
area where the problem at least got to its worst stage.
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Slide 9

There is a bundle of wires that come up from the lower fan motor
and joins with the wires from the upper fan motors and the heater
wires, and they run over through a loop through some holes in this
Teflon and glass collar.

There is a temperatum sensor mounted right on the collar to measure
the temperature in the tank. All of this wiring goes up through the
top of this quantity gage and runs out of the tank through an elec-
trical conduit. It spirals around through this conduit and it is brought
out here.



I would like to point out that I am going to refer later to a fill tube
assembly. This is the fill tube assembly. It consists of three pieces. It
is possible within the tolerances of manufacture on those three parts
to build that so that it fits in there loosely, and in fact it can fit loosely
enough so it can be displaced subsequently by either normal handling
or abnormal handling. I will come back to that.

I will show you later that we are convinced that a fire started on
wiring either lower down in the heater assembly or in this region. The
fire progressed along these wires through the holes in the Teflon ele-
ment here, probably igniting that Teflon element, setng up a little
furnace in here which failedat least the conduit, and probably more
than the electrical conduit.

A temperature rise of not too much would make it fail at the 1,000
pounds per square inch pressure it was then experiencing. Probably
the penetration cap came out at that time.

Mow, I would like to go on and show you the next slide. (Slide 10.)

Slide 10
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This is the best-I won't say the best as projected because you lose
soneth ing in the process of making view graphs, but this is an en-
hanced jphotograph taken by the crew of the service module showing
bay 4. This is the vicinity of the oxygen tank. These are the fuel cells,
tle hydrogen tanks over'here. There is quite a bit of Mylar projecting
front this bay which confuses the photography.

The photograph experts, the photo interpreters who have worked
days and days on this pliotography, feel they can find highlights which
show that the tank is still tlere. We all believe that the tank is there.
At least half of the people-probably more-who look at it can't see
it. It turns out-and we have duplicated this in the laboratory-that
with the particular geometry of the tanks and with that lighting con-
dition, it is ver hard to see in any event. Certainly, we were not able
to determihie the condition of the tank so the main value of this
photograph, I feel, is the conclusive evidence that the panel is gone.
Vfwe hadn't had this observation, I am not sure that we wouldhave
concluded that.

I would like to go to the next slide (slide 11) to go back to the
telemetry.
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Could I have the next one (slide 12)?
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The slide on the right (slide 11) is a portion of the telemetry record,
and I have extracted events from that record and listed them in an
easier manner to follow the slide on the left.

Here are some voltage spikes on a system, an attitude control system
that was connected to the same electrical bus as the tank on which we
had the I)roblem. This was an indication of something happening in
the tank. These are referred to as glitches.

These are two large current spikes which occu! red here. They are
both short circuits. The first one is the one which we now feel started
the fire in the tank. It occurred immediately after turn on of the
fans.
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Shortly thereafter, the pressure in the tank began to rise and you
can see this pressure rise here up to about a value of 1,008 pounds per
square inch. Later on, I will refer to tests that have duplicated in
general this condition.

The temperature indication rose much later but, if you recall from
the last slide I had on, the temperature sensor is loated on the quan-
tity probe.

I ere is the quantity probe. Here is the temperature measuring
device. You wouldn't expect that to measure a temperature increase
unit. the fire progressed along the wire to that vicinity. That is why
the temperature rise is delayed. Everything let go about this point.
There was a dropout of telemetry and later on a decrease of the oxy-
gen pressure in tank No. 1, which was also failed by this rupture.

There are the events summarized here. Fans on, short circuit starts
the fire, the pressure begins to rise, and this pressure rose, by the way,
because as the oxygen is heated by the fire it expands in sort of a bubble
around the wire and compresses the rest of the oxygen in the tank.

Temperature begins to rise when the fire gets to the vicinity of the
temperature gage. The highest pressure reading occurred here.

We later ran tests which showed that the pressure dropped off at
that point because the relief valve opened and it was determined that
the relief valve was sufficient to drop the pressure at the observed
rate.

The panel separated here. The telemetry dropped out. The crew
reported the problem. And very soon thereafter fuel cell 3 and fuel
cell 1 failed, because the supply valves had closed from the shock of
the explosion and the blowoif of the panel and thus shut off the fuel
cells.

The CHAIRMAN. What was about the elapsed time from the time
you got the first spike? What was the time elapse between the first and
second spikes?

Mr. CORTOIGHT. These were different short circuits. The fire had al-
ready begun and in consuming insulation could have contributed
to the second one.

The CHAIRMAN. Aren't the lower figures the time element ?
Mr. CORTRIGHT. Yes, hours and minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. That I can see, I was looking at the other chart.
Mr. CORTRIOHT. That is hours, minutes, and seconds. The scales are

different. This goes from 55 hours 53 minutes and 15 ser'onds to 55
hours, 55 minutes, over here, if my eyes aren't failing me-so there
is 5 seconds between each major block.

The'CHAIRMAN. Isee.
Mr. FULTON. Is your graph in real time?
Mr. COxRRIGHT. Yes.
Mr. FULTON. That is the real time graph?
Mr. CORTRiGHT. Yes, it is an accurate representation of what hap-

pened.
Now, having this telemetry and the crew reports, it didn't take us

too long to reach the conclusions I have given you so far. We then
decided it was time to prove that this analysis was correct, so we had
to ask ourselves a series of questions and then proceed to answer them
and prove our answers.



The first question was: Was combustion required to raise the pres-
sure the indicated amount? Analyses showed that you could not get
increases of that amount simply l)y feeding electrical energy alone
into the tank as a heat source. There was no other possible heat source,
so the conclusion was that yes, combustion was required.

The next question then 'is: What was there in the tank that could
burn? The materials in the tank had passed characteristics of materials
of the "COMAT" system which is used to determine acceptability of
materials in oxygen environments.

We made an investigation and determined that Teflon can burn
tinder these supercritical oxygen conditions, as can aluminum, solder,
and other materials present.

Mr. HEcMMER. At what temperature does Teflon burn?
Mr. CORTRI(|uT. The actual temperature of combustion are over

2,000 ° but ignition energy required is as low as one joule if it is done
through an electric arc.

Mr. PRrcH,. Why did not the relief valve take care of that?
Mr. CORTJWIIIT. When the pressure built tip due to the combustion,

the relief valve held the pressure from exceeding about 1,008 pounds
per square inch. At the same time, the fire progressed up to the metals
of the tank wall and its tubing and overheated them, at which poinW
they lost their strength and failed. That was the manner of the failure.

Mr. PRICE. It wasn't pressure in the tank that blew the tank?
Mr. CORTRIGIT. In a way it wis. The tank had plenty of strength.

It was twice as strong as necessary to hold a thousand pounds per
square inch at cryogenic temperatures, but when it was heated by
the fire it lost its strength and failed locally. So it is a combination
of effects. The material loses its strength and the pressure blows
through the weakened portion.

Mr. DOWNING. At what time on the time scale did the explosion
occur?

Mr. CORTRIOTIT. Right here where you see pressure drop.
Mr. DowNING. Transpose that over to the other chart.
Mr. CORTRIOTIT. Right here, panel separates, telemetry drops out. All

of this occurred in a very brief period of time.
I have not expanded the scale enough to break the details down into

milliseconds.
All right, so getting back to the questions, we had to ask ourselves

what would burn, and I just told you what would burn.
Then we had to ask ourselves, well, how could you start these ma-

terials burning since generally speaking they are considered compati-
ble with oxygen, and I think here we ran into a new phenomenon that
was not recognized or widely recognized before, and that is that Teflon
can be ignited rather easily if an electric arc is the igniting mechanism,
and the combustion will *propagate in supercritical oxygen. We ran
tests to show that these small amounts of electrical energy were suffi-
cient if they wnre in the form of an electrical arc which concentrates
the heat very locally in the material, and we ran additional tests to
show that even through the 1 amp, relatively quick blow fuse that
was on that line to protect it, you could get energy 10 to 100 times in
excess of what was required to ignite the wire insulation.

Now, having determined that, we said to ourselves, well, if we had
that type of fire would that be consistent with the times of the pressure



and temperature rise? So we made measurements of the rate of com-
bustion of Teflon wire insulation in supercritical oxygen, and I will
show you photographs of this later but, briefly, we found that the rate
of burning varies at 1 g., because, just like the smoke from the candlegoes up if you are burning it, more fresh oxygen is drawn in by con-
vection and feeds it.

If the fire is burning up, it goes fast; horizontally, medium, and
down, slow. When it is burning down, it burns about one-quarter of an
inch a second.

We ran tests at zero gravity and found it burns from one-eight to
one-quarter of an inch a second at zero g., so it burns still more slowly.

Going back to the lengths that were in the tank, we were able to con-
firm that there was correlation here between what we thought would
happen and what happened, and later on then we took an actual tank,
the one sitting over here and ignited its wiring insulation and re-
corded its temperature and pressure history.

Mr. FULTON. Mr. Cortright, the question of burning insulation
through arcing has come up earlier in our previous Apollo investiga.
tion, and also the question o what kind of insulation.

Some of us went down to Houston and various places and were
surprised, amazed and shocked at the way the insulation on wire
burned after there had been an arcing situation. It looked to us as
if it were a sparkler on the Fourth of July. You could see it just
running along the wire emitting these sparks.

Now, when we had the Apollo 204 insulation question, had this
material been tested for electrical arcing, or was this a new situation
that even the manufacturer had not considered in spite of Apollo 204 ?

Mr. CoRmHIoT. The testing that followed Apollo 204 concentrated
on the environment of the crew quarters, which is a much lower pres-
sure. The testing was not extended to include the conditions within
the oxygen tanks themselves, where supercritical oxygen is stored.

Mr. FULTON. That is my point. When we had much lower pressure
in a crew cabin atmosphere and we could see an arc and the insulation
burning with sparks being emitted, why then, with this ox, ';p-n situa-
tion and a much higher pressure and possible arcing, wasr t that
gone into?

Mr. CORThIGHT. Mr. Fulton, the wire that caused the problem in the
204 was a polyvinyl chloride, I believe, and we switched to Teflon
and Teflon was qualified in the pure oxygen and the polyvinyl chloride
was totally eliminated.

Mr. FULTN. It is no longer qualified?
Mr. CORTRIGHT. Teflon is qualified for the cabin, to the best of our

knowledge. It is definitely combustible at supercritical conditions in
high pressure oxygen.

Mr. FULTOvN. Do you need, in your estimation, further tests along
these lines of combustibility as well as insulation subjected to arcing
conditions? Is this just one stage, or should we go much further
before we say that the hookup is safe?

Mr. CoRTmiorr. We have a recommendation along the lines you are
suggesting, to conduct considerable additional research on this prob-
lem within NASA and to revise our standards where appropriate.

I think more work has to be done, because we have learned so much
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in the past 2 months that we tell ourselves we should have known
earlier.

Mr. FVAr N. Was this covered by any technical report of NASA,
this particular arcing situation in respect to insulation under high
pre.4sure in an oxygen atmosphere?

Mr. (ORTRI(oiiT. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. Fui:roN. Why wasn't it?
Mr. CORTmiorr. Teflon was felt to be safe under these conditions.

In hindsight, if we had conducted research on various manners in
which Teflon might burn in this very high pressure environment, we
would have found out it can be, but this was not done.

Mr. FutroN. Did NASA accept the statement of industry or the
industry catalog or manual on the characteristics of Teflon under
arcing conditions, or did it do its own separate investigation on it?

Mr. CORTHGIIT. To answer your question as best I can, I am quite
certain I am not familiar with all the governing documentation or
availal)le literature on the subject. The Teflon was qualified by means
of an impact test which is one method widely used for determining
coin)atibility of materials in all types of oxygen environments.

This test consists of a blow on the material and sensitive materials
cAn be ignited in this manner. If they will survive a blow of a certain
intensity, they are considered com patible.

Mr. P U;irN. At what point does that responsibility rest? With
NASA? The contractor? The manufacturer? Where does that respon-
sibility rest? Certainly not with the contractor.

Mr. CORMIGHT. I think the responsibility for seeing that our equip-
ment is flightworthy rests with NASA.

The CilAHIMAN. This might have been unanticipated because in the
first )lace there haven't been a lot of places in NASA or in industry
where you would duplicate such conditions under high oxygen pres-
sure.

Mr. CORTROHT. This is the only case we know of Mr. Chairman.
There may be others. It is the only case we know of where wire insula-
tion of this type was ignited and burned in an environment like this.

Teflon is generally considered to be the best of the flexible insula-
tions available.

The ChAIRUAN. And of course we have had precedence in this at
NASA where we found that the generally accepted types of welding,
for instance in the case of the Centaur, proved that they were not fit
and they had to go out and do it over again. This is part of the progress
that we make in the space effort, is it not?

fr. CORTMOi . That is tried,
Mr. HIECHLER. Does your recommended research entail use of dif-

ferent material other than Teflon? Are there other materials?
Mr. CORTRIOGT. Yes, sir. The recommendation covers the compati-

bility of various materials with pure oxygen under other conditions,
furt ier research into supercritical oxygen and examination into other
modes of propagation.

Mr. IECHLXR. As a layman, I didn't understand your use of the
term "one joule."

Mr. CORTROIHT. That is a measure of electrical energy which would
go into a spark. If you heat Teflon, it depends on how you heat it. If



ou just heat it in an oxygen environment, the first thing that will
happen is that the insulation will start to deteriorate.

Iam going to give you a roundabout answer to your question and we
have run these tests subsequent to the accident and actuall), as I will
show later, that did happen to this wiring before the launch. But
when it gets up around 8001F. or 900°F., fie insulation will slowly
oxidize away and disappear off the wires entirely.

If you, say, ignite a local portion by means of a Nichrome wire,
which would be a glowing white hot wire, when the Teflon gets to
1,300 0F. in high density oxygen, it will react in a combustible man-
ner, 1,300*F. is the figure you were asking for. It then burns at a high-
er temperature.

Mr. FULTON. Why was this in the oxygen tank when it looks as if
there was room outside?

Mr. CORTRIOTHT. We need heaters in the tank to keep the pressure
up, to keep the oxygen feeding properly into the fuel cells and into
the crew compartment. The fans were required to stir the contents.

Now, the particular mechanization that was used was two electric
motors in the tank and we cover that in our report.

Mr. FULTOn. Why was everything put inside the tank when there
was some danger of arcing?

Mr. CORTRIGHT. I think that is a fair question. This particular de-
sign approach chose to do it that way. What was done at the manufac-
turer's plant is that very meticulous assembly procedures were devel-
oped to prevent or minimize the chance of damage to the electrical
wiring so that short circuiting could not or probably would not take
place later.

We think that the design was deficient. It turns out that the basic
design wasn't really at fault in this case, the wire was damaged by
an overheating condition that I am going to describe for you.

Mr. FuLToN. In summing up the basis of the opinion which you
developed, the gentleman from West Virginia and the chairman and
I think you were citing the advance state of art not only on the mate-
rial but on the circumstances that had developed in the manufacture;
is that your opinion?

Mr. OORTRIGHT. Mr. Fulton, I believe that the tank when itwas built
constituted a very advanced tank, and we know much more today about
the sorts of problems you can get into with a tank of this type, and also
other ways in which it might be designed and put together that would
make a more reliable unit out of it.

I think that is what you told me, and I agree with it.
Mr. FULnro. I say it is not any negligence or any failure either on

the person selecting the material, the insulation, the engineering, the
design, or the operation of the vehicle-it is rather that a combination
of circumstances created a requirement for a new advance in the art
which you are now doing. Is that it?

Mr. Commirz T. Not entirely. I believe there were deficiencies in the
tank design and the manner in which the tank was handled, and I will
go into that in the balance of my statement.

Mr. HECnhvxR. I also would like to observe, and I will develop it
further, I think we need an advance in the art of administration k"
well as technical design, but I will develop that later.



Mr. PRICE. I would like to ask you, do you think that NASA's quali-
fication of material that is a&sembled into our Apollo equipment is
sufficient, or do you think it could be improved, not just in this case
but in the overall situation?

Mr. CORTRIOT. Yes, I think we can improve and we are always
trying to.

In this particular case, or in all cases actually, there are many safe-
guards to insure that nonflightworthy hardware is weaned out. Some-
times due to an unusual combination of events or mistakes, this does
not happen. The Agency has a meticulous system to prevent this from
happening. No system is perfect. Problems can sneak through.

Mr. PnciE. What progress has been made in this particular area?
Has this been altered so we can continue with the next flight, or is
considerable change necessary?

Mr. ConmoHT. The hardware itself is being redesigned for modi-
fication at this time, and within the next few weeks I expect that selec-
tion of the design will be made.

As far as the procedures are concerned, I think that every element of
the organization is taking another look at the procedures it has been
using in the light of what we have learned here, to make sure it doesn't
happen again.

Mr. PRiCE. When you accept parts like this, do they, for instance--
flush the system or try the system before it is put in? Is each individual
part as it comes from the company checked? Do we have controls
in accepting the parts?

Mr. CORTHIRnT. Depending upon the particular compound or parts,
there are flight acceptance test specifications which normally a sub-
system would have to meet. The individual parts may or may not
have accel)tance testing depending upon what the part is, but they
have to meet certain standards.

The specifications for these parts are written at various levels,
some are written by the subcontractor to the vendor, others are written
by the prime contractor to the subcontractor, and some top level
requirements are written by NASA to the prime contractor, so there
are various levels of checks and balances and review at work here.

Mr. PRICE. Do you think we should go further and go into these
companies with NASA's own inspectors and where feasible run a
test that will meet that standard-in other words, the company will
say yes, we have met your requirements, then is it tried out to see
if it meets requirements? Is this done?

Mr. CORTRIOHT. This was normally done. In this particular case
there was a thermal switch which was not tested, and this came back
to bite us. Normally what you asked us for is done. We are all review-
ing our procedures.

Mr. PRICE. Whose responsibility was it?
Mr. CoRTRInT. NASA accepts responsibility for the total system.

This cannot be delegated.
Mr. PRiCE. When it was built, whose responsibility was it?
Mr. CORTRIGHT. The prime contractor and subcontractor who man-

ufactured this equipment had a certain responsibility to insure that
the testing was sufficient. I will come to that in more detail later.

Mr. MosirER. Mr. Cortright, this thermostatic switch, was that samk
equipment on Apollo 11 and'on Apollo 12?



Mr. CORTRIGIA, "Yes; and on the earlier Apollo flights.
Mr. MosiEmi. What then was the crucial difference or the crucial

event that made the difference between those flights and this flight?
Mr. CowrRmoIHT. The crucial difference was it special detanking pro-

cedure that took pluce at the Cape, and I will go into that later.
I am delighted to answer all the questions I can, but it might make

a more coherent story if I quickly finish up. It will only take me 10
minutes.

Mr. KARETI (presiding). With the indulgence of the committee, I
think we should wait to ask questions until he finishes.

Mr. CORTRIGHT. Thank you.
There is a coherence to this that hasn't become apparent yet; I

hope it will. [Laughter.]
I was going through the problems that we faced and the things we

have to prove to ourselves. I believe I had gotten down to the point of
why the--I had explained that Ohe pressure rise history was consistent
with the rates of burning along the wire, and we proved that by test.

We also postulated that the temperature rise delay could reason-
ably be expected to occur with fire remote from the sensor, and this
was later demonstrated in tests.

The maximum pressure correlated with the relief valve operation.
The telemetry dropout was the next question. Why did we lose
telemetry ?

Two things happened. One was that there was a strong shock to the
spacecraft at the time the panel blew off, and second, from the photo-
graph, the high-gain antenna on the service module was bent.

It seems reasonable that either )arts of the panel coming off, which
you will see in a motion picture of a model test, would have done that,
or some other part coming out of that bay.

The loss of pressure from oxygen tank No. 1 is surmised to have
occurred from one of two causes, either shocking open of the valve
or cracking of one of the high pressure lines from the tank.

Now, having put those pieces together and run the tests to validate
them, the question was.does it all hang together and make a coherent
story?

As I may have mentioned earl ier, and I will repeat it for emphasis,
we did bring the total resources of the Agency to bear on the investiga-
tion which involved all of our centers, plus the prime contrw tor,
North American Rockwell, the subcontractor who delivered these
tanks to North American Rockwell, Beech Aircraft Corp., and a num-
ber of other companies helped.

This included about 100 special tests involving several hundred
people and I would like to show you a film now which gives you high-
lights of this testing program.

(Film shown.)
Mr. CORTrhiHT. The first thing we had to do was to demonstrate

that we could ignite Teflon with the lower energies that were avail-
able. This was a test done in Houston at the Manned Spacecraft Cen-
ter. An electric arc at the left ignites the Teflon wire, which burns
along the wire toward the right. It burned out another wire, and
now it will progress across.

This is burning in the very high pressure supercritical oxygen of
the type used in tank No. 2. These photographs are taken at normal
speed. It burns along like a fuse.
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This is combustion taking place in a test rig, at the Lewis Research
Center, which later on will be used to demonstrate zero g. combustion.
This is one g., to give you a point of comparison. The smoke is going
uip. At zero g., smoke doesn't know enough to go ip because there is
no up.

The temperatures of supercritical oxygen for tests like this range
from minus 100 to minus 2000 F. This is burning in an extremely
cold environment.

Here is the same test run at zero g., first to illustrate the type of rig,
this container is dropped 500 feet into a silo where it impacts into
plastic spheres to absorb the shock. This is combustion at zero g. at
a rate about half th at that occurs at one g.

These photographs are taken at 400 frames a second because the
entire time of the test was 3 to 4 seconds. The apparent out-of-focus
nature of it is caused by the refraction of the supercritieal oxygen,
not by the camera.

We also ran tests to show that wire that had been baked at high tem-
perature burned similarly. This is a bundle that is being ignited in a
simulated tank. It will burn through the wires down into the Teflon
collar. It ignited the Teflon collar and burned a 2-inch hole at the top.

This is more of a boilerplate tank. The rupture comes right through
here, very rapidly. There is the rupture.

Mr. FULTON. Where does the arcing occur on those pictures?
Mr. CORThIGHT. I will come back to that, Mr. Fulton, if that will

satisfy you.
Now, this is moving through a full-scale tank, the one that I have

with me this morning. The fire is burning inside-it just blew through.
This is an escaping mixture of gaseous and liquid oxygen which took
place in that rather confined compartment of bay No. 4 of the
spacecraft.

Mr. Fulton, to come back to your question, the last test you saw,
gition was achieved either with a Nichrome wire or a squib rather
than an electric arc. The electric arc tests were a separate series of tests
that we ran.

Depending upon the size of the hole, it may be necessary to get addi-
tional pressure in the bay to get it off. These tests were run at Langley
to demonstrate that the oxygen products accompanied by sparks and
burning material from the tank are sufficient to ignite the Mylar in-
sulation that you saw earlier fill the bay.

We have measured augmented pressure rises as much as a factor
of 6, it probably wouldn't be quite that in high flight. A combination
of a hole in the tank between 1 and 2 inches in diameter supplemented
by this combustion which has been demonstrated, would be sufficient
to take the panel off the tank.

This particular test is a slow motion film of oxygen combustion
with the Mylar. At the same time, we ran analyses to determine what
type of pressure pulse would be required to take a panel off, and then
ran tests which you are about to see to measure, in fact, whether our
calculated pulses would in fact take the pane off.

Here is a film taken at 2,000 framer. a second, and this panel is a
half scale honeycomb l)anel blowing off with a simulated tank rup-
ture, the tank being in this location. That all takes place in a few
milliseconds.

It can occur in such a way that the pressure builds up highest right
in this vicinity and to a lesser extent in the rest of the bay and to a still



lesser extent in the rest of the service model, so that it would not have
blown off the command model.

The combinationwof analyses and tests in this point of time provide a
fairly good reproduction of what probably liappened.

That concludes the film.
At this point, Mr. Chairman, I would like to wrap up what I have

been telling you for the past 45 minutes or so, by reading a portion
of the Apolo 13 Review Board report. I am turning to the report here
because these words are carefully chosen and I think words should be
carefully chosen when we come right down to the point of what most
likely happened and what roles various organizations played in the
problem.

In reaching its findings, determinations, and recommendations, It was neces-
sary for the Board to review critically the equipment and the organizational
elements responsible for It. It was found that the accident was not the result
of a chance malfunction in a statistical sense, but rather resulted from an
unusual combination of mistakes, coupled with a somewhat deficient and un-
forgiving design. In brief, this is what happened:

a. After assembly and acceptance testing, the oxygen tank No. 2 which flew
on Apollo 13 was shipped from Beech Aircraft Corporation to North American
Rockwell (NR) in apparently satisfactory condition.

b. It is now known, however, that the tank contained two protective thermo-
static switches on the heater assembly, which were inadequate and would sub-
sequently fail during ground test operations at Kennedy Space Center (KSC).

o. In addition, it is probable that the tank contained a loosely fitting fill tube
assembly. This assembly was probably displaced during subsequent handling,
which included an Incident at the prime contractor's plant In which the tank
was Jarred.

d. In itself, the displaced fill tube assembly was not particularly serious, but
It led to the use of Improvised detanking procedures at KSC which almost cer-
tainly set the stage for the accident.

c. Although Beech did not encounter any problem in detanking during accept-
ance tests, it was not possible to detank oxygen tank No. 2 using normal proce-
dures at KSC. Tests and analyses indicate that this was due to gas leakage
through the displaced fill tube assembly.

f. The special detanking procedures at KSC subjected the tank to an extended
period of-actually about 8 hours-heater operation and pressure cycling for
about 2 hours. These procedures had not been used before, and the tank had not
been qualified by test for the conditions experienced. However, the procedures
did not violate the specifications which governed the operation of the heaters at
KSC.

g. In reviewing these procedures before the flight, officials of NASA, NR, and
Beech did not recognize the possibility of damage due to overheating. Many of
these officials were not aware of the extended heater operation. In any event,
adequate thermostatic switches might have been expected to protect the tank.

h. A number of factors contributed to the presence of Inadequate thermostatic
switches in the heater assembly. The original 1962 specifications from NR to
Beech Aircraft Corporation for the tank and heater assembly specified the use of
28 V dc power, which is used in the spacecraft. In 190, NR issued a revised
specification which stated that the heaters should use a 65 V dc power supply
for tank p,_ssurization; this was the power supply used at KSC to reduce pres-
surization time. Beech ordered switches for the Block II tanks but did not
change the switch specifications to be compatible with 65 V dc.

Mr. FULTON. Would you sav that againI
Mr. CORTRIGHT (continuing):

Beech ordered switches for the Block II tanks but did not change the switch
specifications to be compatible with 65 V de.

i. The thermostatic switch discrepancy was not detected by NASA, NR, or
Beech in their review of documentation, nor did tests identify the incompatibility
of the switches with the ground support equipment (GSF) at KSC, since neither
qualification nor acceptance testing required switch cycling under load as should
have been done. It was a serious oversight Jn which all parties shared.

.* 4 ,,
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j. The thermostatic switches could accommodate the 65 V de during tank pres-
surization because they normally remained cool and closed. However, they could
not open without dainage with 65 V de power applied. They were never required
to do no until the special detanking. During this procedure, as the switches
started to open when they reached their upper temperature limit, they were
welded permanently closed by the resulting arc and were rendered inoperative
as protective thermostats.

By the way, I do have a failed switch here, one from the test, which
I can show you later.

k. Failure of the thermostatic switches to open could have been det':-ted at
KSC if switch operation had been checked by observing heater current readings
on the oxygen tank heater control panel. Although it was not recognized at that
time, the tank temperature readings indicated that the heaters had reached their
temperature limit and switch opening should have been expected.

/. As shown by subsequent tests, failure of the thermostatic switches prob-
ably permitted the temperature of the heater tube assembly to reach about
1000 ° F in spots during the continuous 8-hour -period of heater operation. Such
heating has been shown by tests to severely damage the Teflon insulation on the
fan motor wires in the vicinity of the heater assembly. From that time on, in-
eluding pad occupancy, the oxygen tank No. 2 was in a hazardous condition
when filled with oxygen and electrically powered.

.Just to digress for a moment, I would like to show my last three
view-graphs (slides 13, 14, and 15) which show the manner in which
the contacts of the thermostatic switch can weld together.
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Here are the welded together electrical contacts of the thermostatic
switch when subjected to about 1/2 amperes, all that it will carry at
the 65 volt d.c. This is the condition of the wire when removed from
a test heater assembly. These wires run up through a conduit inside
the heater assembly, which runs from the other side of the tube from
the electrical heater. This was liquid nitrogen. All you see is thermal
damage. In oxygen, one would have expected some of that to slowly
oxidize away. In some cases it can totally disappear.

m. It was not until nearly 50 hours into the mission, however, that the fan
motor wiring, possibly moved by the fan stirring, short circuited and ignited

its insulation by means of an electric arc. The resulting combustion in the
oxygen tank probably overheated and failed the wiring conduit where it en-
ters the tank, and possibly a portion of the tank Itself.
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n. The rapid expulsion of high-pressure oxygen which followed, possibly aug-
mented by combustion of insulation In the space surroundlg the tank, blew
off the outer panel to bay 4 of the SM, caused a h-ak in the hIgh-pressure sys-
tem of oxygen tank No. 1, damaged the high-gain antenna, caused other mis-
cellaneous damage, and aborted the mission.

The accident Is judged to have been nearly catastrophic. Only outstanding
performance on the part of the crew. Mission Control, and other members of
the team which supported the operations successfully returned the crew to
Earth.

A large amount of material is included in our report atnd in Ap-
pendix B (Report of the Apollo 13 Review Board) to show the
manner in which the mission control and the crew coped with this
in-flight emergency. I think it was truly admirable. I would commend
it to your reading. I have not taken time to go through that this
morning.

I would say this also: In investigating the accident to Apollo 13,
the Board has also attempted to identify those additiontJ technical
and management lessons which can be applied to help assure the suc-
cess of future space flight missions; several recommendations of this
nature are included.

I will now, on behalf of the Board, state that we recognize our report
as being preoccupied with deficiencies, that is the nature of a review
board. We feel that the deficiencies we have uncovered will help the
program to do a better job in the future, and that they should be
viewed in the light of the considerable successes that this equipment
and the people who build and operate it have achieved today.

Mr. Chairman, I now would like to read the recommendations of
the Board, and this will conclude my statement. This is on page 540 of
the summary report of the Apollo 13 Review Board, this particular
volume, if you want to read along with me:

1. The cryogenic oxygen storage system in the service module should be
modified to:

(a) Remove from contact with the oxygen all wiring, and the unsealed mo-
tors, which can potentially short circuit and ignite adjacent materials-

Incidentally, page 540 is the very last thing in the volume.
Mr. KARrTH. Page 42 in the copies of your statement the members

have?
Mr. COWmIGHT. It is the statement on 42, it is in the report at page

540. They both say the same thing.
(a) Remove from contact with the oxygen all wiring, and the unsealed motors,

which can potentially short circuit and ignite adjacent materials; or otherwise
Insure against a catastrophic electrically Induced fire in the tank.

(b) Minimize the use of Teflon, aluminum, and other relatively combustible
materials in the presence of the oxygen and potential ignition sources.

2. The modified cryogenic oxygen storage system should be subjected to a
rigorous requalification program, including careful attention to potential opera-
tional problems.

3. The warning systems onboard the Apollo spacecraft and In the Mission
Control Center should be carefully reviewed and modified where appropriate, with
specific attention to the following:

(a.) Increasing the differential between master alarm trip levels and expected
normal operating ranges to avoid unnecessary alarms.

(b) Changing the caution and warning system logic to prevent an out-of-limits
alarm from blocking another alarm when a second quantity in the same sub-
system goes out of limits.

(c) Establishing a second level of limit sensing in Mission Control on critical
quantities with a visual or audible alarm which cannot be easily overlooked.
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(d) Providing Independent talkback indicators for each of the six fuel cell
reactant valves plus i master alarm when any valve closes.

4. Conuinables and emergency equipment in the LM and the CM should be
reviewed to determine whether steps should be taken to enhance their potential
for use in a "lifeboat" mode.

5. The Manned Spacecraft Center should complete the special tests and analyses
now underway in order to understand more completely the details of the Apollo
13 accident. In addition, the lunar module power system anomalies should receive
careful attention. Other NASA Centers should continue their support to MSC In
the areas of analysis and test.

6. Whenever significant anomalies occur in critical subsystems during final
preparation for launch, standard procedures should require a presentation of all
l)rior anomalies on that l)articular piece of equipment, including those which have
previously been corrected or explained. Furthermore, critical decisions Involving
the tlghtworthines;s of subsystems should require the presence and full par-
ticipation of an expert who is intimately familiar with the details of that
subsystem.

7. NASA should conduct a thorough reexamination of all its spacecraft, launch
vehicle, and ground systems which contain high-density oxygen, or other strong
oxidizers, to identify and evaluate potential combustion hazards In the light
of information developed in this investigation.

8. NASA should conduct additional research on materials compatibility, igni-
tion, and combustion in strong oxidizers at various g levels; and on the character-
istics of supercritical- fluids. Where appropriate, new NASA design standards
should be developed.

9. The Manned Spacecraft Center should reassess all Apollo spacecraft sub-
systems, and the engineering organizations responsible for them at MSC and
at its prime contractors, to insure adequate understanding and control of the
engineering and manufacturing details of these subsystems at the subcontractor
an(l vendor level. Where necessary, organizational elements should be strength-
ened and in-depth reviews conducted on selected subsystems with emphasis on
soundness of design, quality of manufacturing, adequacy of test, and operational
experience.

Mr. Chairman, that completes my presentation.
Mr. K,%RIi. Thank you very much, Mr. Cortright, for your summary

report. Congratulations to you and the Review Board are in order for
having made what I consider to be a very positive, definitive and can-
did analysis of the accident.

Certainly it gives me confidence that an in-house investigation can
be made, which in the final analysis can result in criticism if the situ-
ation merits criticism, so I want to congratulate you and the Board.

I am going to ask the members to adhere to the 5-minute rule to
give everyone on the coinmittee an opportunity to ask questions.

The Chair recognizes Mr. Fulton.
Mr. FUL'roN. I believe you have done a careful and excellent job on

the Review Board.
I would like, with the chairman's permission, to have the recommen-

dations of the Review Board of Apollo 204 put immediately after the
recommendations that have just been made by this Apollo 13 Review
Board.

Mr. KAnTF. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The recommendations of the Review Board of Apollo 204 are as

follows:)

BOARD FINDINoS, DETERMINATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this Review, the Board adhered to the principle that reliability of the
Coumnd Module and the entire sy.sten involved in its operation is a require-
ment. common to both safety and mission succe.,%.. Once the Command Module has
left the earth's environment the occupants are totally dependent upon it for their
safety. It follows that protection from fire as a hazard Involves much more
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than quick egress. The latter has merit only during test periods on earth when
the Command Module is being readied for its mission and not during the mission
itself. The risk of fire must be faced; however, that risk is only onle factor
pwrtaining to the reliability of the Command Module that must receive ade-
quate consideration. Design features and operating prutwedures that are Intended
to reduce the fire risk must not introduce other serious risks to mission success
and safety.

1. FINDING

(a) There was a momentary power failure at 23:30:55 GMT.
(b) A detailed design review be conducted on the entire spacecmft communica-
(c) No single Ignition source of the fire was conclusively Identified.

Determ intionl
The most probable initiator was an electrical arc in the sector between tie

-Y and +Z spacecraft axes. The exact location best fitting the total available
information is near the floor in the lower forward section of the left-hand
equipment bay where Environmental Control System (14'MS) Instrumentation
power wiring leads into the area between the Environmental Control Unit (ECU)
and the oxygen panel. No evidence was discovered that suggested sabotage.

2. FINDING

(a) The Command Module contained many types and clasQes of combustible
material in areas contiguous to possible ignition sources.

(b) The test was conducted with a 16.7 pounds per square inch absolute, 100
percent oxygen atmosphere.

Determination
The test conditions were extremely hazardous.

Rceom mendation
The amount and location of combustible materials In the Command Module

must be severely restricted and controlled.

3. FINDING

(a) The rapid spread of fire caused an Increase in pressure and temperature
which resulted in rupture of the Command Module and creation of a toxic
atmosphere. Death of the crew was from asphyxia due to inhalation of toxic
gases due to fire. A contributory cause of death was thermal burns.

(b) Non-uniform distribution of carboxyhemoglobin was found by autopsy.

Determination
Autopsy data leads to the medical opinion that unconsciousness occurred

rapidly and that death followed soon thereafter.

4. FINDING

Due to internal pressure, the Command Module inner hatch could not be
opened prior to rupture of the Command Module.

Determination
The crew was never capable of effecting emergency egre.,s because of the

pressurization before rupture and their loss of consciousness soon after rupture.

Rccommcnda.tion
The time required for egress of the crew be reduced and the operations neces-

sary i'or egress be simplified.
5. FINDING

Those organizations responsible for the planning, conduct and safety of this
test failed to Identify it as being hazardous. Contingency preparations to per-
mit escape or rescue of the crew from an Internal Command Module fire, were not
made.

(a) No procedures for this type of emergency had been established either for
the crew or for the spacecraft pad work team.

(b) The emergency equipment located in the White Room and on the space-
craft work levels was not designed for the smoke condition resulting from a
fire of this nature.

47-591 0-70----5
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(o) Emergency fire, rescue and medical teams were not in attendance.
(d) Both the spacecraft work levels and the umbilical tower acce.,s arm con-

tain features such as steps, sliding doors and sharp turns In the egress paths
which hinder emergency operations.

Determination
Adequate safety precautions were neither established nor observed for this test.

Reoommendation8
(a) Management continually monitor the safety of all test operations ana

assure the adequacy of emergency procedures.
(b) All emergency equipment (breathing apparatus, protective clothing, deluge

systems, access arm; etc.) be reviewed for adequacy.
(o) Personnel training and practice for emergency procedures be given on a

regular basis and reviewed prior to the conduct of a hazardous operation.
(d) Service structures and umbilical towers be modified to facilitate emergency

operations.
6. FINDING

Frequent interruptiois and failures had been experienced in the overall com-
munication system during the operations preceding the accident.

Determination
The overall communication system was unsatisfactory.

Recommendations
(a) The Ground Communication System be improved to assure reliable com-

munications between all tests elements as soon as possible and before the next
manned flight.

(b) A detailed design review be conducted on the entire spacecraft communica-
tion system.

7. FINDING

(a) Revisions to the Operational Checkout Procedure for the test were issued at
5:80 pm EST January 26, 1967 (209 pages) and 10:00 am EST January 27, 1967
(4 pages).
(b) Differences existed between the Ground Test Procedures and the In-Flight

Check Lists.
Determination

Neither the revision nor the differences contributed to the accident. The late
issuance of the revision, however, prevented test personnel from becoming ade-
quately familiar with the test procedure prior to its use.

Recommendations
(a) Test Procedures and Pilot's Checklists that represent the actual Command

Module configuration be published in final form and reviewed early enough to
permit adequate preparation and participation of all test organization.

(b) Timely distribution of test procedures and major changes be made a con-
straint to the beginning of any test.

8. FINDING

The fire in Command Module 012 was subsequently simulated closely by a test
fire in a full-scale mock-up.

Determination
Full-scale mock-up fire tests can be used to give a realistic appraisal of fire

risks in flight-configured spacecraft.

Recommendation
Full-scale mock-ups in flight configuration be tested to determine the risk of fire.

9, FINDING

The Command Module Environmental Control System design provides a pure
oxygen atmosphere.
Determination

This atmosphere presents severe fire hazards if the amount and location of
combustibles in the Command Module are not restricted and controlled.
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Recommendatfon8
(a) The fire safety of the reconfigured Command Module be established by

full-scale mock-up tests.
(b) Studies of the use of a diluent gas be continued with particular reference

to assessing of problems of gas detection ard control and the risk of addltioaal
operations -that would be required In the use of a two gas atmosphere.

10. FINDING

Deficiencies existed in Command Module design, workmanship and quality
control such as:

(a) Components of the Environmental Control System installed in Command
Module 012 had a history of many removals and of technical difficulties including
regulator failures, line failures and Environmental Control Unit failure& The
design and installation features of the Environmental Oontrol Unit makes re-
moval or repair difficult.

*(b) Coolant leakage at solder Joints has been a chronic problem.
(o) The coolant is both corrosive and combustible.
(d) Deficiencies in design, manufacture, installation, rework and quality

control existed in the electrical wiring.
(e) No vibration test was made of a complete flight-configured spacecraft.
(f) Spacecraft design and operating procedures currently require the dis-

connecting of electrical connections while powered.
(g) No design features for fire protection were incorporated.

Determination
These deficiencies created an unnecessarily hazardous condition and their con-

tinuation would imperil any future Apollo operations

Recommendations
(a) An in-depth review of all elements, components and assemblies of the

Environmental Control System be conducted to assure its functional and struc-
tural integrity and to minimize its contribution to fire risk.

(b) Present design of soldered Joints in plumbing be modified to increase In-
tegrity or the Joints be replaced with a more structurally reliable configuration.

(o) The coolant is both corrosive and combustible.
(d) Review of specifications be conducted, 3-dimensional Jigs be used in

manufacture of wire bundles and rigid inspection at all stages of wiring design,
manufacture and installation be enforced.

(e) Vibration tests be conducted of a flight-configured spacecraft.
(Q) The necessity for electrical connections or disconnections with power on

within the crew compartment be eliminated.
(g) Investigation be made of the most effective means of controlling and ex-

tinguishing a spacecraft fire. Auxiliary breathing oxygen and crew protection
from smoke and toxic fumes be provided.

11. FINDING

An examination of operating practices showed the following exanrples of prob-
lem areas:

a. The number of the open items at the time of shipment of the Command
Module 012 was not known. There were 113 significant Engineering Orders not,
accomplished at the time Command Module 012 was delivered to NASA; 623 En-
gineering Orders were released subsequent to delivery. Of these, 22 were recent
releases which were not recorded In configuration records at the time of the
accident.

b. Established requirements were not followed with regard to the pre-test con-
btraints list. The list was not completed and signed by designated contractors and
NASA personnel prior to the test, even though oral agreement to proceed was
reached.

c. Formulation of and changes to pre-launch test requirements for the Apollo
spacecraft program were unresponsive to changing conditions.

d. Non-certified equipment items were installed in the Command Module at
time of test

e. Discrepancies existed between NAA and NASA MSC specifications regarding
inclusion and positioning of flammable materials.

f. The test specification was released In August 1966 and was not updated to
include accumulated changes from. release date to date of the tert.



Determination
Problems of program management and relationships between Centers and with

the contractor have led In some cases to Insufficient response to changing program
requirements.

Recommn cdation
Every effort must be made to insure the maximum clarification and understand-

Ing of the responsibilities of all the organizations involved, the objective being a
fully coordinated and efficient program.

Mr. FULTONx. I would like to ask General Hedrick, since you are
Director of Space Headquarters at USAF, do you have there an
Inspector General under the U.S. Air Force who Is independent and
inakes independent inspections?

General HEDRICK. Yes; we do.
Mr. FULTON. Do you need him in Space in the U.S. Air Force? Is

he valuable?
General HEDRICK. Yes.
Mr. FULTON. I thank you for trying to get an Inspector General

set up for NASA. Either he is not needed in space in the U.S. Air
Force or else he is badly needed in NASA. I do feel we need an outside
independent inspection system that is reportable to the top manage-
inent of NASA.

As of now, anyone who hangs a lemon on a capsule can only complain
to a contractor, a subcontractor, a man working for the Manned Space
Flight Center, or the particular Center where this project is being
developed, or he is required to report to a program director, of course,
who wants to get along with the job.

If he is down at the launchsite, he will be holding up the launching
if he thinks there is something which might slightly go wrong and
probably won't. So again I recommend to NASA a strongly independ-
ent Inspector General setup so that we can do especially the No. 9
recommendation to insure adequate understanding and control of the
engineering and manufacturig details of these subsystems at the sub-
contractor and vendor level.

On recommendation No. 5, it would help.
On recommendation No. 6, it would help.
On recommendation No. 7, it would help.
I am, of course, interested in the use of Mylar insulation as a blanket,

and also interested in the insulation on wires carrying electrical cur-
rents under oxygen conditions.

Has the manufacturer taken off his list or his catalog or limited
for these purposes these two materials I What has been the result for
the general public and general business on the investigation? Are we
going to limit Teflon and Mylar insulation blanketing?

Mr. CORTHIOTIT. If I understand your question right, the combustion
of the Mylar insulation occurred in a very unusual circumstance,
namely-

Mr. FULTON. I agree with that. What protection is there for the
general public and general business with the new information we have?

I believe I will answer it The manufacturer, I understand, has taken
off its catalog lists for these purposes at least the Teflon.

Mr. CORTRIOTHT. I am sorry, Mr. Fulton, I am not aware of that.
Mr. FULTON. One other point I would like to ask about is this: When

there is a combination of circumstances resulting .in one warning, it
seems to me incredible that there is not an alternate system that might
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turn up a second warning so that the first warning system doesn't
smother the second.

Mr. CORTRIGHT. That is a reasonable observation. The compromise
always is: how complex can you make the system ? The more modes of
failure the system can handle, the more complex the system gets.

This particular system has certain situations of tle type you de-
scribed. We have asked that they be reexamined to see if anything can
be done about it. It may not be practical to do so.

By the way, Mr. Chairman, I would like to welcome the last missing
member of our Board, Mr. Neil Armstrong, who has now arrived. He
is familiar with one alarm overriding another. He may comment on
that question.

Mr. FULTON. We think that astronauts had better not be cross-exam-
ined too closely. We would rather have you fellows respond, and while
they are orbiting the White House and the Capital now more than the
moon, we nevertheless give them a little immunity, which I think we
owe them.

The point I have always made, and made especially on Apollo 204,
there is no failure on the part of the astronauts in handling the equip-
ment, on running the mission, on the decision to take certain rescue
operations and the return. The astronauts all performed well without
any negligence or failure whatever.

Is that correct?
Mr. CORTRIGHT. I guess I don't know of any.
Mr. FULTON. How about the Administrator?
Dr. PAINE. I certainly concur in that statement.
Mr. FULTON. How about Mr. Armstrong?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. I would have to say that there were a number of

options available to the crew and they didn't investigate every option,
which in hindsight could have been investigated, but there isn't any
reason to believe they should have with the information they had
available to them either.

Mr. FULTON. How about General Hedrick?
General HEDRICK. I think they performed admirably.
Mr. FULTON. Thank you.
Mr. HECHLER. Technically, I think this is an outstanding report and

I like its forthrightness. We can call it the Forfhright Cortright
Report.

Seriously, the recommendations are almost entirely technical in
nature with the possible exception of parts of No. 6. In any organiza-
tion like NASA where you have individuals of high technical com-
petence planning for a very hazardous mission, there has to be mutual
respect and confidence on the part of those that are using the equip-
ment that everything will go right, whereas Murphy's law occasion-
ally crops up. So what really concerns me about both the 1967 fire and
this accident is that although we hav e devised recommendations which
take care of correcting the technical aspects, we have done little to
correct administrative deficiencies.

You really need some critical people who may not be very popular
in NASA, they may not get many invitations to social events, but
there are people who have a critical, skeptical bent in their questions
about whether or not the contractor has produced safe equipment.
They must ask the kind of questions like, what about the hazards of
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all-oxygen environment, questions like we by hindsight asked in 1967,
why couldn't you open a hatch from the inside a little quicker during
the test.

I think you need a group of people with this type of inquiring,
critical mind, that can ask these questions consistently and continu-
ously as the equipment comes from the contractor, to not only watch
the development and review the procedures according to the manual
but to findout if there were any unusual events like the dropping oi
2 inches onto the cement floor and what effect this had.

I would like to ask Mr. Armstrong if one of the astronauts who has
made a flight could be placed at the head of the team who could in-
dependently ask the kin of questions that the ordinary experts withinNASA do not ask because they have confidence that everything will
go right?

Mr. CORmTIor. If I can interrupt before Mr. Armstrong can an-
swer that question, I would like to correct the error of dropping onto
the cement floor which appeared in the newspaper. This so-called
drop incident was not like that at all. The tank was assembled in a
shelf, the shelf was being lifted out of the bay No. 4 and one bolt
had not been removed and as a result, the lifting device broke and
the shelf containing the two oxygen tanks dropped 2 inches back
onto its mounting brackets.

Mr. HECLILER. I am glad we got that correction.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. I am sure that astronauts who really spend very

little time in space compared to the amount of time they spend asking
questions in the course of their job could do such a job as Mr. Hechler
suggested, and we find many other individuals within our Agency
and without, who are also very penetrating in their inspections and
could also do such jobs.

Mr. HECHLER. Would it take someone outside of the Agency coming
in or could it be done by someone who is necessarily an expert and
maybe going around with the wheels and have the confidence in the
equipment which results from just being an expert?

Mr. ARMSTRONG. I should think there 's always some advantage to
people who are put in this position of having some independent
authority.

Mr. HECIILER. I want to ask Dr. Paine if he had any further comment
on this.

Dr. PAINE. Of course, Mr. Hechler, we have the Aerospace Safety
Advisory Panel which is specifically designed to report directly to me
outside of any. other channel. It includes people outside of NASA who
sit in and review the procedures we are using. They are penetrating.
We need-not any one magic solution-but we need to take a number
of different approaches.

In order to penetrate a system as complex as Apollo to the tremen-
dous depths in which it must be penetrated, and I think we have a
beautiful example in this very small thermal switch which was cer-
tainly one of the major contributors, it is necessary to have a very large
organization working on a full-time basis with no other responsibilities
such as our Apollo management system.

In addition to that, we do need outside people to come in and ask
the very different overall kinds of question, whether or not we indeed
have got this set up properly, whether or not the channels of report-
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ing are correct, whether or not we are indeed using the best and most
modern techniques to attempt to have the entire system ferret out such
questions.

What we have here before us today is an example of a breakdown of
a system in which we failed with the kinds of gates that we have assem-
bled to prevent these things from going through. We failed to detect
the fact that in the change from a 28-volt to a 65-volt GSE power sup-
ply, we failed to test the switch specification. We then have failures
on the part of additional people later to see to it that this system got
an adequate test which would expose the fact that this switch, which
is never called upon to operate in flight, under the ground conditions
we encountered would fail to operate successfully.

We have a number of such failures. I haven't had an opportunity to
go through the report in detail-which I will do-which calls for us
to reexamine the systems we have on place and ask ourselves in detail
what must be done to make such that in the future we catch things of
this nature.

The fact that we did this special detanking procedure on this tank
which had never been done on a previous Apollo mission indicates
why it was that on Apollo 13 we encountered this dificulty when we
had successfully flown all the previous Apollo missions. In no case
had this switch ever had the opportunity to operate. It was the special
detanking proceeding.

The lesson that we have got to examine here is how it could be that
we would indeed carry out this special detankilag procedure in Cape
Kennedy-when we ran into difficulties in detanking this tank during
the test period, how it would be that we would carry out the procedure
and not fully examine all the consequences of this.

There are many questions in the administration end which we must
reexamine as a followup to the job that Mr. Corfright and his team
have so ably done.

Mr. HECHLER. Thank you, Dr. Paine.
Mr. KARTH. Thank you, doctor.
The Chair recognizes Mr. Mosher.
Mr. MOSHER. Are you saying that NASA as yet has not precisely

identified the point of procedure or the persons in the procedures who
should have asked the right questions about the effect of the special
testing on the pad which fused the thermal switch?

You haven't yet precisely identified the point or the person where
the crucial question should have been raised?

Dr. PAINE. Mr. Mosher, it is my gueas that we will never identify
one particular person that might be called the villain of Apollo 13.
There are many different failures that have come to light.

There was the failure in the switch area. There was the failure 'i
assembling the fill system which then, in turn, led to the necessity
at the Cape for the special detanking procedures.

There were a number of different events which happened along
the line. Each one of these was necessary.

Mr. MOSHER. I wasn't looking for the villain of the piece. I was
raising essentially the same question that Mr. Hechler and Mr. Fulton
raised-you haven't precisely identified the person in the future who
is going to ask these embarrassing or these crucial questions?



Dr. PAINE. That is right. We have not yet made our decision as to
what changes are necessary in order to preclude such a thing in the
future.

Mr. MosHri. Are there any aspects of this, or any event, not yet
identified? Is there any remaining mystery as to what happened still
unexplained?

Mr. COrTRmHT. I guess it is pretty dangerous to say "No" to that
question. But, at the moment, we. don't know of any remaining
mysteries.

There was one test which didn't turn out quite the way we thought
it would turn out. It is being rerun at Beech. That was a full-scale
duplication of the detanking that took place at the Cape in all
respects.

When that took place, the switches failed in a different manner than
they did in our test setup and, as a result, one switch remained closed
and one open by virtue of the fact that the terminals melted and
fell out.

Mr. MOSHER. So you will still be doing some work?
Mr. CORThIOHT. That is right.
One heater stayed on and one did not; as a result, the temperatures

didn't get as high as it did in the Apollo 13, and so the insulation
wasn't damaaged, although we had done other tests-there are other
details that need to be cleaned out.

We pointed out in our letter of transmittal that we plan to reconvene
a little later in the year to look over any additional tests and analyses
to see if what we have said here still stands up.

Mr. MosHER. You have made several recommendations that will take
time. What about the impact of this on Apx)llo 14? How much post-
ponement'is there going to be?

Mr. Cow rnIHT. I don't know that there will be any. The recom-
mendations we have made are generally cast in a two-level type review,
for example, where we ask the subsystems to be -reviewed, we are first
essentially asking for a screening to identify those that we are not so
much on top of. It is our feel it can be concluded before Apollo 14.

Mr. MosniF.. So December is still a good time?
Mr. CORTRIGHT. Yes. I think it will be 'a hard point to meet from the

changes in hardware that will be selected. Whether it is possible or
not, I am not qualified to say.

Mr. MosH.R. Thank you.
Mr. DowyIo. I would like to congratulate Mr. Cortright and the

board for what I think is an excellent report and a practical one. It
-reminds me of the one we had several years ago. We have complete
confidence in it.

Was this the first time that the fan in oxygen tank No. 2 was
turned on ?

Mr. CORTRIGHT. No, sir; the fans and heaters are used whenever the
tank is filled with cryogenic oxygen. They are not used continuously.

Mr. DowNING. During the flight?
Mr. CORTRGIHT. No. Pardon me. The fans had been turned on several

times before during the flight.
Mr. DowNixG. Were there other tanks on board which had the

same switches and thermostats and which did operate properly during
the flight?



Mr. CORTIGIHT. Oxygen tank No. 1 is essentially identical and it
operated properly. Thehydrogen tanks are similar and they operated
properly.

Actually, as I point out in the board report, these particular tanks
accumulated nearly 3,000 hours of space flight without significant
problems.

Mr. DowNING. They had not been redesigned with the 65-volt
switch?

Mr. Com-miHT. No. They have used the 65 volt at the Cape for
checkout of all of these tanks for pressurization, but not under the
circumstances of this detanking procedure.

Let me make sure that is clear. I am not sure that I did this. The dif-
ference is that when the heaters are left on during detanking, they are
running when the tank is almost empty and you don't have that large
quantity of very cold oxygen to keep things cool, so at this point they
get ver ho. That had never happened before.

Mr. Dowi (iN. If I read the time chart correctly, there was some-
thing more than a minute from the time the fan turned on until
the explosion occurred. Is there anything that the crew could have
done, in hindsight, or that the ground crew could have done?

Mr. CORTRIGHT. No, sir; the only thing that could have been done
was to observe the increase in pressure and reduce the troubleshoot-
ing time afterward to identify why it happened, but there was noth-
ing that could have been done to save the mission.
Mr. DowNiNG. You termed this a near disaster, which it was. What

could have happened?
What did you fear the most?
Mr. CORTRIGHT. I think that in space it might have been possible

to rupture a propellant tank in an adjacent bay. It might have failed
oxygen tank No. 1 more rapidly, not giving the crew adequate time
to make the transition that they did to the Lem lifeboat mode. It
might have occurred at a different point in the mission when recovery
would not have been possible.

Mr. DowNiNG. Was it more of an explosion than an implosion?
Mr. CORTRIGHT. Yes, sir; I think it is most easily understood as a

failure in the pressure vessel or its high-pressure tubing due to over-
heating, a rupture, if you will, through which high-pressure oxygen
bursts or streams very rapidly.

Mr. DowNING. Thank you very much.
Mr. KARTH. Mr. Winn.
Mr. WiNN. Thank you.

The review board has done an excellent job in which I concur with
the remarks of the other members of the committee.

I would like to follow up the thought that Mr. Mosher pursued.
Did anything else in your various tests that you ran give you great
concern, other than the additional switch, when you were really put-
ting some of these pieces to extreme tests which were shown in the
movie? Did anything else show up that really bothered you?

Mr. COTRmIGHT. Yes, sir; these are all spelled out in the board report
We were concerned with certain aspects of the basic tank design

which indicated to us that this ignition might have taken place with
a tank with good switches in it, in the event the insulation would be
damaged in the assembling.



Until we found the switches, we concentrated very hard on the
manner in which wiring insulation could be damaged and convinced
ourselves to the point it is still in the report that yes, this could hap-
pen with this type of tank design.

We also were concerned with the amount of potentially combustible
material in close proximity to electrical sources which could become
ignition sources. We recommended that something be changed there.

There was a battery problem on the lunar module which was not
related to this accident, but it occurred on the way back, and that has
to be run down. So I think it is not just as simple as this thermostatic
switch.

Mr. WINN. That is what I gathered that you were saying in your
recommendations, which looked to me as if they were very thorough,
and you made a statement on page 8-44, "Where appropriate, NASA-
designed standards should be developed."

In part of your recommendations you say that the review board will
be called together again shortly. Did I understand you to say that?

Mr. CORTRIOHT. We plan one more session ourselves. We are at the
disposal of the Administrator to reconvene any time lie thinks he
needs us.

Mr. WiNN. If you haven't developed a program yet, Dr. Paine, who
in NASA : going to follow through on these recommendations and if
additional recommendations are to be made, I don't see how you aregoig to -be able to keep the time schedule for Apollo 14 when every-
ting is still up in the air.

Dr. PAINE. This wil be examined. After every Apollo mission, a
great deal of attention is given to going back over all the anomalies
that have happened. In each mission there have been certain things
that were unexplained, which had to be dug into, and Mr. Cortrighthas mentioned several additional ones in Apollo 13.

In no case do we ever fly a mision until we have cleaned up all
the things to our satisfaction which we have been shown in previous
flights.

Mr. WI;N. If new parts are needed and new parts have to be
designed, built, and tested, I suppose in that case it would depend
on what it is and how important a part it plays in the overall pro-
duction. When we get down to little wires and switches, it looks as
if everything is just as important as the things we hear about.

Dr. PAINE. The smallest component is just as important as the
largest, and we have just had a very dramatic demonstration of that.

I can assure you we will not fly Apollo 14 until we are satisfied that
we have fixed up everything that has come to light.

Mr. WINN. Thank you very much.
Mr. KARn. Mr. Goldwater?
Mr. GoiDwAT . Why was it necessary to detank this particular

vehicle?
Mr. CORTOIGHT. The procedures at the Cape require that When the

countdown demonstration test is complete, that the tanks be emptied
and then filled again prior to launch at a later date. I think this is
partly for safety reasons as a matter of fact.

Mr. -GOUWATPR. This was done on 11 and 12?
Mr. COmrMIT. It is done always. In this particular case, the tank

would not expel its oxygen in a normal fashion. The way that is done



is to take the vent line and pressurize the inside of the tank through
that vent line and that pushes down on the oxygen which pushes
it up through the fill line and out the fill tube,

WMen there is a loose connection at the top, the gases you are using
to pressurize the tank would go in one line and out the other and
don't pump fluid out with them. That is the problem that ws run
into.

Mr. GOLDWATER. This happened during detanking?
Mr. CORTRIOHT. Yes.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Nothing was done about it ?
Mr. CORTRIGIT, It was not recognized that the heater operation was

a roblem.
Cfr. GOLDWATER. I See.
Mr. CORTRIGIIT. It was not known that the wires had been damaged

and that the heaters stayed on continuously, as I told you in the out-
line of what happened. That was not recognized before Jaunch.

Mr. GOLDWATER. Did you feel that during this detanking period that
when the temperatures built up, they burned the wires?

Mr. CORTRIGHT. Yes; the heating damaged wire insulation.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Could you clarify this change in the provision from

the 28 to the 65 volts power switch specification-why this was im-
portant?

Mr. CORTRIIHT. Yes. The space raft flies on 28 volts and North
American Rockwell uses 28 volts. Trhe Kennedy Cape Center uses 65
volts d.c., Beech uses 65 volts a.c. At the Cape they have a 65 d.c., volt
system. The higher voltages or currents are used to accelerate the tank
pressurization. When you first fill the tank at low temperature, then to
build up the pressure at the operating range, you have to put heat in
and you can save several hours by accelerating this, and it seems to
be an acceptable and desirable procedure from my point of view, pro-
vided everything is protected from the higher voltage power supplies.

In this case, that was a change, back in 1965, but the subcontractor,
Beech, did not change the switches at that time. They left the switches
in, or essentially the same switches that were in and these were not
capable of protecting against an overheat condition, which they never
should have encountered in this detanking procedure.

Mr. GOLDWATER. You are running a 28 volt switch on 65 volts?
Mr. CORTRIOUIT. Yes.
Mr. GOLDWATER. You feel that is what melted the contact?
Mr. CORTROIHT. While the switch was closed the 28-volt switch will

take it. If you attempt to break a d.c. current, it is difficult to do.
That arc starts and it wants to hang on, stay there, persist. In the
process, it erodes, melts, and displaces and, in this case, welds across
the two contact points.

Mr. GOLDWATER. Even before the liftoff?
Mr. CORTRIoGT. Yes.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Why did it take so long, 56 hours before the explo-

sion took place?
Mr. CORTIGIHT. We will probably never know.
Mr. GOLDWATER. You said you were going to elaborate on, which I

don't think you did, the tremendous pressures that were built up dur-
ing this explosion, it took some 20-some p.s.i., yet 10 p.s.i. through the
center section could blow the command module off the top.
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Could this happen again with some other system failure?
Mr. COnTRIGHT. Any time the entire face of the command module

is subje ted to about 10 pounds per square inch, it will tear loose from
the service module.

This was one of the problems we faced in trying to rationalize
or understand what happened, and current views basefon the Langley
tests and analyses are that he pressure buildup took place rapidly and
did not have time to build up against the face of the command module.
so actually you had high pressures in one part of the structure and
lesser presses in the other.

Mr. OOLDWATFR. If the pressures didn't release out the side, it could
have gone to the top?

Mr. CORTRIOHT. It could have.
Mr. KARTI. Mr. Price?
Mr. PRicE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to commend you on your effort. You have certainly pointed

up a lot of things that needed to be pointed up. Perhaps such a board
should look into the operations of every flight -as a means of bettering
our operation.

Dr. Paine, doesn't this point up Vhe need for a rescue system, or
the thing we have been talkin about the following-on of the shuttle
and a space station? Had we fad such a system in space, there was a
possibility with the correct modifications that they could have at-
tached to a space station and saved their lives?

Dr. PAIN. This particular accident, and the manner of its occur-
rence 205,000 miles out on the mission, probably would not huve been
affected by the capability to launch a rescue mission as we look at it.

On the other hand, had the accident occurred at another part of
the mission or in another manner, it is certainly possible that the ex-
istence of a space shuttle system or a space station system might have
been able to provide some assistance.

I think it is correct to say that when such systems are available,
we will all feel a good deal easier about flying men in space.

You have to recognize we are still in the early days of the Space
Age, and at the present time we are flying missions with pioneers
out to explore these new areas, and we do not have a rescue capability
for most parts of the mission, particularly, of course, including the
lunar surface activities.

Mr. PRI.CE. Mr. Cortright, in your first paragraph of your closing
remarks, you said something about an unforgiving design. Could you
elaborate on that a little bit? Who is responsible for an unforgivingdesignMr. CORTRIOHT. The prime thought we had in mind, in using that

word, was the presence (f sufficient combustibles in the tank to support
a rather strenuous fire in there and the combustion paths which per-
mitted this burning -to get to the vicinity of thin walled, high-pressure
metal.

Mr. PRaIc. Is NASA responsible for the design as they pass it on
for bidding? Is it a factor in the specifications?

Mr. CORTIOIHT. The process was to have a competition in which a
number of contractors bid and proposed their design. A particular
subcontractor won. The competition was conducted by the prime con-
tractor and NASA had an overview responsibility on all of it. The
ultimate responsibility for accepting the design approach is NASA's.



Dr. PAINE. I certainly would like to emphasize that, the ultimate
res ponsibility for the safety of all our missions is NASA's and we
fully accept it.

Mr. PRIcE. Neil, I notice on page 5-39 of the report, the finding:
"The crew maneuvered the spacecraft to the wrong LM roll attitude
in preparation for LM jettison. This attitude put the CM very close
to gimball lock which, had it occurred, would have lost the inertial
attitude reference essential for an automatic guidance system control
of reentry." Was this sent up from ground control or could you ex-
plain it?

Mr. ARMSTRONG. No, sir, Mr. Price. It was not bad information
on the part of the ground. It, in this case, was an error on the part
of the crew. However, I suspect I might have been guilty of making
that same type of error, since it was an attitude control situation withI
which they were not familiar as a crew.

It was one that was improvised during flight, and there is a certain
amount of learning involved in this particular control method and
the interpretation of the displays, and they just made a mistake.

Mr. PRIcE. Also, in the testimony here, it speaks of Manned Space-
craft Center engineers "devised and checked out a procedure for using
the CM LiOH canisters to achieve carbon dioxide removal."

Mr. Low and I have been doing some deep sea diving and we began
finding out about carbon dioxide. This was a critical area in not having
enough air and rebreath'ing carbon dioxide, was it not? And why can-
not provisions be made in the future, subject to such an eventuality,
and make it a part of the equipment? It might just mean their sur-
vival.

Mr. CORTIGIHT. Both systems, command module and the LM, were
designed with sufficient carbon dioxide removal for their own pur-
poses. The particular failure with the LM lifeboat did not receive much
attention.

One of our recommendations is that this be examined to see if the
consumables should be handled or planned in a little different manner
to enhance this lifeboat capability. That is what you are suggesting,
and we agree.

Mr. PRIC. So, if something should happen in the future, we should
have longer life capability in the LM, even though we don't now have
the capability-in the future we should develop this so that we can
well give them a chance of possible rescue.

Nedl, would you have any comments on that?
Mr. ARMSTRONO. I agree with our board chairman that such a thing

is desirable. This situation was a product of the timing. This particu-
lar configuration, the so-called LM lifeboat, was not included as a
design specification. It was not an intent in the original design. It
was something developed after we had the vehicle and said now, if we
really get into a problem, what we actually could do is use the LM as
an aid to help us in an emergency situation.

That being the case, it is understandable that the particular fittings
and so on were not compatible, and we recognize now that it would
certainly be an aid to have them so.

Mr. PRICE. Recommendation 1 (a) states:
Remove from contact with oxygen all wiring and the unsealed motors which

can potentially short circuit and ignite adjacent materials.



What are the potentials of these unsealed motors? It would seem to
me they should be developed to get away from any potential short
circuit. Shouldn't you really bear down on this area?

Mr. (OwRuoTmuT. Yes, sir; we should. Those motors and the wiring
are being looked at very hard.

Mr. Paitct. No. 2 recommendation states: "The modified cryogenic
storage system should be subjected to rigorous requalification pro-
gram," and so forth.

Shouldn't all these systems be subjected to a rigorous requalification
program throughout the A polio?

Mr. CoTHIGm'r. Any system that is changed has to be )roperly
requalified, and I sul)pose, in a sense that recommendation was unnec-
essary because all systcins go through a qualification )rogram, but we
put it in for emphasis.

Mr. PmF-:. In closing, also on recommendation No. 6, down in the
middle of the paragraph you state:

Furthermore, critical decisions Involving the flightworthiness of subsystems
itiould require the presence and full participation of an expert.

I am atmazed that we don't have that at present.
Mr. CORTRIGJTT. In the present[ case, experts were contacted by

phone, which is done sometimes, and, in this case, it resulted in some
confusion and misinformation so that people overlooked the potential
of an overheating damage, and the bo rd is speculating that this might
not have happelled if someone who really knew the inside of that tank
and all its idiosyncracies had been down there in the conference on
detanking.

Mr. PmcE. It would seen to me it would be advisable for this type
of man to be there-that knew the interior workings of every joint-
if I were flying I would want that.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KARTII. Mr. Cortright, in addition to your objectivity, I am

sure that )r. Paine chose you to be head of the review board because
of your competence, and, retrospectively, I would say probably it
was the best choice that could be made.

In your opinion, in viewv of your competence, what was most respon-
sible for the accident-design, manufacturing, tests, or management.

Mr. CORTUWHT. I don't think I can answer that by selecting one.
I think it was an unusual combination of things that made this accident
hapl)pen.

Mr. KARTI1. Could you grade those 1, 2, 3, 4?
Mr. CoiRrmo IIT. I am afraid I could not.
Mr. KARTI, In your list of recommendations, recommendation

No. 6, let me just reread that first sentence of the paragraph:
Whenever significant anomalies occur In critical subsystems during final prepa-

ration for launch, standard procedures should require a presentation of all prior
anomalies on that particular piece of equipment, Including those which have pre-
viously been corrected or explained.

Isn't that standard operating procedure?
Mr. CORTmIGT. No, sir; presentation is not necessarily required.
Mr. KARTIT. Don't you think it ought to be?
Mr. CORTRIGIIT. That is what we are suggesting here; yes, we do.
Mr. KARTI. It is rather amazing to me that up to this point in time

that hasn't been standard operating procedure.



No. 7: "NASA should conduct a thorough reexamination of all of
its spacecraft, launch vehicle, and ground systems which contain high-
density oxygen," et cetera, et cetera.

Does my memory serve me properly, after the Apollo 204 lire,
this was essentially a recommendation which had been made at that
time.

Because the record doesn't show the shaking of a witness' head
one way or another, let me point out that one of the witnesses indi-
cates the answer to that question is yes; is that right?

Mr. CORTRIGHT. This is our general counsel, George Malle', from
the Langley Research Center, who was also counsel to 204. He seems
to concur that that was the case.

Mr. KARTH. As it result of this recommendation, it is obiotis
that that procedure was not previously followed. Is that correct?

Mr. CORTRIGHT. It is correct to say, here we are with another oxy-
gen fire on our hands after having gone back to look the system over-
yes, that is correct.

Mr. KARTI. Was a thorough reexamination of this particular piece
of equipment made after the Apollo 204 accident?

Mr. CORTRIGIIT. In view of myself and most members of the board,
it was not a thorough review. -There was some review made of this
tank and the materials were once again checked against the so-called
COMAT standard, but I don't believe it was as penetrating as it should
have been.

Mr. KARTIT. In your judgment are present management )roce(llures-
entirely adequate to preclude similar future occurrences?

Mr. CORTHIGHT. I wouldn't say that with 100-perceit confidence.
We found the procedures themselves, in general, good, but it was pos-
sible to get a nonflightwolrthy piece of equipment through even with
those procedures, so, until we eonplete our reexamination of how we
are doing our business on the subsystems, I Would not say that with
confidence.

On the other hand, I think the 1)rocedures are good and the man-
agement panel was quite complimentary in its review of both the
procedures and the rigor with which people stick to then and sign
off all the proper forms and do all the proper things that are sup-
posed to prevent this.

Mr. KARTI. The hour is late and we have already started a quorum
call. I had a list of questions I wanted to ask you. Because of the
press of time, we will not have an opportunity to do so. Would you
prepare answers to them?

Mr. CORTRIGHT. Yes, sir.
Mr. KARTII. And submit them for inclusion in the record?
Mr. CORTRIG1HT. Yes, Mr. Karth.
(The following information is provided for the record:)

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACoJ ADMINISTRATION,
OMCE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR,

Washington, D.C., June380, 1970.
Hon. JosEPn E. KARTn,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MS. KARTH: This is in response to the questions you submitted to me
during the hearing held before the Committee on Science and Astronautics on
Jtne 17,1970.



As Dr. Low and I requested, Dr. Charles D. Harrington, Chairman of the
Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel, submitted the report of the Panel to us on
June 25, 1970, in the form of a letter, a copy of which is attached (TAB A),
on the procedures and findings of the Review Board. Based on these reports and
on extensive discussions at reviews and meetings held since June 25, Dr. Dale
Myers, Associate Administrator for Manned Space Flight, has formally sub-
mitted to me with his endorsement the final recommendations of Dr. Petrone,
the Apollo Program Director, to prepare for the Apollo 14 mission. These rec-
ommendations are embodied in Dr. Petrone's memorandum to me of June 27,
1970, a copy of which is also enclosed (TAB B).

On the basis of these reports and .recommendations, Dr. Low and I have ap-
proved the following actions to implement the recommendations of the Apollo 13
Review Board and to carry out the steps recommended by Dr. Petrone and Dr.
Myers.

First, the recommendations of the Apollo 13 Review Board will be implement-
ed before the Apollo 14 mission is approved for launch. This will require postpon-
ing the launch date to no earlier than January 31, 1971.

Secondly, the Associate Administrators in charge of the Ofices of Space
Science and Applications, Manned Space Flight, and Advanced Research and
Technology, have been directed to review the Apollo 13 Review Board Report to
apply throughout NASA the lessons learned in their areas of responsibility. In
addition, we will take steps to disseminate widely throughout industry and the
technical community the lessons of Apollo 18 to prevent recurrences in other
areas.

Third, the Aerospace Safety Research and Data Institute (ASRDI) at the
NASA Lewis Research Center has been directed to conduct additional research
on materials compatibility, ignition, and combustion at various G levels, and
on the characteristics of Supercritical fluids, as recommended by the Apollo 13
Review Board.

Fourth, I have requested that the Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel conduct
a review of the management processes utilized by NASA in implementing the
recommendations of the Apollo 13 Review Board and report to me their views
no later than the Apollo 14 Flight Readiness Review. I have also asked Mr.
Cortright to reconvene the Apollo 13 Review Board later this year, as he sug-
gested, to review the results of continuing tests to determine whether any modi-
fications to the Board's findings, determinations, or recommendations are nec-
essary in light of additional evidence which may become available.

The assessment of the Office of Manned Space Flight, in which Dr. Low and
I concur, Is that the reasonable time required for the design, fabrication, and
(Jualiflcation testing of the modifications to the Apollo system we have deter-
mined to be necessary, and for the other actions outlined above which must be
taken before the next Apollo mission, will permit us to launch Apollo 14 to
the Fra Mauro region of the moon at the January 31, 1971 launch opportunity.
This will also move the planned launch date for Apollo 15 several months to July
or August 1971, maintaining the six m,)nth interval between launches on which
our operations in the Apollo program are now baqed. However, we will not
launch Apollo 14 or any other flight unless and until we are confident that we
have done everything necessary to eliminate the conditions that caused or con-
tributed to the problems we encountered on Apollo 13 and are ready in all other
respects.

Question. Are the ciroumstances of the accident su7cientliv well understood at
this time to proceed on a firm basis with the Apollo 14 flight?

Answer. Yes. Dr. Low and I have now had an opportunity to study the report
in detail ald to review carefully its recommendations. In our view it is an excel-
lent report based on a thorough and objective investigation and highly competent
anlysisa It clearly pinpoints the causes of the Apollo 13 accident and sets forth
a comprehensive set of recommendations to guide our efforts to prevent the
occurrence of similar accidents in the future.

Question. What is your best estimate of the time and cost to recover from the
A polo 13 accident ?

Answer. The assessment of the Office of Manned Space Flight, in which Dr.
Low and I concur, is that the reasonable time required for tile design, fabrication,
and qualification testing of the modifications to the Apollo system we have
determined to be necessary. and for the other actions outlined above which must
be taken before the next Apollo mission, will permit us to launch Apollo 14 to
the Fra Mauro region of the moon at the January 31, 1971 launch opportunity.



It Is too early to present to you our detailed estimates of the costs and budgetary
Impact of the spMeecraft modifications and program changes that we are making.
Our best current estimate is that the modifications and changes related to the
actions resulting from the Alllo 13 accident will be In the range of $10 to $15
million of Increased costs, which we plan to handle within our total Apollo
budget.

Question. Do you see the niccd for any major changes in your method of
operation or procedures based on the Apollo 13 accident erpcrlencd

Answer. NASA'%; actions in respmse to the Board'm recommendations will avoid
those specific things which led or contributed to the Apollo 13 accident; and the
reviews and research we have undertaken will help us avoid future Iotential
hazards throughout our programs.

The reviews now underway throughout NASA in reslonse to the Board's
recommendations will, In my view, hell) us to further strengthen the management
of Apollo and other NASA prograins.

Question. To what extent would you expect the rm'sults of the Apollo 13 accident
to affect other NASA programs such as Skylab?

Answer. The broad effects of the Apollo 13 accident on programs such as Skylab
have not been determined. Time and cost Inlpact on Skylab, for example, will
depend on results of decisions and actions taken in the Apollo program and the
reviews now underway. We do not anticipate any serious implications on Skylab
at this time, but we will be continually assessing the situation as these actions
are taken.

Certain specific effects have already been evaluated and actions taken relative
to the Skylab Program. These include: assuring that the modifications made to
the Apollo Service Modules to eliminate the Apollo 13 failure mode will be
incorporated on Skylab to the extent that the designs are similar: and applying
the exl)erience, Insight and data gained from Apollo 13 to the Failure Mode and
Effects Analyses and Single Failure Point Analyses being performed on all
Skylab flight hardware.

Question. Do yo& believe that NASA can carry out its euirrcntly planned fiscal
year 1971 programs includin Costs tof the Apollo 13 accident within your original
budget request to the Congress?

Answer. As noted above, we now plan to handle the estimated $10 to $15 mil-
lion of increased costs within our total Apollo budget.

Question. To what extent are other systems in the Apollo rchicle and space.
crafts liable to a similar sequence of events leading to the Apollo 13 accident?

Answer. We have now instituted a review of all oxidizer systems In all ele-
ments of the Apollo system to be sure, in the light of what we have learned in
Apollo 13, that materials and energy sources are compatible in these systems.
and modifications will be made where appropriate. For example, the fuel cell
oxygen supply valve which now has Teflon-insulated wires in high pressure oxy-
gen will be redesigned to eliminate this hazard.

I am enclosing (TAB 6) for your information a statement which I am pre-
senting to the Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sclencvs at a hearing
this morning which discusses these actions in greater detail the actions we plan
to take in response to the Board's recommendations.

I have the utmost confidence that the NASA team can fix the Apollo 13 problem
and strengthen its operations to minimize the chances of future problems.

We will keep you and the Committee informed of developments.

MANUFACTURING AND TEsT

Question. Did the manufacture, qualification and testing of the Herice Module
oxygen system conform to best practices at the time of its development?

Answer. The design was difficult to manufacture, but good practlces were fol-
lowed to help insure against manufacturing defects. Good testing procedures were
followed, but the tests did not include a test of the thermostatic switches func-
tioning under load.

Question. Were the latest improvements in, manufacture and test incorporated
in the manufacture of the Service Module Oxygen system during the progress of
the program?

Answer. Many Improvements were incorporated in the manufacture of the
oxygen tanks during the progress of the program. These Included the use of spe-
cial tools, Jigs, and fixtures; improved assembly, cleaning and Inspection proce-
dures, and more thorough and Ixproved testing and checkout operations.
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Question. Could the problem of the thermal switches have been anticipated
and corrected in the original testing and manufacture of the oxygen tanks?

Answer. If the design qualification or the flight unit acceptance testing of the
oxygen tanks had included a functional test of the thermostatic switch Inter-
rupting the 65 volt DC, 0 amp ground power load, the potential problem could
have been uncovered and corrected.

Question. The launch crews handling the oxygen system tests prior to launch
of Apollo 13 were unaware of the potential problem of the thermal switches in
the oxygen tank. Was documentation and expert support personnel from, industry
and NASA availtblo to diagnose this problem?

Answer. Although adequate documentation and expert personnel necessary to
uncover the potential thermostatic switch problem were not available at KSC,
they did not exist among MSC, North American Rockwell and Beech Aircraft.
However, the switch problem probably could not have been readily uncovered as
demonstrated by the fact that it took considerable time and effort of many people
to uncover after the flight, when it was not Just a potential problem.

MISSION ANALYSIS

Question. Had the Apollo 13 accident occurred in other portions of the flight
do yois believe it would hove been possible to have recovered the astronauts?

Answer. The Board did not review in detail the possible consequences of SM
oxygen system failure at other times during the mission. Launch pad abort proce-
dures and the launch escape system are designed to cope with emergencies on the
pud or during the early portion of boost. Obviously, recovery would have been
earlier and more simple had the accident occurred in earth orbit. Once the LM'
separated from the CSM in lunar orbit, recovery would have -been more difficult,
and, in some cases, perhaps impossible. However, as pointed out in our testi-
mony, the possibilities of recovery would have depended on the actions which
could be taken under the precise circumstances involved.

Question. Based on the outstanding performance of the astronauts, ground
controllers and supporting personnel do you believe that new or changed proce-
dures, equipment or techniques should be provided to improve the probability of
recovery in the event of an accident F

Answer. Recommendations 3 and 4 of the Board's report recommend that the
Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC) consider several specific changes in equipment
and operating procedures to improve the possibility of recovery in the event of
an accident, and that consumables and equipment in the UM and OM be reviewed
to determine if their potential utility In the "M-lifeboat" mode should be en-
hanced. Certain tradeoffs must be considered with regard to these recominenda-
tions, since the addition of further redundancy or complexity might reduce the
probability of mission success and crew safety.

Question. Are we taking advantage of our new extensive operational cxperi-
ence to assure maxitnun safety for the astronauts both in terms of survival
equipment and procedures?

Answer. We learned a great deal from the Apollo 13 accident regarding the
ability of the spacecraft, Mission Control and the crew to function under ex-
tremely adverse conditions. The knowledge gained from this experience is being
used to enhance and Iml)rove simulation and training methods to better prepare
future crews for dealing with emergencies, and the Board has recommended re-
view of equipment and procedures in light of this experience.

MANAGEMENT

Question. In the ,equenee of design, manufacture and test were procedures
for quality assurance and reliability fully complied with by all levels of con-
tractor and NASA management?

Answer. The review of the Board and its Yanels of the oxygen tank system
indicated that the procedures for quality assurance and reliability were fully
complied with.

Question. Where modifications were required to the Service Module oxygen
system, was management visibility within NASA and the contractors sufficient
to understand potential problems areas?

Answer. Change control procedures were in effect and followed in the course of
design, manufacture and test of the oxygen tank system. Visibility was afforded
to appropriate levels of managemert during the course of the work. As the Re-
port of the Review Board states, less detailed procedures were in effect in the



early history of the oxygen tank system than are now in effect. The Board fur-
tier concluded that attention in the design of the system was primarily devoted
to its thermodynamic performance, with relatively less attention given to other
design details.

Question. Are the management procedures currently in effect sufficient to
provide NASA and contractor management adequate information to preclude
similar occurrences on future flights?

Answer. The management procedures In effect provide a great deal of informa-
tion and our review indicated that the procedures were followed. Essentially
all the information which the Board used in tracing the history' of the oxygen
tank system was available iln the records of NAHA or its contractors. We found
that there are extensive documentation and proedural controls In effect and it
was not obvious to us that major additional procedures are necesary to add
to the information that is available.

It should be noted, however, that the Board recommended a reassessnient of
subsystems to Insure adequate understanding and control of the details of the
subsystems at the subcontractor and vendor level. The Board also believes that
some specific procedural improvements are warranted and made reconimnenda-
tions on those points.

Question. Was the basic design of the oxygen system of the Serricc Module
sound in concept?

Answer. The basic design of the oxygen system of the Service Module is con-
sidered sound in concept, and no changes in basic system design have been
recommended. The detailed design of the interior components of the oxygen tank
included a number of deficiencies which are identified in the Board Report and
Appendices. The design of these components should be modified, anl this re-
design is underway.

Question. At the time of design of the oxygen mystit in the Serrice Module
in 1965-1966 were all of the relevant factors of design known at the time taken
into consideration?

Answer. The oxygen tank was originally designed in the 1962 to 1f3 time
period. This was designated the Block 1 system. In 1965-19M6, slight modifica-
tions were made--primarily to enhance reliability. This modified system was
designated Block 2. The principal change from Block I was the provision of
independent circuits for each of the fan motors and beater elements, thus pro-
viding functional redundancy for each of these motors.

In general, the relevant factors of signin representing the state-of-the-art at
the time were incorporated in the design. To cite a few examples:

(1) The material of the pressure vessel is most suitable for this service.
(2) Storing the oxygen In the supercritical state was appropriate. By .'Iin-

taintng the oxygen in this single phase high density state, withdrawing the
oxygen for use in simplified, high storage efficiency is obtained, and slosh during
acceleration is avoided.

(3) Providing a means for mixing or stirring the fluid was required to assure
a homogenous fluid. This avoided the uncertainties associated with the then
imperfectly understood behavior of fluids under zero-G conditions.

On the other hand, the factor variously termed manufacture-ability or pro-
ducibility was not taken into account appropriately. This factor includes such
considerations as inspectability and testability. It is difficult to install the internal
components of the tank system, part of the procedure being "blind." This process
is conducive to wire damage that can go undetected without visual Inspection.
Such inspection is not possible with this configuration.

Thus, in this respect it may be said that all of the factors of the design were
not taken into account appropriately.

Question. Did NASA at the time of design of the oxygen tank system have a
definite procedure for updating the equipment as new knowledge was gained
through operation and tests?

Answer. Yes, the management procedures in use In Apollo did provide for
updating designs as required.

Question. Is it necessary to completely redesign the Service Module oxygen
system or can changes be made which will eliminate potential causes of the
Apollo 13 accident?

Answer. No, a complete redesign is not necessary. Changes to the internal
components of the oxygen tank and the fuel cell shut-off valves have been recom-
mended and work is proceeding on these changes.



Question. Are other oxygen tanks within the Apollo vehicle and spacecraft
aubjcot to the aanw problem?

Answer. Hach remaining Service Module presently includes tanks identical to
oxygen tank number 2 in Apollo 13. These will be modified. No other oxygen
tanks In the Apollo spacecraft are closely similar to these tanks. The Board
rpeommended that all high pressure oxygen systems In the spacecraft be re,
examined.

Mr. KARTII. Had the accident occurred at any other time during the
mission when would it have been unrecoverable?

Mr. OirmnOiH. After separation from the lunar module for one,-
I will ask Mr. Armstrong to answer that question.

Mr. ARMSTiNG. I think in general that answer is probably suf-
ficient as it stands.

I have found in these kinds of situations that people when pressed
can usually come up with some effective survival procedures which
are completely nonstandard and would be unaccel)table before the
fact, but when they are the only last ditch effort, that you find, in fact,
they will work, anid we reallydon't know how long people will live.

We are talking about running out of consumable oxygen, coolants,
andl, in or(er to bay how long one might live in those conditions, you
have to predict physiological factors of individuals and when and how
long in a high CO, atmosphere they might exist, we don't have good
data.

There might be some cases where they might survive, but to predict
their survival would l)e difficult. I would say his answer as it stood
from the point of view of rigor is correct in itself.

Mr. l(Awr. Are there any further questions?
Mr. Fulton.
Mr. F mUTON. Tlis brings up the question that this was actually the

same equipment that was operative in both Apollo 11 and 12, was it
not ?

Mr. (ORImIHT. Yes, sir.
Mr. FuLroN. But if something else had happened, it would seem

to me that the equipment. would have operatedall right. That would
)retty well eliminate the equipment as an individual inducing cause

on present without something else having occurred.
Could I ask Mr. Armstrong to comment?
Mr. ARIAs'raoNo. Yes, sir; Mr. Fulton.
As you know, we spend a great deal of our time in the preparation

for emergencies in our training and in our thought processes, planning
for these flights.

In the case of crew members, certainly about 75 percent of their time
is involved in planning for these emergency situations, so we are not
at all surprised when they occur; as a matter of fact, we are probably
surprised that so few of them occur in our real flights.

Mr. FvI,'roN. I am ready to go on any trip. Please note.
Mr. KArrrH. We are ready to send him too.
Mr. FULTON. I have had one person recommend a one-way trip.
Mr. ARMSTRONa. The problem occurs when you have a combination

of circumstances, and that is the situation which existed here. This
supersedes our ability to actually, substantially and correctly react and
predict those kinds of combinations, of failure circumstances.
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Mr. FULTON. May I commend Mr. Paine, the Adiministrat or, on his
good comments on the safety panel, and may I ask that the accomplish-
ments of the safety panel be put in the record at this point ?

Mr. KARTII. No objection.
(Informabtion requested for the record follows:)

The Panel reinforces the continuing attention of NASA and its contractors to
risk assessment end the formalization of the hazard identification and control
process. Given the dynamics of the development process, the multitude of design
and operational decisions and the broad span of technology inherent in NASA's
programs it was recognized that the Panel could assess at most a very ilted
number of these decisions. Therefore it was muttlly agreed that the Panel's
effectiveness would lie in focusing on the evolution of the risk management sys-
tems and policies.

The Panel's first year was spent in a survey of the Apollo program management
system and the system for hazard identification and risk assessment. This also
enabled the Panel to assess the impact of agency staff activities. The Planel re-
viewed technical management policies and controls at the system level. Atten-
tion was focused on configuration management because of the importance of a
systein to define the configuration "as designed" and "as built," Its test history
and the waivers and deviations accepted as risks. The Panel was also par-
ticularly Interested in the institutionalization of system s safety given the struc-
ture of the fundamental risk managempt system. Because the Apollo program
was In an advanced stage when the Panel was established it was difficult to eval-
uate the historical adequacy of the Apollo risk management system. Therefore,
the Panel monitored the system as It provided an assessment of mission risks.
The Panel gave specific attention to the processes for re-evaluation of possible
worst case failure modes and definition of the safety factors In life support sys-
tems and consumables.

The Panel's review of the Apollo program involved staff and program elements
at NASA Headquarters, the mnanned space flight centers, and the majority of
principal contractors for tile spacecraft, launch vehicles and Apollo mission
support. The Panel met in session twenty-two days. While tile Panel had not
studied any area sufficiently to evaluate It in depth, the technical management
background of the members permitted them to comment selectively on the
described systems.

The Panel has recently completed an assessment ot the management process
for the evaluation of risks inherent in reducing Saturn static testing and launch
operations, as well as a review of the investigation process Involved in the
LLTV/LLRV accidents.

The Panel has also been asked by the Administrator to review tile hazard
identification and risk assessment system on the NERVA/nuclear stage, tile
space station and space shuttle. Involvement Jn the definition phases of program
development promises increasing effectiveness for the Panel as the programs
mature.

Currently the Panel is involved In an assessment of the procedures, and the
findings, determinations and recommendations of the Apollo 13 Review Board.

Mr. FULTOXN. I would like to commend M'. Rumsfeld and those of
us who put in the bill the recommendations of the Safety Panel.

I would like, along the lines that have been discuss( here, -some
further management inquiry and a report "to be made on how we
can get better inspection )rocedures so that it is independent, so
that somebody outside tle line of either production, or the manage-
ment, or the program director, the Center or the launch area, can
be appealed to by anyone who feels that something should be looked
into further.

At the present time, I feel that there is the pressure to vt the job
done, and it is too much to expect any particular individual to step
clear out of line if he has some ideas.

If I could make that suggestion, I woule, hope that further safety
procedures will be looked into on the management level.
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I think NASA is doing a fine job, and I am plea.ed this committee
has met this morning, looking into this excellent report.

Mr. KARTI!. On that note, I think, Dr. Paie, it will be necessary
for us to conclude the hearings today, and I want to thank you again,
Mr. (ortright, and members of the review board for preparing this
report.

If the chairman feels it is necessary to go further, I am sure they
will be in touch. Thank you.

(Whereupon, at 12 :20 p.m., the committee was adjourned.)
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

AP0W 13 REV OARD

June 15, 1970

The Honorable Thomas 0. Paine
Administrator
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, D.C. 20546

Dear Dr. Paine:

Pursuant to your directives of April 17 and April 21, 1970, I am
transmit ting the final Report of the Apollo 13 Review Board.
Concurrent with this transmittal, I have recessed the Board, subject
to call.

We plan to reconvene later this year when most of the remainingspecial tests have been completed, in order to review the results
of these tests to determine whether any modifications to ourfindings, determinations, or recommendations are necessary. Inaddition, we will stand ready to reconvene at your request.

Sincerely yours,

Edgar H. Cortright
Chairman
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PREFACE

The Apollo 13 accident, which aborted muas, "t.I4.r missionn to explore
the surface of the Moon, is a harsh reminder of the immense difficulty
of this undertaking.

The total Apollo system of ground complexes, launch vehicle, and
spacecraft constitutes the most arabitious and demanding engineering
development ever undertaken by man. For these missions to succeed, both
men and equipment must perform to near perfection. That .his system has
already resulted in two successful lunar surface explorations is a tribute
to those men and women who conceived, designed, built, and flc", it.

Perfection is not only difficult to achieve, but difficult to main-
tain. The imperfection in Apollo 13 constituted a near disaster, averted
only by outstanding performance on the part of the crew and the ground
control team which supported them.

The Apollo 13 Review Board was charged with the responsibilities
of reviewing the circumstances surrounding the accident, of establishing
the probable causes of the accident, of assessing the effectiveness of
flight recovery actions, of reporting these findings, and of developing
recommendations for corrective or other actions. The Board has made
every effort to carry out its assignment in a thorough, objective, and
impartial manner. Zn doing so, the Board made effective use of the
failure analyses and corrective action studies carried out by the Manned
8pececraft Center and was very impressed with the dedication and objec-
tivity of this effort.

The Board feels that the nature of the Apollo 13 equipment failure
holds important lessons which, when applied to future missions, will
contribute to the safety and effectiveness of manned space flight.

iii
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Apollo 13 space vehicle configuration.
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CSM in ground test with bay 4 panel removed.
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rnfl1ight photograph ot service module showing damage to bay 4
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATIONS WAsIeNTON. D.C. 10546

OrriCt Of T AomIIrNA*T4 April 17, 1970

TO : Hr. Edgar H. Cortright

SUBJECT : Establishment of Apollo 13 Review Board

REFFiENCESt (a) NHI 8621.1 - Hission Failure Investigation Policy
and Procedures

(b) NHI 1156.14 - Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel

1. It in NASA policy as stated in Referenca (a) "to investigate and
document the causes of all major mission failures which occur In the
conduct of its space and aeronautical activities and to take appropriate
corrective action as a result of the findings and recommendations."

2. Because of the serious nature of the accident of the Apollo 13 space-
craft which jeopardized human life and caused failure of the Apollo 13
lunar mission, we hereby establish the Apollo 13 Review Board (hereinafter
referred to as the Board) and appoint you Chairman. The members of the
Board will be qualified senior Individuals from NASA and other Govern-
ment agencies. After consultation with you, we will:

(a) Appoint the members of the Board and make any subsequent changes
necessary for the effective operation of the Board; and

(b) Arrange for timely release of information on the operations,
findings, and recommndations of the Board to the Congress, and, through
the NASA Office of Public Affairs, to the public. The Board will report
Its findings and recommendations directly to us.

3. The Board will:

(a) Review the circumstances surrounding the accident to the space-
craft which occurred during the flight of Apollo 13 and the subsequent
flight and ground actions taken to recover, in order to establish the
probable cause or causes of the accident and assess the effectiveness
of the recovery actions.

(b) Review all factors relating to the accident and recovery actions
the Board determines to be significant and relevant, including studies,
findings, recommendations, and other actions that have been or may be
undertaken by the program offices, field centers, and contractors
involved.

1-1
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(c) Direct such further specific investigations as may be necessary.

(d) Report as soon as possible its findings relating to the cause or
causes of the accident and the effectiveness of the flight and ground
recovery actions.

(e) Develop recommendations for corrective or other actions, based
upon its findings and determinations or conclusions derived therefrom.

(f) Document its findings, determinations, and recommendations and
submit a final report.

4. As Chairman of the Board you are delegated the following powers:

(a) To establish such procedures for the organization and operation
of the Board as you find most effective. such procedures shall be part
of the Board's records. The procedures shall be furnished the Aerospace
Safety Advisory Panel for its review and comment.

(b) To establish procedures to assure the execution of your
responsibilities in your absence.

(c) To designate such representatives, consultants, experts, liaison
officers, observers, or other individuals as required to support the
activities of the Board. You shall define their duties and responsi-
bilities as part of the Board's records.

(d) To keep us advised periodically concerning the organization,
procedures, operations of the Board and its associated activities.

5. By separate action we are requesting the Aerospace Safety Advisory
Panel established by Reference (b) to review both the procedures and
findings of the Board and submit its independent report to us.

6. By separate action we are directing the Associate Administrator for
Manned Space Flight to:

(a) Assure that all elements of the Office of Manned Space flight
cooperate fully with the Board and provide records, data, and technical
support as requested.

(b) Undertake through the regular OSP organization such reviews,
studies, and supporting actions as are required to develop recomenda-
tions to us on corrective measures to be taken prior to the Apollo 14
mission with respect to hardware, operational procedures, and other
aspects of the Apollo program.

1-2
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7. All elements of W/SA will cooperate with the Board and provide full
support within their areas of responsibility.

George M. Low
Deputy Administrator T. 0. Paine

Administrator

1m3



NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

OFFcC oOr T. AOuisrn,4ToA1 April 21, 1970

TO iHr. Edgar H. Cortright

SUBJECT : Membership of Apollo 13 Review Board

Reference: Memorandum to you of April 17, subject: Establishment of
Apollo 13 Review Board

In accordance with paragraph 2(a) of Reference (a), the membership of
the Apollo 13 Review Board is established as follows:

r. Edgar H. Cortright, Chairman (Director, Langley Research Center)Hr. Robert F. Allnutt (Assistant to the Administrator, NASA Hqs.)Hr. Nell Armstrong (Astronaut, Manned Spacecraft Center)
Dr. John F. Clark (Director. Goddard Space Flight Center)
Brig. General Walter R. Hedrick, Jr. (Director of Space, DCS/R&D,

Hqs., USAF)
r. Vincent L. Johnson (Deputy Associate Administracor-mgineering,
Office of Space Science and Applications)

Hr. Hilton Klein (Manager, AEC-NASA Space Nuclear Propulsion Office)
Dr. Hans H. Mark (Director, Ames Research Center)

Hr. George Halley (Chief Counsel, Langley Research Center)

OHSV Technical Suonort:

r. Charles W. Mathore (Deputy Associate Admalnistrator, Office of
Manned Space Flight)

Hr. William A. Anders (Executie secretary , National Aeronautics
and Space Council)
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Dr, Charles D. Harrington (Chairman, NASA Aerospace SafetyAdvisory Panel)Mr. 1. 1. Pinkel (Director, Aerospace Safety Research andData Institute, Lewis Research Center)

Hr. Gerald J.. Nossinghoff (Office of Legislative Affairs, NASA Hqs.)

Hr. Brian ruff (Public Affairs Officer, Manned Spacecraft Center)
In accordance with applicable NASA Instr, ction, you are authorized toappoint such experts and additional consultants as are required forthe effective operations of the Board.

George H. Low
Deputy Administrator 

Administrator
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPA(j ADMINISTRATION
wure., D.C *06

00141;Of T~ Aeusra April .2O, 1970

TO t Dr. Charles D. Harrington

Chairman, Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel
SUBJECT : Review of Procedures and Findings of Atollo 13 bvtev Board

Attachment: (a) Memorandum dated April 17. 1970, to Mr. Edgar N.
Cortright, subject: Establishment of Apollo 13
Review Board

References: (a) Section 6, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Authorization Act, 1968

(b) NMI 1156.14 - Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel

1. In accordance with References (a) and (b), the Aerospace SafetyAdvisory Panel (hereafter referred to as the Panel) is requested toreview the procedures and findings of the Apollo 13 Review Board (here-after referred to as the Board) established by Attachment (a).

2. The procedures established by the Board will be made available to thePanel for review and comment as provided in paragraph 4(a) of Attachment (a).

3. As Chairman of the Panel, you are designated an Observer on the board.In this capacity, you, or another member of the Panel designated by you,are authorized to be present at those regular meetings of the Board youdesire to attend. You are also authorized to receive oral progress re-ports from the Chairman of the Board or his designee from time to time toenable you to keep the Panel fully informed on the work of the Board.

4. The final report and any interim reports of the Board will be made
available promptly to the Panel for its review.

S. The Panal is requested to report to us on the procedures and findingsof the Board at such times and in such form as you consider appropriate,but no later than 10 days after the submission to us of the final report
of the Board.

George M. Low T. 0. Paine
Deputy Administrator Administrator

enclosure

cct lr. Edgar M. Cortright, Chairman, Apollo 13 Review Board
1/r. Dale Myers
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND $PACt ADMINISTRATION
W5P5,,5-5T5. P.C; 15145

Oftrel Of Vos ACU11tSTUr4e April 20, 1970

TO M Mr. Dale 0. Myers

Associate Administrator for Maned Space Flight

SUBJECT : Apollo 13 Review

References: (a) Memorandum dated April 17, 1970, to Mr. gar W.
Cortright, subject Establishment of Apollo 13
Review Board

(b) Memorandum dated April 20, 1970, to Dr. Charles
D. Harrington, subject: Review of Procedures
and findings of Apollo 13 Review Board

1. As indicated in paragraph 6 of Reference (a), you are directed to:

(a) Assure that all elements of the Office of Manned Space
Flight cooperate fully with the Board in providing records,
data, and technical support as requested.

(b) Undertake through the regular ONSP organisation such reviews,
studies, and supporting actions as are required to develop
timely recommendations to us on corrective measures to be
taken prior to the Apollo 14 mission with respect to hard-
were, operational procedures, flight crews, and other aspects
of the Apollo program.

2. The recommndations referred to in paragraph l(b) above should be
submitted to us in such form and at such time as you deem appropriate,
but a report should be submitted no later than ten days after the
Apollo 13 Review Board submits its final report.

3. The ossignments to the Apollo 13 Review Board and to the Aero-
space Safty Advisory Panel by References (a) and (b), respectively,
in no way relieve you of your continuing full responsibility for the
conduct of the Apollo and other 056P prograume

Deputy Administrator Administrator

cc: Mr. Edgar M. Cortright, Chairman, Apollo 13 Review Board
Mr. Charles P. Harrington, Chairman, Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel

1-7
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Management Inrechon
SUBJECT. MIsSo N FAILED_ IVSIGATION tOLrCY,,^d,),ROCEDVU.S

This Instruction establishes the policy and procedures for investigating
and documenting the causes of all mator mission failures which occur in thv
conduct of NASA space and aeronautical activities.

2. 6ULWILIEC

This Instruction is applicable to NASA Headquarters and field instalistions.

3. EEJEITIM

For the purpose of this Instruction, the following term shall apply:

In general, a failure is defined as not achieving a major misiton
objective.

4. r2LIgX

a. It is NASA policy to investigate and document the cs uses of all major
mission failures which occur in the conduct of its space and aeronau-
tical activities and to take appropriate corrective actions a a
result of the findings and raccemendations.

b. The Deputy Administrator may conduct independent investigations
of major failures in addition to those Investigations required of
the Officials-in-Charge of Headquarters Program Offices as set
forth in paragraph S.

a. Ofticials-in-CharSe of Headquarters Progrsm Offices are responsible.
within their assigned areas, for:

(1) Informing promptly the Deputy Administrator of each major
failure and apprising him of the nature of the failure, status
of investigations, and corrective or other actions which are
or will be taken.

1-8
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(2) Determining the causes or probable causes of all failures,
taking corrective or other actions, and submitting written
reports of such determinations and actions to the Deputy
Administrator.

L. When the Deputy Administrator decider to conduct an independent
investigation, he will:

(I) Establish a (name of project) Review Board, comprised of appro-
priate NASA officials;

(2) Define the specific responsibilities of each Board, encompassing
such tasks as:

(a) Reviewing the findings, determinations and corrective or
other actions which have been developed by contractors,
field installations and the Official-in-Charge of cognizant
Headquarters Program Office and presenting the Board's
conclusions as to their adequacy to the Deputy Administrator.

(b) Revieving the findings during the course of investlgations
with cognizant field installation and Headquarters officials.

(c) Recomsending such additional steps (for example additional
tests) as are considered desirable, to determine the techni-
cal and operational causes or probable causes of failure,
and to obtain evidence of nontechnical contributing factors.

(d) Developing recommendations for corrective and other actions,
ba;jed on all information available to the Board.

(e) Documenting findings, determinations and recommendations
for corrective or other actions and submittLng such docwnen-
tation to the Deputy Administrator.

c. Procedures for implementing the Board's recommendations shall be
determined by the Deputy Administrator.

6. CANEW1A0"

NASA Management Manual Instruction 4-1-7 (T.S. 760), March 24, 1964.

Deputy Administrator

DISTRIBUTIONt
SDL 1
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Management Ini on
SUSJECT: AEROSPACE SAFETY ADVISORY PANEL

1. PURPOSE

This Instruction sets forth the authority for, and the
duties, procedures, organization, and support of the
Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel.

2. AUTHORITY

The Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel (hereafter called the
"Panel") was established under Section 6 of the N4 tional
Aeronautics and Space Administration Authorization Act,
1968 (PL 90-67, 90th Congress, 81 Stat. 168, 170). iice
the Panel was established by statute, its fori ation aiijuse are not sub ct to the provisions of Executive Orkier
11007 or of NMI 1150.2, except to the extent that such
provisions are made applicable to the Panel under this
Instruction.

3. DUTIES

a. The duties of the Panel are set forth in Section 6
of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Authorization Act, 1968, as follows:

"The Panel shall review safety studies and
operations plans referred to it and snall
make reports thereon, shall advise tne
Administrator with respect to the hazards
of proposed or existing facilities and pro-
posed operations and with respect to the
adequacy of proposed or existing safety
standards, and shall perform such other
duties as the Administrator may request."

b. Pursuant to carrying out Its statutory duties, the
Panel will review, evaluate, and advise on all
elements of NASA'a safety system, including
especially the industrial safety, systems safety,
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and public safety activities, and the management of
these activities. These key elements of NASA's
safety system are identified and delineated as follows:

(1) Industrial Safety. This element includes those
activties which, on a continuing basis, provide
protection for the well being of personnel and
prevention of damage to property involved in NASA's
business and exposed to potential hazards
associated with carrying out this business.
Industrial safety relates especially to the
operation of facilities in the many programs of
research, development, manufacture, test, opera-
tion, and maintenance. Industrial safety
activities include, but are not limited to, such
functions as:

(a) Determination of industrial safety criteria.

(b) Establishment and implementation of safety
standards and procedures for operation and
maintenance of facilities, especially test
and hazardous environment facilities.

(c) Development of safety requirements for the
design of new facilities.

(d) Establishment and implementation of safety
standards and procedures for operation of
program support and auministrative aircraft.

(2) -ystems Safct. This element includes those
activtles specifically organized to deal with the
Lotontial hazards of complex R&D systems that
involve many highly specialized areas of tech-
nology. It placbs particular emphasis on
achieving safe operation of these systems over
their life cycles, and it covers major systems
for aeronautical and space flight activities,
manned or unmanned, including associated ground-
based research, development, manufacturing, and
test activities. Systems safety activities
include, bat are not limited to, such functions
as:

(a) Determination of systems safety criteria,
including criteria for crew safety.

(b) Determination of safety data requirements,

(c) Performance of systems safety analyses.

1-U
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(d) Establishment and implementation of systems
safety plans.

(3) Public Safety. This element includes those
activitie'swhlch, on a continuing basis, provide
protection for the well being of people and
prevention of damage to property not Involved In
NASA's business, but which may nevertheless be
exposed to potential hazards associated with carry-
iny out this business. Public safety activities
Include, but are not lirited to, such functions as:

(a) Determination of public safety criteria.

(b) Establishment and control of public safety
hazards associated with facility and systems
tests and operations.

(c) Establishment and Implementation, as required,
of emergency or catastrophe control plans.

(4) Safety Management. This element includes both the
proram and functional organizations of NASA and
its contractors involved in the icentification of
potential hazards and their elimination or control
as set forth in the foregoing description of
safety activities. It also includes the management
systems for planning, Implementing, coordinating,
and controlling these activities. These management
systems Include, but are not limited to, the
following:

(a) The authorities, responsibilities, and working
relationships of the organizations involved
In safety activities, and the assessment of
their effectiveness.

(b) The procedures for insuring the currency and
continuity of safety activities, especially
systems safety activities which may extend
over long periods of timo and where manage-
ment responsibilities are transferred during
the life cycles of the systems.

(c) The plans and procedures for accident/incident
investigations, Including those for the follow-
up on corrective actions and the feedback of
accident/incident information to other
involved or interested organizations.

(d) The analysis and dissemination of safety data.
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4. PROCE~DURES

a. The Panel will function in an advisory capacity to the
Administrator, ua,, through him, to those organizational
elements responsible for manar;ement of the HASA safety
activities.

b. The Panel will be provided with all information required
to uischaree Its uuvisory responsibilities as they
pertain to both :ASA and its contractors' safety
activities. This information will be made avatable
throut;h the wechanis,-i of appropriate reports, and by
uie.ns of in situ reviews of safety activities at the
various 7$k4.Aan contractor sites, as deemed necessary
by the Panel and arraned throuf:h the Administrator.
The Panel will thus be enabled to examine and evaluate
not only the ;eneral status of the 11ASA safety system,
but also the key elements of the planned and on-goine.
activities in this system.

5. OROANIZATIOQv

a. 4!eibershljp

(1) The Panel will consist of a maximum of nine members,
who will be appointed by the Ad:inistrator.
Appointrients will be for a term of six years,
except that, Jn order to provide continuity of
membership, one-third of the members appointed
originally to the Panel wrill be appointed for a
term of two years, one-third for a term of four
years, and one-third for a term of six years.

(2) Not more than four members of the Panel shall be
employees of flASA, nor shall such I.A6A ienbers
constitute a majority of the composition of the
Panel at any e;iven time.

(3) Cowpensation and travel allowances for Panel
members shall be as specified in Section 6 of the
IASA Authorization Act, 1968.

b. Officers

(1) The Officers of the Punel shall be a Chairman and
a Vice Chairman, who shall be selected by the Panel
from their .embership to serve for one-year terms.

(2) The Chairman, or Vice Chairman in his absence,
shall preside at all meetings of the Panel and shall
have the usual powers of a presiding officer.
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c. Committees

(1) The Panel is authorized to e-,tablish special
committees, us necessary and as a!.L*4vc" by tlie
Administrator, to carry out btq.cified takss within
the scope of duties of the Panel.

(2) All such c: U.dittee activities will be considered
an inseparable extensicti of Panel activities, and
will be in accordance with all apj-'icaole -ro-
cedures and reCulations set forth in this
Instruction.

(3) The Chairman of each special com-iittce shill be t
member of the Aerospace Safety Advisory Parel. The
other committee me.nbers may or may not be members
of the Panel, as recommended by the Panel and
approved by the Administrator.

(4) Appointment of Panel members to committees as
officers or members will be either for one year,
for the duration of their term as Panel i ebers, or
for the lifetime of the committee, whichever is the
shortest. Appointrients of non-Panel members to
committees will be for a period of one year or for
the lifetime of the committee, whichever is shorter.

(5) Compensation and travel allowances for conr.ittee
members who are not members of the Panel 'shall be
the same as for members Qf the Panel itself, except
that compensation for such cotaiittee me:-,bers
appointed froti, outside the Federal Governient shall
be at the rate prescribed by the Administrator for
comparable services.

d. Naetin~ s

(1) Regular meetings of the Panel will be held as often
as necessary and at least twice ayear. One meeting
each year shall be an Annual Meetine. Business
conducted at this meeting will include selecting
the Chairman ad the Vice Chairman of the Panel,
recommending new cormuittees and committee members
as required or desired, approving the Panel's
annual report to the Administrator, and such other
business as may be required.

(2) Special meetings of the Panel may be called by the
Chairman, by notice served personally upon or by
mail or telegraph to the usual addresss of each
member at least five days prior to the meeting.
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(3) Special meetings shall be called in the same
manner by the Chairman, 6pon the written request
of three members of the Panel.

(4) If practicable, the object of a special meeting
should be sent In writing to all members, and if
possible a special meeting should be avoided by
obtaining the views of members by mall or otherwise,
both on the question requiring the meeting and on
the question of calling a special meeting.

(5) All meetings of special committees will. be called
by their respective qhadrrmen pursuant to and in
accordance with performing their specified tasks.

(6) Minutes of all meetings of the Panel, and of special
committees established by the Panel, will be kept.
Such minutes shall, at a minlinum, contain a record
of persons present, a description of inatters dis-
cussed and conclusions reached, and copies of all
reported received, issued, or approved by the Panel
or committee. The accuracy of all minutes will be
certified to by the Chairman of the Panel (or by
the Vice Chairman in his absence) or of the
committee.

e. Reports and Records

(1) The Panel shall submit an annual report to the
Administrator.

(2) The Panel will submit to the Administrator reports
on all safety reviews and evaluations with comments
and recommendations as deemed appropriate by the
Panel.

(3) All records and files of the Panel, including
agendas, minutes of Panel and committee meetings,
studies, analyses, reports, or other data compila-
tions or work papers, made available to or
prepared by or for the Panel, will be retained by
the Panel.

f. .yvodancooConflicts of Intej'est

(1) Nongovernmental members of the Panel, and of
special committees established by the Panel, are
"Special Government Employees" within the meaning
of NH8 1900.2A, which sets forth guidance to NASA
Special Government Employees regarding the
avoidance of conflicts of interest and the
observance of ethical standards of conduct. A
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copy of NNB 1900.2A and related IASA instructions
on conflicts of interest will be furnished to each
Panel or committee member at tie time of his
appointment as a NASA consultant or expert.

(2) Noncovernmental members of the Panel or a special
committee will submit a "NASA Special Covernment
Employees Confidential Statement o&" Employment
and Financial Interests" (NASA Form 1271) prior to
participating In the activities of the Panel or a
special committee.

6. SUPPORT

a. A staff, to be comprised of full-time NASA employees,
shall be established to support the Panel. The members
of this staff will be fully responsive to direction from
the chairman of tne Panel.

b. The director of this staff will serve as Executive
Secretary to the Panel. The Executive Secretary of toe
Panel, in accordance with the speciic instructions from
the Chairman of the Panel, shall:

(1) Adviinister the affairs of tae Panel and tave gorieral
supervision of all arrangements for safety reviews
and evaluations, and other matters undertaken by
the Panel.

(2) Insure that a written record Is kept of all
transactions, and submit the same to the Panel for
approval at each subsequent meeting.

(3) Insure that the same service is provided for ill
special committees of the Panel.

dministrator

CYR Title 1, Chspter 5, "art 109.5.
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PART 1. SUMARY OF BOARD HISTORY AND I.O:EY

The Apollo 13 Review Board was established on April 17, 1970, by
the NASA Administrator and Deputy Administrator under the authority of
NASA Management Instruction 8621.1, dated April 1I4, 1966. In the letter
establishing the Board, Mr. Edgar M. Cortright, Director of Langley
Research Center, whs appointed as Chairman and the general responsibili-
ties of the Board were set forth. The seven additional members of the
Board were named in a letter from the Administrator and the Deputy
Administrator to the Chairman, dated April 21, 1970. his letter also
designated a Manned Space Flight 'chnical Support official, a Counsel
to the Board, several other supp .ing officials, and several observers
from various organizations. In addition, in a letter dated April 20,
1970, to Dr. Charles D. Harrington, Chairman of the NASA Aerospace
Safety Advisory Panel, that Panel was requested to review the Board's
procedures and findings.

The Review Board convened at the Manned Spacecraft Center, Houstor,
Texas, on Tuesday, April 21, 1970. Four Panels of the Board were formed,
each under the overview of a member of the Board. Each of the Panels
was chaired by a senior official experienced in the area of review
assigned to the Panel. In addition, each Panel was manned by a number
of specialists, thereby providing a nucleus of expertise for ti:e review
activity. During the period of the Board's review activities, the
Chairmen of the four Panels were responsible for the coriduct of evalua-
tions, analyses, and other studies bearing on their Panel assigrurents,
for preparing preliminary findings and recommendations, and for developing
other Info -MAtiOn for thb Rlnord's consideration. Tu uvt rviw these
Panel efforts, each member of the Board assumed specific respor,31bilities
related to the overall review.

In addition to the direct participants in the Board activity, a
number of observers and consultants also attended various meetings of
the Board or its constituent Panels. These individuals assisted the
Review Board participants with advice and counsel in their areas of
expertise and responsibilities.

While the Board's intensive review activities were underway, the
Manned Spacecraft Center Apollo 13 Investigation Team, uder James A.
McDivitt, Colonel, USAF, was also conducting its own analysis of the
accident on Apollo 13. Coordination between the Investigation Team
work and the Apollo 13 Review Board activities was effected through the
MSF Technical Support official and by maintaining a close and continu-
ing working relationship between the Panel Chairmen and officials of
the IC Investigation Team.
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The Board Chairman established a series of administrative procedures
to guide the fsuard's activities. In addition, specific assignments of
responsibility were made to all individuals involved in the Board's
activities so as to insure an efficient review activity. Overall logis-
tic and administrative support was provided by MC.

The Board conducted both Executive and General Sessions. During
the Executive Sessions, plans were agreed upon for guiding the Board's
activities and for establishing priorities for tests, analyses, studies,
and other Board efforts. At the General Sessions, status of Panel
activities was reviewed by the Board vith a view towards coordination
and integration of all review activities. In addition, Board members
regularly attended daily status meetings of the Manned Spacecraft Center
Investigation Team.

In general, the Board relied on Manned Spacecraft Center postmission
evaluation activities to pr:.ida the factual data upon which evaluation,
assessment, and analysis efforts could be based. However, the Board,
through a regular procedure, also levied specific data collection, re-
duction, and analysis requirements on MSC. Test support for the Board
was conducted primarily at MSC but also included tests run at other
NASA Centers. Members of the Board and its Parels also visited a number
of contractor facilities to review manufacturing, assembly, and test
procedures applicable to the Apollo 13 mission.

The Chairman of the Board provided the NASA Deputy Administrator
with oral progress reports. These report sumarized the status of
Review Board activities at the time and outlined the tasks still ahead.
All material used in these interim briefings was incorporated into the
Board's official files.

As a means of formally transmitting its findings, determinations,
and recommendations, the Board chose the format of thiu Final Report
which includes both the Board's judgments as well as the reports of the
individual Panels.

A general file of all the data and information collected and examined
by the Board has been established at the Langley Research Center, Hampton,
Virginia. In addition, the MSC Investigation Team established a file of
data at MSC.
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CIRMAN 0? THE APOLLO 13 RWJTEW BOARD

EDGAR M. CORTRIORT
NASA Langley Research Center

Edgar M. Cortright, 46, Director of the NASA Langley Research Center,
Hampton, Virginia, is Chairman of the Apollo 13 Review Board.

Mr. Cortright has been an aerospace scientist and administrator for
22 years. He began his career at NASA's Lewis Research Center, Cleveland,
Ohio, in 1948 and for the next 10 years specialized In research on high-
speed aerodynamics there.

In October 1958, Mr. Cortright was named Chief of Advanced Technology
Programs at NASA Headquarters, Washington, D. C., where he directed ini-
tial formulation of NASA's Meteorological Satellite Program. In I6O, he
became Assistant Director for Lunar and Planetary Programs and directed
the planning and implementation of such projects as Mariner, Ranger, and
Surveyor.

Mr. Cortright became Deputy Director of the Office of 'pace Joierices
in 1961, and Deputy Associate Administrator for Space Scien'e and Appli-
cations in 1963, in which capacities he served as General Manager of
NASA's space flight program using automnated spacecraft. He joined the
Office of Manned Space Flight as Deputy Associate Administrator in 1967
and served in a similar capacity until he was appointed Director of the
Langley Research Center in 1968.

He is a Fellow of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics and of the American Astronautical Society. He has received the

-Arthur S. Fleming Award, the NASA Medal for Outstanding Leadership, and
the NASA Medal for Distinguished Service.

Mr. Cortright is the Author of numerous technical retorts and
articles, and compiled and edited the book, "Exploring Spaue With a
Camera."

He is a native of Hasti-gs, Pennsylvania, and served as a U.S. Navy
officer in World War II. He received Bachelor and Master of Science
degrees In aeronautical engineering from the Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute.

Mr. and Mrs. Cortright are the parents of two children.
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MEMBERS OF THE APOLLO 13 REVIEW BOARD

ROBERT F. ALLJAUIT
NASA Headquarters

Robert F. Allnutt, 34, Assistant to the NASA Administrator,
Washington, D. C., is a member of the Apollo 13 Review Board.

Mr. Allnutt was named to his present position this year, Prior to
that, he had been Assistant Administrator for Legislative Affairs since
1967.

He Joined NASA in 1960 as a patent attorney at the Langley Research
Center, Hampton, Virginia. In 1961, he was transferred to NASA Head-
quarters. Washington, D. C.

Mr. Allnutt served as Patent Counsel for Communications Satellite
Corporation from January to September 1965, when he returned to NASA
Headquarters as Assistant General Counsel for Patent Matters.

He is admitted to tne practice of law in the District of Columbia
a .d the state of Virginia and is a member of the American Bar Association
and the Federal Bar Association.

Mr. Allnutt was graduated from Virginia Polytechnic Institute with
a B.S. degree in industrial engineering. He received Juris Doctor and
Master of Laws degrees from George Washington University Law School.

Mr. and Mrs. Allnutt are the parents of two sons. The family lives
in Washington, D. C.

NEIL A. ARMSTRONG
NASA Astronaut

Neil A. Armstrone. 39, NASA astronaut, is & member of the Apollo 13
Review Board.

Commander of the Apollo 11 mission and the first man on the Moon,
Mr. Armstrong has distinguished himself as an astronaut and as an
engineering test pilot.

Prior to Joining the astronaut team at the Manned Spacecraft Center,
Houston, Texas, in 1962, Mr. Armstrong was an X-15 rocket aircraft
project pilot at the NASA Flight Research Center, Edwards, California.
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Mr. Armstrong Joined NASA at the Iyte Research Center, Cleveland,
Ohio, in 1955, and later transferred to the Flight Research Center as an
aeronautical research pilot.

His initial space flight was as command pilot of Gemini VIII,
launched March 16, 1966. He performed the first successful docking of
two vehicles in space. The flight was terminated earlyr due to a mal-
functioning thruster, and the crew was cited for exceptional piloting
skill .n overcoming the problem and accomplishing a safe landing. He
has served on backup crews for both Gemini and Apollo.

Mr. Armstrong is a Fellow of the Society of Experimental Test
Pilots, Associate Fellow of the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, and member of the Soaring Society of America. He has re-
ceived the Institute of Aerospace Sciences Octave Chanute Award, the
AIAA Astronautics Award, the NASA Exceptional Service Medal, the John F.
Montgomory Award, and the Presidential Meial of Freedom.

He is a native of Wapakoneta, Ohio, and received a BS. degree in
aeronautical engineering from Purdue University and a M.S. degree from
the University of Southern California. He was a naval aviator from
1949 to 1952 and flew 78 combat missions during the Korean action.

Mr. a.qd Mrs. Armstrong have two sons.

JOHN F. CLARK
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

Dr. John F. Clark, 49, Director of the ASA Goddard Space Flight
Center, Greenbelt, Maryland, is a member of the Apollo l Review Bcart.

He is an internationally known authority on atmospheric and space
sciences, holds four patents in electronic circuits and systems, and has
written many scientific papers on atmospheric physics, electronics, and
mathematics.

Dr. Clark joined NASA in 1958 and served in the Office of Space
Flight Programs at NASA Headquarters until 1961 when he was named
Director of Geophysics and Astronomy Programs, Office of Space Sciences.
From 1962 until 1965, he was Director of Sciences and Chairman of the
Space Science Steering Committee, OtA'ce of Space Science and Applica-
tions.

In 1965, Dr. Clark was appointed Deputy Associate Administrator for
Space Science and Applications (Sciences), and later that year, Acting
Director of Goddard. He was named director of the center in 1966.
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Dr. Clark began his career in 1942 as an electronics engineer at
the Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. From 1947 to 1948 he
vas Assistant Professor of Electronic EnineorIng at Lehigh University,
Bethele., Pennsylvania. He returned to NRL in 1948; and prior to join-
ing NASA, served as head of the Atmospheric Electricity Branch there.

He is a member of the American Association of Physics Teachers,
American Geophysical Union, Scientific Research Society of America,
Philosophical Society of Washington, the International Scientific Radio
Union, and the Visiting Committee on Physics, Lehigh University. He
received the NASA Medals for Exceptional Service, Outstanding Leadership,
and Distinguished Service.

Dr. Clark vas born in Reading, Pennsylvania. He received a B.8.
degree in electrical engineering from Lehigh University, N.S. degree in
mathematics from George Washington University, and Ph. D. in physics
from the University of Maryland.

Dr. and Mrs. Clark have tvo children an4 live in Silver Springs,
Maryland.

WALTER R. HEDRICK, JR.
Headquarters, USAF

Brig. Gen. Walter R. Hedrick, Jr., 48, Director of Space, Office
of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Research and Development, Headquarters,
USAF, Washington, D.C., is a member of the Apollo 13 Review Board.

He has participated in most of the Air Force's major nuclear test
projects and has extensive experience as a technical project officer
and administrator.

General Hedrick joined the Army Air Corps as an aviation cadet in
1941 and flew in combat with the 86th Fighter Bomber Group during
World War II. After the War, he was assigned to the 19th Air Force, the
14th Air Force, and as a project officer under Air Force Secretary
Stuart Symington. From 1952 to 1955, he was "signed to the Air Ft)rce
Office of Atolc Energy.

In 1955s, he was assigned to the Technical Operations Division, Air
Force Special Weapons Coumand, Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico. In
1957, he vas named Commander of the 4951st Support Squadron, ENiwtok;
and the following year, he was reassigned to Kirtland APB as Assistant
to the Group Commander and later as Air Conamnder of the 4925th Test Group.

General Hedrick joined the Special 8ystens Office, Air Force
Ballistics Division, Los Angeles, in 1960. He was named Commander of
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the Satellite Control Facility in 1965, and in 1966. he was appointed
Deputy Commander, Air Force Systems Command. He received his present
assignment in 1967.

General Hedrick is a Comand Pilot and has received numerous Air
Force awards.

His home town is Fort Worth, Texas, and he attended Texas Techno-
logical College, Lubbock, prior to Joining the service. He received
B.S. and M.S. degrees in physics from the University of Maryland.

General and Mrs. Hedrick are the parents of two sons.

VINCENT L. JOHNSON
XASA Headquarters

Vincent L Johnson, 51, lktlpty Associate Administrator for Space
Science and Applications (Englaering), NASA Headquarters, is a member
of the Apollo 13 Review Board.

Mr. Johnson was appointed to his present position in 1967. Prior
to that time, he had been Director of the Launch Vehicle and Propulsion
Programs Division, Office of Space Science and Applications, since 1964.
He was responsible for the mani~ement and development of the light and
medium launch vehicles used for NASA's unmanned earth orbital and deep
space programs. His division also directed studies of future unnmaned
launch vehicle and propulsion system requirements.

Mr. Johnson Joined NASA in 1960, coming from the Navy Department
where he had been an engineer with the Bureau of Weapons. His first
assignments with NASA were as Program Manager for the Scout, Delta, and
Centaur launch vehicles.

He was a naval officer during World War II, serving with the Bureau
of Ordnance. Prior to that, he was a physicist with the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory.

Mr. Johnson was born in Red Wing, Minnesota, and attended the
University of Minnesota.

He and Mrs. Johnson live in Bethesda, Maryland. They are the
parents of two children.
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MILTON KLEIN
NASA Headquarters

Milton Klein, 46, Manager, Space Nuclear Propulsion Office, NASAHeadquarters, is a member of the Apollo l Review oard.

Mr. Klein has been in his present position since 1967, Prior tothat he had been Deputy Manager since 1960. The Space Nuclear PropulsionOffice is a Joint activity of the Atouic Energy Commission (ABC) and theNational Aeronautics and Space Administration. The office conducts thenational nuclear rocket program. He is also Director of the Division ofSpace Nuclear Systems of the ABC, responsible for space nuclear electric
,ower activities.

Mr. Klein became associated with atomic energy work in 1946, whenhe was employed by the Argonne National Laboratory. In 1950, he Joinedthe AEC's Chicago Operations Office as staff chemical engineer. Later,he was promoted to Assistant Manager for Technical Operations. Generallyengaged in reactor development work for stationary power plants, he hada primary role in the power reactor demonstration program.

Mr. Klein was born in St. Louis, Missouri. He served in the U.S.Navy during World War II.

He has a B.S. degree in chemical engineering from WashingtonUniversity and a Master of Business Administration degree from Harvard
University.

Mr. and Mrs. Klein and their three children live in Bethesda,
Maryland.

HANS M. MARK
NASA Ames Research Center

Dr. Hans M. Mark, 40, Director of the NASA Ames Research Center,Moffett Field, California, is a member of the Apollo 13 Review Board.

Prior to being appol ,ted Director of the Ames Research Center hewas, from 1964 to 1969, Chairman of the Department of Nuclear Engineeringat the University of California, Berkeley, California.

An expert In nuclear and atomic physics, he served as ReactorAdministrator of the University of California's Berkeley PesearchReactor, professor of nuclear engineering and a research physicist atthe university's Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Livermore, CWlifornia,
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and consultant to the U.S. Army and the National Science Foundation.
He has written many scientific papers.

Except for 2 years as an Assistant Professor of Physics at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology from 1958 to 1960, Dr. Mark's
administrative, academic, and research career has been centered at the
University of California (Berkeley).

Dr. Mark received his A.B. degree in physics from the University
of California, Berkeley, in 1951, and returned there as a research
ph.lsicist in 1955, one year after receiving his Ph. D. in physics
from M.I.T.

He is a Fellow of the American Physical Society and a member of the
American Geophysical Union, the American Society for Engineering Educa-
tion and the American Nuclear Society.

Dr. Mark was born in Mannheim, Germany, and came to the United
States when he was 11 years old. He became a naturalized U.S. citizen
in 1915.

Dr. and Mrs. Mark are the parents of two children.

COUNSEL TO THE APOLLO 13 REVIEW BOARD
GEORGE T. VALLEY

NASA Langley Research Center

George T. alley, 57, Chief Counsel, Langley Research Center,
Hampton, Virginia, is the Legal Counsel to the Apollo 13 Review Board.
He also served as Counsel to the Apollo 204 Review Board.

Mr. Valley is the Senior Field Counsel of NASA and has been assigned
to 4"angley since 1959. He was witVs the Office of the General Counsel,
Department of the Navy, from 1950 to 1959, where he specialized in
admiralty and international law.

He is a retired Navy officer and served on active duty from 1939 to
1946, mainly in the South Pacific. His last ansigument was commanding
officer of the U.SS. Fentress.

Mr. Valley has an A.B. degree from the University of Rochester and
an LL.B. degree from Cornell University Law School. He is a native of
Rochester, New York, and is a member of the &,ew York Bar and the Federal
Bar Association.

Mr. and Mrs. Valley and their ti- children live in Newport News,
Virginia.
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MANNED SPACE FLIGHT TECHNICAL SUPPORT
CHARLES W. MATHEWS
NASA Headquarters

Charles W. Mathews, 49, Deputy Associate Administrator for MannedSpace Flight, NASA Headquarters, Washington, D. C., directs the Officeof Manned Space Flight technical support to the Apollo 13 Review Board.

Mr. Mathews has been a research engineer and project manager forNASA and its predecessor, the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics(NACA), since 1943. In his present assignment, he serves as general
manager of manned space flight.

Prior to his appointment to this position in 1968, he had beenDirector, Apollo Appiications Program, NASA Headquarters, since
January 1967.

Mr. Mathews was Gemini Program Manager at the Manned SpacecraftCenter, Houston, Texas, from 196, until 1967. Prior to that time, hewas Deputy Assistant Director for Engineering and Development and Chief
vf the Spacecraft Technology Division at MSC.

?'r. Mathews transferred to MSC (then the Space Task Group) whenProject Mercury became an official national program in 1958. He servedas Chief of the Operation Division. He had been at the Langley ResearchCenter, Hampton, Virginia, since 1943 engaged in aircraft flight researchand automatic control of airplanes. He became involved in manned space-craft studies prior to the first Sputnik flights, and he conducted earlystudies on reentry. Mr. Mathews was chairman of the group which developed
detailed specifications for the Mercury spacecraft.

Mr. Mathews has been awarded the NASA Distinguished Service Medaland the NASA Outstanding Leadership Medal. Ile has received the NASA
Group Achievement Award - Gemini Program Team.

He is a Fellow of the American Astronautical Society and an AssociateFellow o the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. He isthe author of numerous technical articles published by NASA.

Mr. Mathews, a native of Duluth, Minnesota, has a B.S. degree inaeronautical engineering from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy,
New York.

Mr. and Mrs. Mthews live in Vienna, Virginia. They have two
children.
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APOLLO 13 REVIEW BOARD OBSERVERS

WILLIAM A. ANDERS
National Aeronautics and Space Council

William A. Anders, 36, Executive Secretary, National Aeronautics
and Space Council, Washington, DC., is an official observer of the
Apollo 13 Review Board.

Prior to being appointed to his present position in 19(9, Mr. Anders
was a NASA astronaut and an Air Force lieutenant colonel. He was lunar
module pilot on the Apollo 8 lunar orbital mission, man's first visit
to the vicinity of another celestial body.

Mr. Anders joined the NASA astronaut team at the Manned Spacecraft
Center, Houston, Texas, in 196,. In addition to his Apollo 8 flight, he
served as backup pilot for Gemini 11 and backup command module pilot for
Apollo 11, the first lunar landing mission.

Mr. Anders was commissioned a second lieutenant in the Air Force
upon graduation from the U.S. fl, val Academy. After flight training, he
served as a pilot in all-weather interceptor squadrons of the Air Defense
Command. Prior to becoming an astronaut, he was a nuclear engineer and
instructor pilot at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory, Kirtland Air Force
Base, New Mexico.

He is a member of the American Nuclear Society and has been awarded
the Air Force Commendation Medal, Air Force Astronaut Wings, the NASA
Distinguished Service Medal, and the New York State Medal for Valor.

Mr. Anders was born in Hong Kong. He received a B.S. degree from
the U.S. Naval Academy and an M.S. degree in nuclear engineering from
the Air Force Institute of Technology.

Mr. ard Mas. Anders are the parents of five children.

CHARLES D. HARRINGTON
Douglas United Nuclear, Inc.

Dr Charles D Harrington, 59, President and General anger,
Douglas United Nuclear, Inc., Richland, Washington, is an official
observer of the Apollo 13 Review Board.

Dr. Harrington, who has been associated with all phases of the
chemical and nuclear industrial fields since 1941, is Chairman of the
Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel, a statutory body created by Congress.
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From 1941 to 1961, he wus employed by the allinckrodt Chemical
Works, St. Louis, Missouri. Dr. Harrington started with the company
as a research chemist and in 1960, after a procession of research and
management positions, was appointed Vice President, 4allinckrodt Nuclear
Corporation and Vice President, Mallinckrodt Chemical Works.

In 1961, when the fuel material processing plant of allinckrodt
became the Chemicals Division of United Nuclear Corporation, Dr. Harrington
was named Vice President of that division.

He became Senior Vice President, United Nuclear Corporation,
Centreville, Maryland, in 1963.

In 1965, Dr. Harrington was appointed President and General Manager,
Douglas United Nuclear, Inc. The company manages production reactors
and fuels fabrication facilities at Hanford, Washington, for the Atomic
Energy Commission.

He is the co-author of a book, "Uranium Prod%4ction Technology," and
has written numerous technical papers. He has received the Mid-West
Award of the American Chemical Society for contributions to technology
in the nuclear energy field.

He is director of several corporations, including United Nuclear,
as well as professional councils and societies.

Dr. Harrington has M.S., N.A., and Ph. D. degrees in chemistry from
Harvard University.

I. IRVANG PINKEL
NASA Lewis Research Center

I. Irving Pinkel, 5T, Director, Aerospace Safety Research and Data
Institute at the NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio, is an
official observer of the Apollo 13 Review Board.

Until recently, he directed research at Lewis Research Center on
rocket propellant and electric power generation systems for space
vehicles, compressors and turbines for advanced aircraft engines, and
lubrication systems for rotating machines for these systems.

Mr. Pinkel entered Government scientific service in 1935 as a
physicist with the U.S. Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. In
1940, he joined the staff of the Langley Research Center, Hampton,
Virginia, as a physicist. W.en the Lewis Research Center was built in
1942, he transferred there.
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He has been elected to Phi Beta Kappa, Sigma X1, honorary scientific
society, and Pi Mu Epsilon, honorary mathematics fraternity. He is an
Ohio Professional Engineer, served on the former NACA sutbcommittees on
Meteorological Problems, Icing Problems, Aircraft Fire Prevention and
Flight Safety, and is a member of the NASA Research and Teconology Advi.
sory Subcommittee on Aircraft Operating Problems. He has been a Special
Lecturer, Case Institute of Technology Graduate School.

Mr. Pinkel has received the Flight Safety Foundation Award for con-
tributions to the safe utilization of aircraft, the Laura Taber Barbour
Award for development of a system for suppressing aircraft crash fires,
the NACA Distinguished Service Medal, and the NASA Sustained Superior
Performance Award. I

He was born in Gloversville, New York, and was graduated from the
University of Penn3ylvania.

Mr. and Mrs. Pinkel live in Fairview Park, Ohio. They are the
parents of two sons.

JAMES E. WILSON, JR.
committee on Science and Astronautics
United Sbates House of Representatives

James E. Wilson, Jr., 59, Technical Consultant, United States House
of Representatives Committee on Science and Astronautics, is an official
observer of the Apollo 15 Review Board.

Mr. Wilson has been technical consultant to the Committee since
1963. From 1961 to 1963, he was Director of Research and Development,
U.S. Naval Propellant Plant, Indian Head, Maryland. Mr. Wilson managed
the Polaris Program at Indian Head from 1956 to 1961.

From 1954 to 1956, Mr. Wilson served as an officer in the U.S. Army
Signal Corps. He was a development engineer with I. I. DuPont, Wilmington,
Delaware, from 1953 to 1954.

Mr. Wilson is a member of Phi Sigma Alpha, a National Honor Society;
American Institute of Chemical Engineers; American Chemical Society; and
American Ordnance Association.

Mr. Wilson is co-author of several publications of the House Coimit.
tee on Science and Astronautics.

He received a B.S. degree 1,n chemical engineering from the Unirer.
sity of Maine and a Master of Engintering Administration degree from
George Washington University.
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Mr. and Mrs. Wilson live in LaPlata, Maryland. They have two
children.

APOLLO 13 REVIW BOARD PANEL CHAIRWM

SEMOUR C. HIMMEL
NASA Lvis Research Center

Dr. Seymour C. Himmel, Assistant Director for Rockets and Vehicles,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, )hio, heads the Design Panel of the
Apollo 13 Reviev Board.

Dr. Himmel joined Levis in *8 as an eronautics. research scien-
tist. He has occupied supervisor positions since 1953.

He has been avariled the NASA Exceptional Service Medal and the NASA
Group Achievement Averd a manager of the Agena Project Group. Dr. Himmel
has served on a number of advisory comittees. He is an Associate Fellov
of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and a member
of Tau Beta P1 and Pi Tau Sigma. He is the author of more than 25 tech-
nical papers.

Dr. Himmel has a Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering degree from the
College of the City of Ne York and 14.8. and Ph. D. degrees from Case
Institute of Technology.

Dr. and Mrs. Himmel live In Lakevood, Ohio.

EDWIN C. KILOR
NASA Langley Research Center

Edwin C. Kilgore, 47, Deputy Chief, Engineering and Technical Serv-
ices, Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia, heads the Project
Management Panel of the Apollo 13 Review Board.

Mr. Kilgore Joined the Langley science etaff in 194 and served in
a variety of technical and management porttions until promotion to his
present position in 9A8.

He has received the Honorary Group Achievement Award for his role
in achieving a record of 97 consecutive successes for solid propellant
rocket motors and the NASA-Lunar Orbiter Project Group Achievement Award
for outstanding performance. He is a member of Pi Tau Sigma, honorary
mechanical engineering society.
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Mr. Kilgore was born in Coeburn, Virginia. He was graduated from
Virginia Polytechnic Institute with a B.S. degree in mechanical engi-
neering.

Mr. and Mrs. Kilgore and their two daughters live In Hampton.

HARRIS M. $CHU M6IER
California Institute of Technology Jet Propulsion Laboratory

i.rris M. Schurmeier, 45, Deputy Assistant Laboratory Director for
Flight Projects, California Institute of Technology Jet Propulsion Lab-
oratory, Pasadena, California, heads the kanufacturing and Test Panel
of the Apollo 13 Reviev Board.

Mr. Schurmeier was appointed to his current position in 1969. Prior
to that he was Mariner Mars 1969 Project Manager, Voyager Capsule System
Manager and Deputy Manager of the Voyager Project, and Ranger Project
Manager at JPL.

He has received the NASA Medals for Exceptional Scientific Achieve.
ment and Exceptional Service. In addition, he has received the Astro-
nautics Engineer Award, and the NASA Public Service Award.

He was born in St. Paul, Minnesota. He has received a B.3. degree
in mechanical engineering, M.S. degree in aeronautical engineering, and
a professional degree in aeronautical engineering from the California
Institute of Technology.

Mr. Schurmeier was a naval officer in World War II. He and his
wife and four children live in Altadena, California.

FRANCIS B. SMITH
NASA Headquarters

Francis B. Smith, 47, Assistant Administrator for University Affairs,
NASA Headquarters, is leader of the Mission Events Panel of the Apollo 13
Review Board.

Mr. Smith has been in his present position since 1967. Prior to
that he had been Assistant Director, Langley Research Center, Hampton,
Virginia, since 1964. He joined the Langley science staff in 1947. He
is an expert in several fields, including radio telemetry, radar, else.
tronic tracking systems, and missile and range instrumentation.
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Mr. 3mith was born in Piedmont, South Carolina, and received a B.S.
degree in electrical engineering from the University of South Carolina,
where he was elected to Phi Beta Kappa. He remained at the University
as an instructor from 1943 to 1944 and then served in the U.S. Navy until
1946.

Mr. maad Mrs. Smith and their three children live in Reston, Virginia.
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PART 3.... BOARD ORGANIZATION AND GENERAL ASSIGNTENTS FOR BOARD PAIELS

BOARD ORGANIZATION

After reviewing the sc)pe of the Board's charter, the Chairman and
* Board Members agreed upon the Panel and Support Office stru ture depicted
on the following organization chart. Each lanel was assigned specific
responsibilities for reviewing major elements of the overall board task,
with particular emphasis upon establishing a sound and Independent
tecnnical data base upon which findings, determinations, and recommenda-
tions by'the Board could bs based. The Panels were staffed with in-
dividual NASA specialists and established working arrangements with the
Manned Space Flight line organization personnel working in analogous
areas.

The Board's support offices were structured to provide necessary
staff, logistics, and administrative support without duplication of
available MSC assistanc,.

In addition to this structure, the Board and Panels also utilized
the special assistance of expert consultants.

Panel assignments, complete Panel membership, and the official board
organization approved by the Chairman are included in this part of the
Board report.
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GENERAL ASSIGNMENTS FOR BOARD PANELS
wAS DOCUMENTED IN THE BOARD'S ArtINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES)

Panel 1 - Mission Events Panel

It shall be the task of the Mission Events Panel to provide a de-
tailed and accurate chronology of all pertinent events and actions
leading to, during, and subsequent to the Apollo 13 incident. This
information, in narrative and graphical time history forn, will provide
the Apollo 13 Review Board an official events record on which their
analysis and conclusions may be based. This record will be published
in a form suitable for inclusion in the Review Board's official report.

The Panel will report all significant events derived from telemetry
records, air-to-ground counications transcripts, crew and control
center observations, and appropriate documents such as the flight plan,
mission technique description, Apollo Operation Handbook, ani crew check-
lists. Correlation between various .%vents and other observations related
to the failure will be noted. Where telemetry data are r(cerenced, the
Panel will comment as appropriate on its significance, reliability,
accuracy, and on spacecraft conditions which might have generated the
data.

The chronology will consist of three major sections Preincident
Events, Incident Events, and Postincident Events. The decision-making
process leading to the safe recovery, referencing the relevant contin-
gency plans and available alternates, will be included.

Preincident Events. - This section will chronicle the progress of
the flight from the countdown to the time of the incident. All action
and data relevant to the subsequent incident will be included.

Incident Events. - This section will cover that period of time be-
ginning at 55 hours and 52 minutes after lift-off and continuing so long
as abnormal system behavior is relevant to the failure.

Postincident Events. - This section will document the events and
activities subsequent to the incident and continuing to mission termina-
tion (Splash). Emphasis will be placed on the rationale used on mission
completion strategy.

Panel 1 Membership

Mr. F. B. Smith, Panel Chairman
Assistant Administrator for University Affairs
NASA Headquarters
Washington, D. C.
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Dr. Tom B. Ballard
Aerospace Technologist
Flight Instrument Division
Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia

Mr. M. P. Frank
Flight Director
Flight Control Division
Manned Spacecraft Center
Houston, Texas

Mr. John J. Willias
Director, Spacecraft Operations
Kennedy Space Center
Florida

Mr. Neil Armstrong, Board Member and Panel Monitor
Astronaut
Manned Spacecraft Center
Houston, Texas

Panel 2 - Manufacturing and Test Panel

'The Manufacturing and Test Panel shall review the manufacturing and
testing, including the associated reliability and quality assurance
activities, of the flight hardware components involved in the flight
failure as determined from the review of the flight data and the analysis
of the design. Th. purpose of this review is to ascertain the adequacy
of the manufacturing procedures, including any modifications, and the pre-
flight test and checkout program, and any possible correlation of these
activities with the inflight events.

The Panel shall consist of three activities:

Fabrication and Acceptance lesting.- This will consist of reviewing
the fabrication, assembly, and acceptance testing steps actually used
during the manufacturing of tho specific flight hardware elements in-
volved. Fabrication, assembly, and acceptance testing procedures and
records will be reviewed, as iell as observation of actual operations
when appropriate.

Subsystem and System Testin..- This will consist of reviewing all
the flight qualification testing from the completion of the component-
level acceptance testing up through the countdown to lift-off for the
specific hardware involved. Test procedures and results will be reviewed
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as well as observing specific tests where appropriate. Results of tests
on other serial number units will also be reviewed when appropriate.

Reliability and uality Assurance.- This will be an overview of both
the manufacturing and testing, covering such things as parts and material
qualification and control, assembly and testing procedures, and inspection
and problem/failure reporting and closeout.

Panel 2 Membership

Mr. Harris M. Schurmeier, Panel Chairman
Deputy Assistant Laboratory Director for Flight Projects
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, Califcrnia

Mr. Edward F. Baehr
Assistant Chief, Launch Vehicles Division
Deputy Manager, Titan Project
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio

Mr. Karl L. Heimburg
Director, Astronautics Laboratory
Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama

Mr. Brooks T. Morris
Manager, Quality Assurance and Reliability Office
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California

Dr. John F. Clark, Board Member and Panel Monitor
Director
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland

Panel 3 - Design Panel

The Design Panel shall examine the design of the oxygen and asso-
ciated systems to the extent necessary to support the theory of failure.
After such review the Panel shall indicate a course of corrective action
which shall include requirements for' further investigations and/or re-
design. In addition, the Panel shall establish requirements for review
of other Apollo spacecraft systems of similar desi g.
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The Panel shall consist of four subdivisions:

Desig Evaluation.- This activity shall review the requirements and
specifications governing the design of the systems, subsystems and com-
ponents, their derivation, changes thereto and the reasons therefor; and
the design of the system in response to the requirements, including such
elements as design approach, material selection, stress analysis, de-
velopment and qualification test programs, and results. This activity
shall also review and evaluate proposed design modifications, including
changes in operating procedures required by such modifications.

Failure Modes and Mechanisms.- This activity shall review the design
of the systems to ascertain the possible sources of failure and the manner
in which failures may occur. In this process, they shall attempt to
correlate such modes with the evidence from flight and ground test data.
This shall include considerations such as: energy sources, materials
c(opatibility, nature of pressure vessel failure, effects of environment
and service, the service history of any suspect systems and components,
and any degradation that may have occurred.

Electrical.- This activity shall review the design of all electrical
components associated with the theory of failure to ascertain their
adequacy. This activity shall also review and evaluate proposed design
modifications, including changes in operating procedures required by such
modifications.

Related Systems.- This activity shall review the design of all
systems similar to that involved in the Apollo 13 incident with the view
to establishing any commonality of design that may indicate a need for
redesign. They shall also consider the possibility of design modifica-
tions to permit damage containment in the event of a failure.

Panel 3 Membership

Dr. Seymour C. Himmel, Panel Chairman
Assistant Director for Rockets and Vehicles
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio

Mr. William F. Brown, Jr.
Chief, Strength of Materials Branch
Materials and Structures Division
Administration Directorate
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
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Mr. R. N. Lindley
Special Assistant to the Associate Administrator for Manned Space Flight
NASA Headquarters
Washington, D. C.

Dr. William R. Lucas
Director, Program Development
Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama

Mr. J. F. Saunders, Jr.
Project Officer for Conand and Service Module
Office of Manned Space Flight
NASA Headquarters
Washington, D. C.

Mr. Robert C. Wells
Head, Electric Flight Systems Section
Vehicles Branch
Flight Vehicles and Systems Division
Office of Engineering and Technical Services
Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia

Mr. Vincent L. Johnson, Board Member and Panel Monitor
Deputy Asociate Administrator for Engineering
Office of Space Science and Applications
NASA Headquarters
Washington, D. C.

Panel 4 - Project Management Panel

The Project Management Panel will undertake the following tasks:

1. Review and assess the effectiveness of the management struc-
ture employed in Apollo 13 in all areas pertinent to the Apollo 13
incident. This review will encompass the organization, the responsi-
bilities of organizational elements, and the adequacy of the staffing.

2. Review and assess the effectiveness of the management systems
employed on Apollo 13 in all areas pertinent to the Apollo 13 incident.
This tasik will include the management systems employed to control the
appropriate design, manufacturing, and test operations; the processes
used to assure adequate communications between organizational elements;
the processes used to control hardware and functional interfaces; the
safety processes involved; and protective security.
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3. Review the project management lessons learned from the Apollo
13 mission from the standpoint of their applicability to subsequent
Apollo missions.

Tasks 1 and 2, above, should encompass both the general review of
the processes used in Apollo 13 and specific applicability to the pos-
sible cause or causes of the mission incident as identified by the Board.

Panel 4 Membership

E. C. Kilgore, Panel Chairman
Deputy Chief, Office of Engineering and Technical Services
Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia

R. D. Ginter
Director of Special Programs Office
Office of Advanced Research and Technology
NASA Headquarters
Washington, D.C.

Merrill H. Mead
Chief of Programs and Resources Office
Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, California

James B. Whitten
Assistant Chief, Aeronautical and Space Mechanics Division
Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia

Milton Klein, Board Member and Panel Monitor
Manager, AEC-NASA Space Nuclear Propulsion Office
Washington, D.C.

Board Observers

William A. Anders
Executive Secretary
National Aeronautics and Space Council
Washington, D.C.

Dr. Charles D. Harrington
Chairman
NASA Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel
Washington, D.C.
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I. Irving Pinkel
Director
Aerospace Safety Research and Data Institute
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio

Mr. James E. Wilson
Technical Consultant to the Committee on Science and Astronautics
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.

Apollo 13 Review Board Support Staff

Brian M. Duff
Public Affairs Officer
Manned Spacecraft Center
Houston, Texas

Gerald J. Mossinghoff
Director of Congressional Liaison
NASA Headquarters
Washington, D.C.

Edward F. Parry
Counsel to Office of Manned Space Flight
NASA Headquarters
Washington, D.C.

Raymond G. Romatowski
Deputy Assistant Director for Administration
Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia

Ennest P. Swieda
Deputy Chief, Skylab Program Control Office
Kennedy Space Center, Florida

Consultants to the Board

Dr. Wayne D. Erickson, Head Dr. Robert Van Dolah
Aerothermochemistry Branch Acting Research Director
Langley Research Center Safety Research Center
Hampton, Virginia Bureau of Mines

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
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MC Support to the Board

These persons were detailed by NSC to support the Apollo 13 Reviev
Board during its review activity at MSC. They are identified by MC
position title.

Roy C. Aldridge
Assistant to the Director of Administration

Mary Chandler
Secretary

Jamie Moon
Technical Editor

Rex Cline
Techni cal Writer/Editor

Evon Collins
Program Analyst

Leroy Cotton
Equipment Specialist

Maureen Cruz
TraV.l Clerk

Janet Harris
Clerk Stenographer

Marjorie Harrison
Secretary

Phyllis Hayes
Secretary

William N. Henderson
Management Analyst

Sharon Laws
Secretary

Carolyn Lisenbee
Secretary

Dorothy Nevberry
Administrative Assistant

Lettie Reed
Fditorial Assistant

Charlene Rogozinski
Secretary

Joanne Sanchez
Secretary

Billie Schmidt
Employee Development Specialist

Frances Smith
Secretary

George Bowers
Management Presentations Officer

Elaine Stemerick
Secretary

Mary Thompson
Administrative Assistant

Alvin C. Zuehlke
Electrical Engineer

Judy Miller
Secretary
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PART 4.. SLt4AY O? BOWJ~ ACTIVITIES

APRIL 19, 1970

Chairman E. M. Cortright met with Langley officials to begin planning
the Apollo 13 Review Board approach. Tentative list of Panel Members and
other specialists were developed for consideration.

APRIL 20, 1970

Chaizan Cortright met with the NASA Administrator, Deputy Adminis-
trator, and key NASA officials in Washingto,, D.C., to discuss Board
membership.

The Chairman met with NASA Office of Manned Space Flight top offi-
cials while enroute to MSC on NASA aircraft and discussed program organi-
zation plans for review of the accident, and coordination with Apollo 13
Review Board activity.

APRIL 21, 1970

Chairman Cortright met with MSC officials to discuss Apollo 13
Review Board support.

A formal MSC debriefing of the Apollo 13 crew was conducted for MSC
officials and Apollo 13 Review Board personnel already at MSC.

Detailed discussions between early arrivals on the Review Board and
the MSC Investigation Team were held to provide quick-look data on the
Apollo 13 accident and to develop detailed procedures for SC support of
the Apollo 13 Board.

Chairman Cortright met with members of the Press to report on early
activity of the Board and to inform them of plans for keeping the Press
current on Board activities.

The first meeting of the Board was held at 8 p.m. to discuss Board
composition, structure, assignments, and scope of review. Preliminary
plans were developed for appointing various specialists to assist the
Board in its analysis and evaluation.
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APRIL 22, 1970

The Board met with Colonel McDivitt's MSC Investigation Team to re-
view the progress made by MSC in identifying causes of the accident and
in developing an understanding of sequences and relationships between
known inflight events. In addition, MSC officials briefed the Board on
MSC Investigation Team structure and assignments.

The Board met with Panel 1 of the MSC Investigation Team for de-
tailed discussion of inflight events and consideration of early con-
clusions on implications of preliminary data analysis.

The Board held its second voting to discuss MSC investigative
efforts and additional appointments of Panel specialists.

Board members attended Panel I evening roundup of day's evaluation
activities, which included detailed discussions of specific studies,
data reductions, and support test activities already underway.

APRIL 23, 1970

The Apollo 13 Review Board established itself in proxImity to the
MSC Investigation Team in Building 45, and arranged for all administra-
tive and logistics support to the Board.

A daily schedule of meetings, reviews, briefings, and discussions
was established, Including preliminary plans for contractor meetings,
special support tests, and accumulation of accident-related information.

Initial task assignments and responsibilities were made to Board
Panels as guidance for detailed review work. Individua. Board members
were assigned Panel overview responsibilities or other special tasks.

Administrative procedures were developed for Boart. activity, par-
ticularly to provide efficient interface with MSC personnel.

Board and Panel Members again met with MSC officials to further re-
view the sequence of events in the Apollo 13 mission and to examine early
hypotheses concerning causes of these events.

The Board convened for an evening meeting to discuss the progress to
date and to coordinate Panel activities for the next few days. Discussion
centered upon immediate requirements for data collection and analysis.

Chairman Cortright appctnted additional NASA specialists in order to
bring Panels up to strength.
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APRIL 24, 1970

Board Members, Panel Chairmen, and MSC officials reviewed additional
data analysis made by MSC ad contractor personnel with particular empha-
sis upon the service module (SM) cryogenic system.

The Board convened and reviewed the progress to date. Tentative
approvals were given for Board trips to North American Rockwell ('R),
Downey, California, Beech Aircraft, Boulder, Colorado, and other loca-
tions.

Chairman Cortright briefed tae Press on progress to date.

Panel Chairmen and Members continued their detailed analysis of
failure modes, test histories, mission events, and other data bearing
upon the accident.

Board Members and Panel Chaircen met with Mr. Norman Ryker of UR on
NR's activities involving dcign, qualification, and tests of SM cryo-
genic oxygen tanks.

APRIL 25, 1970

The Board met to discuss details of onsite inspections of command
service module (CSM) flight hardware at principal contractor installa-
tions.

Panels examined in detail probable failure modes based on data
analyzed at that time.

Specific plans were discussed by the Board relating to evaluation
of oxygen tank assembly and checkout operations, including review of
component histories.

The MSC Investigation Team members briefed Board personnel on
Kennedy Space Center checkout operations of the service module cryogenic
and electric power systems, including a detailed briefing covering oxygen
tank detanking operations.

APRIL 26, 1970

Board and Panel Members traveled to North American Rockwell, Downey,
for deta.iled briefings by AR engineers and management. NR reviewed its
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progress in an Intensive analysis of the Apollo 13 malfunction, including
a review of approved special tests, Oxygen tank, fuel cell cowonents,
assemblies, and other hardware were also inspected.

APRIL 27, 1970

An Executive Session of the Board met to discuss progress of specific
analyses required to verify tentative conclusions on oxygen tank failure
and service module BPS failure.

Additional Board specialists arrived at MSC and received detailed
briefings by MSC and Board personnel on selected apects of the Apollo 13
data.

Panel Members received and assessed a preliminary MSC evaluation of
the Apollo 13 accident, including tentative conclusions on the most
proiable failure modes.

Procedures were established to provide information flow on the status
of review to Board observers.

The Board reviewed work plans for the coming week with each Panel and
established review priorities and special task assignments.

APRIL 28, 1970

Chairman Cortright outlined a plan for the Board's preliminary report
scheduled for presentation to the Deputy Administrator during his visit to
MSC on May 1. Each Panel Chairman was to summarize the status of his
Paiel's activities for Dr. George Low on Friday, April 29, 1970.

Beard Member Neil Armstrong completed arrangements to provide each
Board Wber and Panel Chairman an opportunity for detailed simulation of
the Apollo 13 inflight accident using MSC's CM simulation equipment.

Board and Panel Members reviewed enhanced photographs of the
Apollo 1' service module at the MSC Photographic Laboratory.

Dr. von Elbe of Atlantic Research Company briefed Board and Panel
Members on cryogenics and combustion phenomena.

A representative of the Manufacturlng and Test Panel performed an
oneite inspection at &,ech Aircraft, Boulder.
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Manufacture and Test Panel personnel reviewed detanking procedures
followed at KSC during the Apollo 13 countdown demonstration test (CDIYT).

Board and Panel personnel reviewed progress to date at a general
Board meeting involving all Review Board personnel.

APRIL 29, 1970

Dr. Charles Harrington, Board Observer and Chairman of the Aerospace
Safety Advisory Panel, arrived for a 2-day detailed review of Board pro-
cedures and progress in the accident review.

The Board reviewed North American Rockwell preliminary recommenda-
tions involving oxygen tank redesign.

The BoiLrd continued to review and examine oxygen tank ignition
sources and combustion propagation processes ivith specialists frcm I4C,
other NASA enters, and contractor personnel.

The Mi sion Events Panel continued to examine and record details of
all signifiant mission events as a basis for other Panel evaluations and
study.

Chairwmn Cortright convened two Board meetings to review Panel pro-
gress to date and to discuss work plans for the next several days.

The Project Management Panel visited North American Rockwell at
Downey to review detailed procedures for acceptance tests, subcontractor
inspections, project documentation, and other management interface areas.

APRIL 30, 1970

The Safety Advisory Panel continued discussions with Board Chairman
and MSC officials on progress of total Apollo 13 review efforts.

Panel Members reviewed instrumentation used in Apollo 13 spacecraft
in order to establish the validity of telemetry data being used in Board
analysis.

Chairman Cortright convened two Board meetings to review progress of
the work and to discuss preliminary findings of the Board.

Project Management personnel visited Beech Aircraft Corporation to
review procedures used for assembly of cryogenic oxygen tanks and to dis-
cuss communication and information systems within the Apollo Program.
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Panels continued to review detailed data in their respective areas.

MAY 1, 1970

Board and Panel personnel participated in a joint MSC/Apollo 13
Review Board status presentation to the NASA Deputy Administrator. The
iweeting covered all significant Apollo 13 findings and early conclusions
on the cause of the accident and appropriate remedial actions.

The MSC staff briefed Board Members on initial evaluations of pro-
posed design changes in oxygen tank system.

Panel Members continued to assess data accumulated from the Apollo 13
mission with particular emphasis upon the design and performance of elec-
tric power systems used in the service module,

Board Members and Panel Chairmen reviewed specific test matrix being
proposed by Apollo 13 Review Board specialists covering most significant
unknowns involved in understanding failure mechanisms.

MAY 2, 1970

Board Members met in General Session to discuss preparation of a com-
plete "failure tree" as an additional guide In conducting a complete re-
view and investigation. Specific aspects of this approach were reviewed.

The Project Management Panel reviewed oxygen tank reliability history
and quality assurance criteria used in assembly, test, and checkout of
these systems.

Panel specialists continued reviewing data from the mission with
emphasis upon integrating various data points into logical failure mode
patterns established by MSC and Board personnel.

MAY 3, 1970

Chairman Cortright and Board Members conducted a detailed review of
individual Panel status and progress and established milestones for
additional analytical work and preparation of preliminary findings.

The Board and Panel agreed to tentative report struetire, Including
required exhibits, tables, drawing, and other reference data.
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The Board established a system for tatutltrng all significant mission
events and explanatory data, including the support tests required to
clarify questions raised by events.

Panel Members worked on individual analyses w:tn particular attention
to developing requirements for additional test activity in support of ten-
tative conclusions.

The Board agreed to strengthen its technical reviews of combustion
propagation and electrical design by adding specialists in these areas.

MAY 4, 1970

The Design Panel continued its intensIve review of the "shelf drop"
incident at NR involving the cryogenic oxygen flight tank used in
Apollo 13 in order to understand possible results of this event.

The Mission Events Panel continued to analyze telemetry data received
by MSC, with particular attention on data received in proximity to the
data dropout period during the Apollo 13 mission and on fan turnons during
the flight.

The Board transmitted a formal listing of 62 requests for data,
analyses, and support tests required for Board re-.'ew activity.

The Board continued to meet with individual Panels and support
offices to review the status of preliminary findings and work completed.

MAY 5, 1970

The Board met in General Session to discuss the scope and conduct of
support test activity, including careful documentation of test methods and
application of test results.

MSC personnel briefed Panel Members on availability of additional
telemetry data in the MSC data bank in order to insure Board considera-
tion of all possible useful data.

Panels )mmenced initial drafting of prelimirary findings in specific
areas, including suary descriptions of system performance during the
Apollo 13 flight.

The Board met with the MSC Investigation Team for complete review of
the proposed test program.
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MAY 6, 1970

Board Members, MSC personnel, and Members of NASA's Aerospace Safety
Advisory Panel met for detailed discussions and evaluation of accident
review status and progress. The review covered oxygen tank questions,
recovery operations, and a mission simulation by MSC astronauts.

Panel Members continued to work on the preparation of preliminary
Panel drafts.

Chairman Cortright transmitted additional requests for tests to MSC
and modified procedures for control of overall test activity relating to
the Apollo 13 accident.

MAY 7, 1970

The General Board Session reviewed complete analysis and test support
activities being conducted for the Board and KSC at various governmental
and contractor installations.

Board and Panel Members met to discuss Ames laboratory tests con-
cerning liquid oxygen combustion initiation energies required in the
cryogenic oxygen tank used in the Apollo 13 SM.

Panel 1 Members reviewed mission control equipment and operating
procedures used during the Apollo 13 mission and reviewed actuaL mission
events in detail.

The Panels continued to develop preliminary drafts of their reviews
and analyses for consideration by the Board.

MAY 8, 1970

Dr. Robert Van Dolah, Bureau of Mines, Joined the Board as a con-
sultant on combustion propagation and reviewed Apollo 13 Review Board
data developed to date.

The General Board Session convened to review proposed report format
and scope. An agreement wa reached on appendices, on the structure of
the report, and on the degrw of detail to be included in individual Panel
reports.

Chairman Cortright tasigned additional specific test overview re-
sponuibilities to member s of the Apollo 13 Review activity.
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Panel 1 conducted a formal interview with the MSC Flight Director
covering all significant mission events from the standpoint of ground
controllers.

Panels 2 through 4 continued developing preliminary reports. Panel 4
announced a formal schedule of interviews of MSC, contractors, and NASA
Headquarters personnel.

Board Members explored in detail possible failure mode sequences
developed by MSC personnel involving ignition and combustion within the
S4 cryogenic oxygen tank.

The Board recessed for 3 days, leaving a cadre of personnel at MSC
to edit preliminary drafts developed by the Panels and to schedule further
activity for the week of May 11.

MAY 9, 1970

Board in recess.

MAY 10, 1970

Board in recess.

MAY 2l, 1970

Board in recess. MSC support personnel continued work obtaining
additional technical data for Board review.

MAY 12, 1970

Board Members returned to MSC.

Board Members attended a General Session to review progress and
status of the report.

Panel Chairmen reported on individual progress of work and estab-
lished schedules for completion of analyses and evaluations.

Chairman Cortright reported on the Langley Research Center support
test program aimed at simulation of ,JM panel ejection energy pulses.
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MAY 13, 1970

Board Members reviewed preliminary drafts of report chapter on Re-
view and Analysis and Panel 1 report on Mission Events.

Mission Events Panel Members interviewed Electrical, Electronic, and
Communications Engineer (EECOM) and one of the Apollo 13 Flight Directors
on activities which took place in the Mission Control Center (MCC) during
and after the flight accident period.

Panel 4, Project Management Panel, conducted interviews with princi-
pal Apollo 13 program personnel from MSC and contract organizations.

Panel Members continued drafting preliminary versions of Panel re-
ports for review by the Board.

Manufacturing and Test Panel representatives discussed program for
oxygen tank testing to be conducted at Beech Aircraft.

Board Members met in General Session to review report milestones and
required test data for the week ahead.

MAY 14, 1970

Board met in General Session to review Panel report progress and to
agree to firm schedules for completion of all Review Board assignments.

Project Management Panel continued to interview key Apollo project
personnel from NASA Centers and contractors.

Panel Members circulated first drafts of all Panel reports to Board
Members for review and correction.

MAY 15, 1970

Mission Events Panel personnel interviewed Apollo 15 Command Module
Pilot John Swigert to verify event chronology compiled by the Panel and
to review crew responses during Apollo 13 mission.

Project Management Panel continued interviewing key project personnel
with NASA Centers and contractors.
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MSC personnel provide Board Members and Panel Chairmen with a de-
tailed briefing on all support tests and analyses being performed in
connection with the MSC and Board reviews.

Board Members met in Executive Session to review preliminary drafts
of Panel reports and findings and determinations and to provide additional
instructions and guidance to Panel Chairmen.

Panel Members continued to review and edit early Panel drafts and to
compile reference data in support of findings.

MAY 16, 1970

Board met in General Session to review further revisions of prelimi-
nary findings and determinations and to establish working schedules for
completion of the Board report.

Panel Members continued to edit and refine Panel reports on basis of
discussions with MSC personnel and further analysis of Apollo 13 documen-
tation.

MAY 17, 1970

Drift material for all parts of Board report was reviewed by Panel
Members and staff. Changes were incorporated in all draft material and
recirculated for additional review and comment.

Board Members met in General Session to review report progress and
to examine results from recent support tests and analyses being conducted
at various Government and contractor installations.

The Apollo ) Review Board discussed a continuing series of support
tests for recommendation to MSC following presentation of report and re-
cess of the Board.

MAY 18, 1970

Board Members reviewed Special U~sts and Analyses Appendix of the
report and examined results of completed tests.

Board met in General Session to discuss control procedures for re-
production and distribution of Board report.
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Mission Events Panel distributed a final draft of their report for
review by Board Members.

Board reviewed a preliminary draft of findings and determinations
prepared by Panel Chairmen, Board Members, and Board Chairman.

A Manufacture and Test Panel representative reviewed special oxygen
tank test programs at Beech Aircraft.

MAY 19, 1970

Board Members met in Executive Session to continue evaluation and
assessment of preliminary findings, determinations, and recommendations
prepared by individual Board Members and Panel Chairmen.

Board met in General Session to review final draft of Mission Events
Panel report.

Manufacture and Test Panel preliminary report was distributed to
Board Members for review and comment.

Design Panel preliminary report was distributed to Board Members for
review and comment.

Design Panel Members met with MSC Team officials to discuss further
test and analyses support for the Board.

MAY 20, 1970

Board Members met in Executive Session to review and evaluate reports
from the Design Panel and from the Manufacturing and Test Panel.

Project Management Panel distributed final draft of its report to
Board Members for review and comment.

Chairman Cortright met with Mr. Bruce Lundin of the Aerospace Safety
Advisory Panel to discuss progress of Board review and analysis.

MAY 21, 1970

Board Members met in Executive Session for final review of Project
Management Panel report.
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Board Members ard others met with MSC officials to review in detail
the activities and actions taken after the Apollo 204 accident con -erning
ignition flammability for materials and control in the CSM.

A third draft of preliminary findings, determinations, and recommen-
dations was developed and circulated by the Chairman for review and
comment.

Arrangements were made with NASA Headquarters officials for pack-
aging, delivery, and distribution of the Board's final report.

Mission Events Panel conducted an interview with Lunar Module Pilot
liaise to review selected mission events bearing on the accident.

MAY 22, 1970

Mission Events Panel representatives met with MSC officials to review
in detail several events which occurred during later flight stages.

Board met in Executive Session to assess latest drafts of findings,
determinations, and recommendations circulated by the Chairman.

Board met in Geaeral Session to review total progress in all report
areas and to establish final schedule for preparation of Board report.

Langley Research Center representative M. Ellis briefed the Ioard on
ignition and combustion of materials in oxygen atmosphere tests being con-
ducted in support of the Apollo 13 Review.

Board Observer I. I. Pinkel briefed the Board on Lewis Research
Center fire propagation tests involving Teflon.

MAY 23, 1970

Board Members reviewed Chapter 4 of Board report entitled "Review
and Analysis."

Panel Chairmen reviewed draft findings and determinations prepared
by the Board.
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MAY 24, 1970

Board Members revievel NASA Aerospace Safety Panel report covering
Apollo activities during the period of 1968-69.

board met in Executive Session for detailed review of support test
status and progress and of doc entation describing the results of test
activity.

Board met in Executive Session for further review of findings,
determinations, and recommendations.

MAY 25, 1970

Board met in Executive Session to review test progress and decided
to postpone submittal of final report until June 8 in order to consider
results of Langley Research Center panel ejection tests.

Board Members continued to review MSC Investigation Team preliminary
drafts and refine Apcllo 13 data in the various Board appendices.

Board met in Executive Session for further consideration of findings,
determinations, and recommendations.

MAY 26, 1970

Board met in General Session and interviewed Astronaut James Lovell
regarding crew understanding of inflight accident.

Board Members reviewed proposed MSC tank combustion test and agreed
to test methodology and objectives.

Panel Members continued preparation of individual Panel reports.

MAY 27, 1970

Board and Panel Members received a detailed briefing on thermostatic
switch failure during MSC heater tube temperature tests.

Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel met with Chairman Cortright, Board
Members, and Panel Chairmen to review Board progress and status of
findings and conclusions.
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Board met in General Session to review status of Panel reports,
documentation of test data and results, and plans for report typing and
review.

Board agreed to recess for several days to accumulate additional
test information on panel separation and full scale tank ignition data.

MAY 28, 1970

Board in recess.

MAY 29, 1970

Board in recess.

MAY 30, 1970

Board in recess.

MAY 31, 19 0

Board in recess.

JUNE 1, 1970

Board Members returned to MSC.

Board and Panel Members met in General Session to discuss revisions
of Panel reports in light of latest information regarding thermostatic
switch failure during CDDT at KSC.

Board approved new schedule for Board report calling for final
versions of Panel reports by Monday, June 8.
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JUNE 2, 1970

Chairman Cortright briefed the Press on the status of the Board's
work and future plans.

Board and Panel Members participated In a detailed interview and
discussion with MSC and contractor personnel regarding specific coordina-
tion steps taken during oxygen tank no. 2 detanking operations at KSC.

Board Members met in Executive Session to review latest test results
and to assess status of Board findings and determinations.

JUNE 3, 1970

Board and Panel Members met with MSC Program Office personnel for a
detailed update of recent MSC information and analyses stemming from on-
going test programs.

Board Members and Panel Chairmen completed final reviews of Panel
reports and also reviewed final draft of findings, determinations, and
recommendations.

Board and Panel Members received a detailed briefing on thermostatic
switch questions with emphasis upon actions of various organizations
during and after detanking operations at KSC.

JUN 4, 1970

Board Members met in Executive Session and completed final revisions
of Chapter 4 of the Board summary.

Board and Panel Members witnessed a special full-scale tank ignition
test performed at MSC.

Panel Chairmen completed final revisions of individual Panel reports
and submitted copy to the Reports Editorial Office.

Board met in Executive Session and agreed to fii.l schedule for re-
port printing and delivery to the Administrator on June 15, 1970.
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JUNE 5, 1970

Board Members met in Executive Session and completed work on ChAp-
ter 5 of the Board Summary Report (Findings, Determinations, and Recom-
mendations).

Board Members reviewed final version of Project Management Panel
report and authorized printing as Appendix E.

Board Members Hedrick and Mark completed final tabulation of test
support activities performed for the Board.

Board Members reviewed films of special test actIvities performed
at various NASA Centers.

JN 6, 1970

Board met in Executive Session throughout the day and completed
its review of Chapter 5 of its report (Findinis, Determinations, and
Recommendations).

Board Members completed review of analyses to be incorporated in
Appendix F, Special Tests and Analyses.

JUNE 7, 1970

The Board met in Executive Session and approved plans and schedules
for final editorial review and publication of the Board report.

The Chairman recessed the Board until June 15 at which time the
Board is scheduled to reconvene in Washington, D.C., to present its
report to the NASA Administrator and Deputy Administrator.
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This chapter is extracted from Mission Operation Report
No. M-932-70, Revision 3, published by the Program and Special Reports
Division (XP), Executive Secretariat, NASA Ieadquarters, Washington,
D.C.

Discussion in this chapter is broken into two parts. Part 1 is
designed to acquaint the reader with the flight hardware and with
the mission monitoring, support, and control functions and capabilities.
Part 2 describes the Apollo 13 mission and gives a mission sequence
of events summary.
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PART 1 APOLLO/SA'TURN V SPACE VEHICLE

The primary flight hardware of the Apollo Program consists of the
Saturn V launch vehicle and Apollo spacecraft (fig. 3-1). Collectively,
they are designated the Apollo/Saturn V space vehicle (SV). Selected
major systems and subsystems of the space vehicle may be summarized as
follows.

SATURN V LAUNCH VEHICLE

The Saturn V launch vehicle (LV) is designed to boost up to
300,000 pounds into a 105--nautical mile earth orbit and to provide for
lunar payloads of over 100,000 pounds. The Saturn V LV consists of
three propulsive stages (S-IC, S-II, S-IVB), two interstages, and an
instrument unit (IU).

S-IC Stage

The S-IC stage (fig. 3-2) is a large cylindrical booster, 138 feet
long and 33 feet in diameter, powered by five liquid propellant F-1
rocket engines. These engines develop a nominal sea level thrust total
of approximately 7,650,000 pounds. The stage dry weight is approximately
288,000 pounds and the total loaded stage weight is approximately
5,033,500 pounds. The S-IC stage interfaces structurally and electri-
cally with the S-II stage. It also Interfaces structurally, elec-
trically, and pneumatically with ground support equipment (GSE) through
two umbilical service arms, three tail service masts, and certain
electronic systems by antennas. The S-IC stage is instrumented for
operational measurements or signals which are transmitted by its inde-
pendent telemetry system.

S-II Stage

The S-II stage (fig. 3-3) is a large cylindrical booster, 81.5 feet
long and 33 feet in diameter, powered by five liquid propellant J-2
rocket engines which develop a nominal vacuum thrust of 230,000 pounds
each for a total of 1,150,000 pounds. Dry weight of the S-II stage is
approximately 78,050 pounds. The stage approximate loaded gross weight
is 1,075,000 pounds. The S-IC/S-II interstage weighs 10,460 pounds.
The S-II stage ia instrumented for operational and research and develop-
ment measurements which are transmitted by its independent telemetry
system. The S-II stage has structural and electrical interfaces with
the S-IC and S-IVB stages, and electric, pneumatic, and fluid interfaces
with GSE through its umbilicals and antennas.
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8-IYB Stage

The 8-IVB stage (fig. 3-4) is a large cylindrical booster 59 feet
long and 21.6 feet in diameter, powered by one J-2 engine. The S-IVB
stage is capable of multiple engine starts. Engine thrust is
203,000 pounds. This stage is also unique in that it has an attitude
control capability independent of its main engine. Dry weight of the
stage is 25,050 pounds. The launch weight of the stage is 261,700 pounds.
The interstate weight of 8100 pounds is not included in the stated
weights. The stage is instrumented for functional measurements or sig-
nals which are transmitted by its independent telemetry system.

The high performance J-2 engine as installed in the S-IVB stage
has a multiple start capability. The S-IVB J-2 engine is scheduled
to produce a thrust of 203,000 pounds during its first burn to earth
orbit and a thrust of 178,000 pounds (mixture mass ratio of 4.5:1)
during the first 100 seconds of translunar injection. The remaining
translunar injection acceleration is provided at a thrust level of
203,000 pounds (mixture mass ratio of 5.0:1). The engine valves are
controlled by a pneumatic system powered by gaseous helium which is
stored in a sphere inside a start bottle. An electrical control system
that uses solid stage logic elements is used to sequence the start and
shutdown operations of the engine.

Instrument Unit

The Saturn V launch vehicle is guided from its launch pad into
earth orbit primarily by navigation, guidance, and control equipment
located in the instrument unit (IU). The instrument unit is a cyliadri-
cal structure 21.6 feet in diameter and 3 feet high installed on top of
the S-IVB stage. The unit weighs 4310 pounds and contains measurements
and telemetry, connand communications, tracking, and emergency detection
system components along with supporting electrical power and the environ-
mental control system.

APOLLO SPACECRAFT

The Apollo spacecraft (S/C) is designed to support three men in space
for periods up to 2 weeks, docking in space, landin, on and returning
from the lunar surface, and safely entering the earth's atmosphere. The
Apollo S/C consists of the spacecraft-to-IM adapter (SLA), the service
module (SM), the command module (N1M), the launch escape system (LES), and
the lunar module (IM). The CH and SH as a unit are referred to as the
command and service module (CSM).
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Spacecraft-to-LM Adapter

The SLA (fig. 3-5) is a conical structure which provides a structural
load path between the LV and SM tmd also supports the IX. Aerodynami-
cally, the SLA smoothly encloses the irregularly shaped LX and transitions
the space vehicle diameter from that of the upper stage of the LV to that
of the SM. The SLA alto encloses the nozzle of the SM engine and the high
gain antenna.

Spring thrusters are used to separate the L2 from the SIA. After
the CSM has docked with the LX, mild charges are fired to release the
four adapters which secure the LM in the SLA. simultaneously, four
spring thrusters mounted on the lower (fixed) SA panels push against
the IX landing gear truss assembly to separate the spacecraft from the
launch vehicle.

Service Module

The service module (SM)(fig. 3-6) provides the main spacecraft pro-
pulsion and maneuvering capability during a mission. The SM provides
most of the spacecraft consumables (oxygen, water, propellant, and
hydrogen) and supplements environmental, electrical power, and propul-
siori requirements of the CM. The SM remains attached to the CM until
it is jettisoned just before CM atmospheric entry.

Structure.- The basic structural components are forward and aft
(upper and lower) bulkheads, six radial beams, four sector honeycomb
panels, four reaction control system honeycomb panels, aft heat shield,
and a fairing. The forward and aft bulkheads cover the top and bottom
of the SM. Radial beam trusses extending above the forward bulkhead
support and secure the CM. The radial beams are made of solid aluminum
alloy which has been machined and chem-milled to thicknesses varying
between 2 inches and 0.018 inch. Three of these beams have compression
pads and the other three have shear-compression pads and tension ties.
Explosive charges in the center sections of these tension ties are used
to separate the CM from the SM.

An aft heat shield surrounds the service propulsion engine to
protect the SM from the engine's heat during thrusting. The gap between
the CM and the forward bulkhead of the SM is closed off with a fairing
which is composed of eight electrical power system radiators alternated
with eight aluminum honeycomb panels. The sector and reaction control
system panels are 1 inch thick and are made of aluminum honeycomb core
between two aluminum face sheets. The sector panels are bolted to the
radial beams. Radiators used to dissipate heat from the environmental
control subsystem are bonded to the sector panels on opposite sides of
the SM. These radiators are each about 30 square feet in area.
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The SM interior is divided into six sectors, or bays, and a center
section. Sector one is currently void. It is available for installation
of scientific or additional equipment should the need arise. Sector
two has part of a space radiator ,and a reaction control system (RCS)
engine quad (module) on its exterior panel and contains the service pro-
pulsion system (BPS) oxidizer sump tank. This tank is the larger of
the two tanks that hold the oxidizer for the SPS engine. Sector three
has the rest of the space radiator and another RCS engine quad on its
exterior panel and contains the oxidizer storage tank. This tank is
the second of two SPS oxidizer tanks and feeds the oxidizer sump tank
in sector two. Sector four contains most of the electrical power gener-
ating equipment. It contains three fuel cells, two cryogenic oxygen
and two cryogenic hydrogen tanks, and a power control rely box. The
cryogenic tanks supply oxygen to the environmental control subsystem
and oxygen and hydrogen to the fuel cells. Sector five has part of an
environmental control radiator and an RCS engine quad on the exterior
panel and contains the BPS engine fuel sump tank. This tank feeds the
engine and is also connected by feed lines to the storage tank in
sector six. Sector six has the rest of the environmental control radi-
tor and an RCS engine quad on its exterior and contains the BPS engine
fuel storage tank which feeds the fuel sump tank in sector five. The
center section contains two helium tanks and the BPS engine. The tanks
are used to provide helium pressurant for the SPS propellant tanks.

Propulsion.- Main spacecraft propulsion is provided by the
20500-pound thrust BPS. The SPO engine is a restartable, non-throttleable
engine which uses nitrogen tetroxide ( 20) as an oxidizer and a 50-50
mixture of hydrazine and unsymmetrical-dimethylhydrazine (UD)H) as fuel.
(These propellants are hypergolic, i.e., they burn spontaneously when
combined without need for an igniter.) This engine is used for major
velocity changes during the mission, such as midcourse corrections,
lunar orbit insertion, transearth injection, and CSX aborts. The SPS
engine responds to automatic firing commands from the guidance and
navigation system or to commands from manual controls. The engine as-
sembly is gimbal-mounted to allow engine thrust-vector alignment with the
spacecraft center of mass to preclude tumbli-,ig. Thrust-vector alignment
control is maintained by the crew. The SM RfCS provides for maneuvering
about and along three axes.

Additional SM systems.- In addition to the systems already described,
the O'has communication antennas, umbilical connections, and several
exterior mounted lights. The four antennas on the outside of the 34 are
the steerable S-band high-gain antennA, mounted on the aft bulkhead; two
VHF omnidirectional antennas, mounted on opposite sides of the module
near the top; and the rendezvous radar transponder antenna, mounted in
the SM fairing.
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Seven lights are mounted in the aluminum panels of the fairing.
Four lights (one red, one green, and two amber) are used to aid the
astronauts in docking: one is a floodlight which can be turned on to
give astronauts visibility during extravehicular activities, one is a
flashing beacon used to aid in rendezvous, and one is a spotlight used
in rendezvous from 500 feet to docking with the LM.

SM/CM separation.- Separation of the SM from the CM occurs shortly
before entry. The sequence of events during separation is controlled
automatically by two redundant service module Jettison controllers (SMJC)
located on the forward bulkhead of the SM.

Command Module

The command module (CM) (fig. 3-7) serves as the command, control,
and communications center for most of the mission. Supplemented by the
SM, it provides all life support elements for three crewmen in the mis-
sion environments and for their safe return to the earth's surface. It
is capable of attitude control about three axes and some lateral lift
translation at high velocities in earth atmosphere. It also permits LM
attachment, CM/LM ingress and egress, and serves as a buoyant vessel in
open ocean.

Structure.- The CM consists of two basic structures Joined together:
the inner structure (pressure shell) and the outer structure (heat
shield). The inner structure, the pressurized crew compartment, is made
of aluminum sandwich construction consisting of a welded aluminum inner
skin, bonded aluminum honeycomb core, and outer face sheet. The outer
strzicture is basically a heat shield and is made of stainless steel-
brazed honeycomb brazed between steel alloy face sheets. Parts of the
area between the inner and outer sheets are filled with a layer of
fibrous insulation as additional heat protection.

Display and controlo.- The main display console (MDC) (fig. 3-8)
has been arranged to provide for the expected duties of crew members.
These duties fall into the categories of Commander, CM Pilot, and LM
Pilot, occupying the left, center, and right couches, respectively. The
CM Pilot also acts as the principal navigator. All controls have been
designed so they can be operated b) astronauts wearing gloves. The con-
trols are predominantly of four basic types: toggle switches, rotary
switches with click-stops, thumb-wheels, enid push buttons. Critical
switches are guarded so that they cannot' e thrown inadvertently. In
addition, some critical controls have locks that must be released before
they can be operated.
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Figure 3-8.- CM main display console.
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Flight controls are located on the left center awl left side of the
MDC, opposite the Comander. These include controls for such subsystems
as stabilization and control, propulsion, crev safety, earth landing,
and emergency detection. One of two guidace and navig tion computer
panels also is located here, as are velocity, attitude, and altitude
indicators.

The CH Pilot faces the center of the console, and thus can reach
many of the flight controls, as vell as the system controls on the right
side of the console. Displays and cor.trols directly opposite him include
reaction control, propellant management, caution and varnirg, environ-
mental control, and cryogenic storage systems. The rotation ard trans-
lation controllers used for attitude, thrust vector, and translation
maneuvers are located on the arms of two crew couches. In addition, a
rotation controller can be mounted at the navigation position in the
lower equipment bay.

Critical conditions of most spacecraft systems are monitored by a
caution and warning system. A malfunction or out-of-tolerance condition
results in illumination of a status light that identifies the abnormal-
ity. It also activates the master alarm circuit, vhic|h illuminates two
master alarm lights on the MDC and one in the lower equipment bay and
sends an alarm tone to the astronauts' headsets. The master alarm
lights and tone continue until a crewman resets the master alarm circuit.
This can be done before the crewmen deal with the problem indicated, The
caution and warning system also contains equipment to sense its own
malfunctions.

LAmar Module

The lunar module (L4) ,fig. 3-9) is designed to trantiport two men
safely from the CSM, in lunar orbit, to the lunar surface, and return
them to the orbiting CSM. The LIM provides operational capabilities such
as communications, telemetry, environmental support, transportation of
scientific equipment to the lunar surface, and returning surface samples
with the crew to the CSM.

The lunar module consists of two stages: the ascent stage and te
descent stage. The stages are attached at four fittings by explosive
bolts. Separable umbilicals and hardline connections provide subsystem
continuity to operate both stages as a single unit until separate ascent
stage operation is desred. The IN2 is designed to operate for 48 hours
after separation from the CSM, with a maximum lunar stay time of 44 hours.
Table 3-I is a weight summary of the Apollo/Saturn 5 space vehicle for
the Apollo 13 mission.
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TABLE 3-1.- APOLLO 13 WEIOHT SUMARY (WEIGHT IN POUNDS)

Tot alFinal
8tage/module Inert eight Ttale Total eight painexpendable eteiht

S-IC 288000 4746870 5034870 363403

S-IC/S-Il 1i464 --- 11464 ..
interstate

S-II stage 780';0 996960 1075010 92523

S-II/S-IVB 8100 --- 8100 ---
interstage

S-IVB stage 25050 236671 261721 35526

Instrument unit 4482 --- 4482

Launch vehicle at ignition 6,395,647

Spacecraft-LM 044 --- 044
adapter

Lunar module 9915 23568 33483 '33941

Service module 10532 40567 51099 0i4o076

Command module 12572 --- 12572 "11269
Landing)

Lfeuch escape 9012 --- 9012
system

* CSMI/LM separation
* CM/S separation
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TABLE 3-i.- APOLLO 13 WRIGHT STMAY (WEIOHT IN POUNDS) Concluded

Total Final
Stage/module Inert weight expendable Total weight separation

x I weight

Spacecraft at ignition 110,210

Space vehicle at ignition 6505857

S-IC thrust buildup (-)84598

Space vehicle at lift-off 6421259

Space vehicle at orbit insertion 299998

Main propulsion.- Main propulsion is provided 'y the descent pro-
puloion system (DPS) and the ascent propulsion system (APS). Each
system is wholly independent of the other. The DPS provides the thrust
to control descent to the lunar surface. The APS can provide the thrust
for asctont from the lunar surface. In case of mission abort, the APB
and/or DMS can place the LM into a rendezvous trajectory with the CSM
from aty pcint in the descent trajectory. The choice of engine to be
used depends on the cause for abort, on how long the descent engine
has been operating, and on the quantity of propellant remaining in the
descent stage. Both propulsion systems use identical hypergolic pro-
pellants. The fuel is a 50-50 mixture of hydrazine and unsymmetrical-
dimethylhydrazine and the oxidizer is nitrogen tetroxide. Gaseous
helium pressurizes the propellant feed systems. Helium storage in the
DPS is at cryogenic temperatures in the super-critical state and in the
APS it is gaseous at ambient temperatures.

Ullage for propellant settling is required prior to descent engine
start and is provided by the +X axi6 reaction engines. The descent
engine is gimbaled, throttleable, and restartable. The engine can be
throttled from 1050 pounds of thrust to 6300 pounds. Throttle positions
above this value automatically'produce full thrust to reduce combustion
chamber erosion. Nominal full thrust is 9870 pounds. Gimbal trim of
the engine compensates for a changing center of gravity of the vehicle
and is automatically accomplished by either the primary guidance and
navJgation system JPGNS) or the abort guidance system (AGS). Automatic
throttle and on/off control is available in the PONS mode of operation.
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The AGS commands on/off operation but has no automatic throttle control
capability. Manual control capability of engine firing fuiwctions has
been provided. Manual thrust control override may, at any time, com-
mand more thrust than the level commanded by the IX guidance computer
(w).

The ascent engine is a fixed, non-throttleable engine. The engine
develops 3500 pounds of thrust, sufficient to abort the lunar descent
or to launch the ascent stage from the lunar surface and place it in
the desired lunar orbit. Control modes are similar to those described
for the descent engine. The APB propt llant is contained in two spheri-
cal titanium tanks, one for oxidizer and the other for fuel. Each tank
has a volume of 36 cubic feet. Total fuel weight is 2008 pounds, of
which 71 pounds are unusable. Oxidizer weight is 3170 pounds, of which
92 pounds are unusable. The APS has a limit of 35 starts, must have a
propellant bulk temperature between 500 F and 900 F prior to start,
must not exceed 460 seconds of burn time, and has a system life of
24 hours after pressurization.

Electrical power system.- The electrical power system (FJIS) con-
tains six batteries which supply the electrical power requirements of
the 124 during undocked mission phases. Four batteries are located in
the descent stage and two in the ascent stage. Batteries for the
explosive devices system are not included in this system description.
Postlaunch LM power is supplied by the descent stage batteries until
the LM and CSM are docked. While docked, the CSM supplies electrical
power to the LM up to 296 watts (peak). During the lunar descent phase,
the two ascent stage batteries are paralleled with the descent stage
batteries for additional power assurance. The descent stage batteries
are utilized for I lunar surface operations and checkout. The scent
stage batteries are brought on the line just before ascent phase
staging. All batteries and busses may be individually monitored for
load, voltage, and failure. Several isolation and combination modes
are provided.

Two inverters, each capable of supplying full load, convert the
dc to ac for 115-volt, 400-hertz supply. Electrical power is distributed
by the following busses: LM Pilot's dc bus, Commander's dc bus, and ac
busses A and B.

The four descent stage silver-zinc batteries are identical and have
a 400 ampere-hour capacity at 28 volts. Because the batteries do not
have a constant voltage at various states of charge/load levels, "high"
and "low" voltage taps are provided for selection. The "low voltage"
tap is selected to initiate uue of a fully charged battery. Cross-tie
circuits in the busses facilitate an even discharge of the batteries
regardless of distribution combinations. The two silver-zinc ascent
stage batteries are identical to each other and have a 296 ampere-hour
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capacity at 28 volts. The ascent stage butteriea are normally connected
in parallel for even discharge. Because of design load characteristics,
the ascent stage batteries do not have and do not require high and low
voltage taps.

Nominal voltage for ascent stage and descent stage batteries is
30.0 volts, Reverse current relays for battery failure are one of many
components designed into the EPS to enhance EPS reliability. Cooling
of the batteries is provided by the environmental control system cold
rail heat sinks. Available ascent electrical energy is 17.8 kilowatt
hours at a maximum drain of 50 amps per battery and descent energy is
46.9 kilowatt hours at a maximum drain of 25 amps per battery.

MISSION MONITORING, SUPPORT, AND CONTROL

Mission execution involves the following functions: prelaunch
checkout and launch operations; tracking the space vehicle to determine
its present and future positions; securing information on the status of
the flight crew and space vehicle systems (via telemetry); evaluation
of telemetry information; commanding the space vehicle by transmitting
real-time and updata commands to tlie onboard computer; and voice com-
munication between flight and ground crews.

These functions require the use of a facility to assemble and
launch the space vehicle (see Launch Complex), a central flight control
facility, a network of remote stations located strategically around the
world, a method of rapidly transmitting and ,-eceiving information
between the space vehicle and the central flight control facility, and
a real-time data display system in which the data are made available
and presented in usable form at essentially the same time that the data
event occurred.

The flight crew and the following organizations and facilities
participate in mission control operations:

a. Mission Control Ceztter (MCC), Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC),
Houston, Texas. The MCC contains the communication, computer display,
and command systems to enable the flight controllers to effectively
monitor and control the apace vehicle.

b. Kennedy Space Center (KSC), Cape Kennedy, Florida. The space
vehicle '* launched front KSC and controlled from the Launch Control
Center tLCC). Prelaunch, launch, and powered flight data are collected
at the Central Instrumentation Facility (CIF) at KSC from the launch
pads, CIF receivers, Merritt Island Launch Area (MILA), and the down-
range Air Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR) stations# These data are
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transmitted to MCC via the Apollo Launch Data Systex (ALDS). Also
located at KSC (AFEO) is the Impact Predictor (IP), for raxige safety
purposes.

c. Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), Greenbelt, Maryland. (SFC
manages and operates the Manned Space Flight Network (tS.) and the
NASA communications (NASCOM) network. During flight, the ?.FW is
under the operational control of the MCC.

d. George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), Huntsville,
Alabama. MSr0C, )y means of the Launch Information Exchange Facility
(LIEF) and the huntsville Operations Support Center (HOIC) provides
launch vehicle systems real-time support to KSC and MCC for preflight,
launch, and flight operations.

A block diagram of the basic flight control Interfaces is shown
in figure 3-10.

Vehicle Flight Control Capability

Flight operations are controlled from the MCC. The MCC has two
flight control rooms, but only one control room is used per mission.
Each control room, called a Mission Operations Control Room (1OCR), i
capable of controlling individual Staff Support Rooms (SOR's) located
adjacent to the MOCR. The SSR's are manned by flight control special-
ists who provide detailed support to the MOCR. Figure 3-11 outlines
the organization of the MCC for flight control and briefly describes
key responsibilities. Information flow within the MOCR is shown in
figure 3-12.

The consoles within the MOCR and SSR's permit the necessary inter-
face between the flight controllers and the spacecraft. The displays
and controls on these consoles wid other group displays provide the
capability to monitor and evaluate data concerning the mission and,
based on these evaluations, to recommend or take appropriate action on
matters concerning the flight crew and spacecraft.

Problems concerning crew safety and mhbsion success are identified
to flight control personnel in the following ways:

a. Flight crew observations

b. Flight controller real-time observations

c. Review of telemetry data received from tape recorder playback

d. Trend analysis of actual and predicted values
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e. Reviev of collected data by systems speciaiete

f. Correlation and comparison vith previous mission data

g. Analysis of recorded data from launch complex testing



ALDS - Apollo Launch Data System
LIEF - Launch Information Exchange Facility

Figure 3-10. - Basic telemetry, Command,
interfaces for flight

and communication
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control*
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I AIT J * "'F M, ~ I IchI i2

Tie prizaory rLinit.n Q.jectlvea were as follows:

)'erft err eeIcgical irai;ecticn, survey. and sampling of materials
In a ;prvvlefcte4 region or the Fra Yauro Formation.

:'e,1(,,-y uzi~l activiate an Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package

L;evelop nanla ;aFpability to work in the lunar environment.

fAtain pitctogruphs of candidate exploration sites.

Thble -l lists the Apollo 13 mission sequence of major events and
the time of oceurrtKX:- in ground elapsed time.

TAILE 3-I1. - APOLLO 13 MISSION SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

Ground elapsed time
Ivent (hr:min:aec)

hat.ge zero (0:13:00.0 p.m. e.s.t., April 11) 00:00:00
Earth parking orbit insertion 00:12:40
Second 8-lVB ignition 02:35:46
trtsnlunar injection 02:41:47
CM/-IVB :;eparati on 03:06:39
8p;acecruft ejection from= S-IVB 04::03
8-1VB APS evasive maeuver 0h:i8:0i
,;-IVI$ APS meuver for lunar impact 05:59:59
Midcourse correction - 2 (hybrid transfer) 30:h0:50
Cryogenic oxygen tani moaly 55:5h:53
Midcourse correction- 4 61:29:43
i-IVB lunar impact :56:40
I ericynthion plus 2-hour maneuver 79:27:39
Midcourse correction - 5 105:18:32
Midcourse correction - 7 137:39:49
Service module Jettison 138:02:06
Lnar module jettison 141:30:02
Entry interface 142:40:47
Landing 142:54:4i
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Launch and iLarthVarkir. rtit

Apollo 13 waa successfully launched on s 4a .
39A, Kennedy Space Center, Florida, at 2:13 p.m. e.f.. . , A, ! .
The launch vehicle stages inserted the J-!VFi r~ t: .t
spacecraft combination into an earth parking r.r ti * ; , v-.
100.2 nautical miles (n. rti.) and a perigte cf '.E r. r A. -..I.
circular planned). During second stage tocvt, t1.e Ct.....
S-11 stage cut off about 132 seconds early, ciA:,g tY4 ttr
engines to burn approx'Mately 34 seconds lor4:er . ;r e . .; ' <
vehicle velocity after S-1I boost was 223 feet jer e:A. tp w, r
than planned. As a result, the S-IVB orbital wke.erti. brr vae ;;r~ x
imately 9 seconds longer than predicted with cut cfr ve. vP r
about 1.2 fps of planned. Total launch vehicle tarn t.-e va a :
44 seconds longer than predicted. A greater tnanr tfr ly
meeting translunar injection (TI) cutoff cnditlo,,a ex .t* ,*_ r-
maining 3-IV propellants.

After orbital inserticn, all launch vehicle and il acezrat ' .
were verified and preparation was made for tra lu:tar i rec't .
Onboard television was initiated at 01:35 ground elafp t, i z.e..-.

for about 5.5 minutes. The second S-IVB burn was inltlati n :
for TLI. All major systems operated satisfactorily An al e:. -
ditions were nominal for a free-return circumlunar trajectory.

Translunar Coast

The CSM separated from the L/IU/S-IVB at about 03:07 g.e.t. !n.-
board television was then initiated for about 72 minutes and clearly
showed CSM "hard docking," ejection of the CSM/U4 from the S-MV1 at
about 04:01 g.e.t., and the S-IVB auxiliary propulsion system (Aic)
evasive maneuver as well as spacecraft interior and exterior ceres.
The S HCS propellant usage for the separation, transposition,
and ejection was nominal. All launch vehicle safing activities were
performed as scheduled.

The S-IVB APS evasive maneuver by an 8-second APS Ullage burn was
initiated at .04:18 g.e.to and was successfully completed. 7he liquid
oxygen dump was initiated at 04:39 g.et. and was also successfully
accomplished. The first S-IVB APS burn for lunar'(urget point impact
was initiated at 06:00 g.e.t. The burn duration was 217 seconds, prot-
ducing a differential velocity of approximately 28 fps. Trackingt nff~r-

mation available at 08:00 g.e.t. indicated that the S-IVB/IUw ould impact
at 6*53' 8., 30053' W. versus the targeted 30 S., 300 W. Therefore, the

second S-IVB APS (trim) burn was not required. The gaseous nitrogen pres-

sure dropped in the IU ST-124-M3 inertial platform at 18:25 ge.t. and

the S-IVB/IU no longer had attitude control but began tumbling slowly.
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I r1.9:17y v ,.e.t., 9ustep 1rinA In tracklg data 104atei

w. net r 14 y eceA.oe of llproximatelY to f, s. : tcoe,*c 1 )ave toear

r . the rertion for this rease. u. e velocity clazwge altered
1so lm:vjruc4t p oint t'I .vr t4:the target. 7The ~.V/Ui.t tIe

-a~ur 4jrfosce t 7:'I;:10 g.e.t. (o :G9;4o j;r.. e.s.t. April 14) at
2.0W. u, JutLe &. ee ep4ddr*gt Apclo 12

it~it i ucci- fly detect tlthe 1dIct. The targete i mipact pcnin t war
1S'5 n. v1. rrt, the ~e aetcm ter. Te actual , Imact point was 74 n. ..
*r .m the i=e1,rter, we1 withitlihe desired 9-n . mi. (k50-%m) rulius.

Ile accuracy of the TI .1mwoeuver was such that saacecraftr mLdccurJsse

correction No. I ( sC-l), icheduleA for 11:4 g.est., was not required.
S sw i ,*rromed ust t1roaed at 30;41 g.e.t. and r-sulted ti.n p1w r

the sl,acecraft on the dvI red, 4- free-re turn circum1ultar trajector
with a predicted closest approach to the moon on 62 n. =I. A111 .13 burn
liuroa4.(tAero Vere normal. 71e accuracy of ?4CC-3 was such that VICC-1,
s'hadule,i for 55:26 g.e.t. . was not performed. Oood quality television
coverage of the preparaton aand perforrAnce of ! .CC-2 was received for
49 minutes beginning at 30:13 g.e.t.

At approximately 55:55 g.e.t. (10:08 p.m. e.s.t.), the crew re-
ported an undervoltage alarm on the CM4 lain iU3 B. Pressure was rapid-
ly lost in 24 oxygen tank no. 2 and fuel cello I and 3 current dropped
to zero due to loss of their oxygen supply. A decision was made to

abort the mission. The increased load on fuel cell 2 and decaying pres-
sure in the remaining oxygen tank led to the decision to activate the
U4, power down the CMJ4, and use the IX4 systems for life support.

At 61:30 g.e.t., a 38-fps midcourse maneuver (MCC-4) was performed
by the 14 DPS to place the spacecraft in a free-return trajectory on
which the C14 would nominally land in the Indian Ocean south of M4auritius
at approximately 152:00 g.e.t.

Transearth Coast

At pericynthion plus 2 hours (79:28 g.eot.), a 4 DPS maneuver was
performed to shorten the return trip time and move the earth landing
point. The 263.4-second burn produced a differential velocity of 860.5
fps and resulted in an initial predicted earth landing point in the mid-
Pacific Ocean at 142:53 g.e.t. Both L guidance systems were powered
up and the primary system was used for this maneuver. Following the
maneuver, passive thermal control was established and the 124 was powered
down to conserve consumables; only the 124 environmental control system
(ECS) and communications and telemetry systems were kept powered up.

The 12 DPS was used to perform M4CC-5 at 105:19 g.e.t. The 15-second
burn (at 10-percent throttle) produced a velocity change of about 7.8 fps
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and successfully raisi the entrn-,y flIr f ; VT. s.'r 9.

They (>24 wausata4 cee x ~ra c-.,_,:4 ,,
tcnof ci' te CM w Ith f irsa'-Irqor te,-' recr ti t ~hAs~.4a

. t. TthenMal condi 1t io;s aon alIlI2.-.V:ybtvts -"tt. v 4-4rvItt. .
order for entry.

Due to the Uoual siaceceraft ccnfi- urn. , : 'v ,r : .rri ,' 8x
to entry were Jeve..oped anid verified ±4n 't,-tf4rA i .~t
resulting tizelie called for a final 4Thc.r:e .Qrre~t , ,-' s'

entry interface (I) -5 hours, jettison of the X " -.. ,. , -
Jettison of the L4 at El -1 hour prior t;. a torrul ar. trV T.,r ,
the Cy.

3CC-7 was succenSfully accomplished at 1 T:K, ,,t Th , 6
124 1CS maneuverr resulted in a predicted te,try fIO p. 19, f -.
The S4 was Jettisoned at 138:02 g.e.t. Thie crew vlrw.1I !a.4 r>'r : :

the M and reported that an entire patiel was ir-ir.q ar t -t.± :. -
gain antenna and a great deal of debris was i.wgig c t. .e 14 uN.v. -
ered up and then the 124, was Jettisoned at 141:4,0 g.e.t. 7te : at , :,
feet was reached at 142:41 g.e.t.

Entry and Recovery

Weather in the prime recovery area was as follows: broken strut%.s
clouds at 2000 feet; visibility 10 miles; 6-knot EUE winds; w;.4 wave
height 1 to 2 feet. Drogue and main parachutes deployed norzaliy.
Visual contact with the spacecraft was reported at 142:50 g.e.t. LawirF
occurred at 142:54:41 g.e.t. (01:07:41 p.m. eos.t,, April 17). The lar.l-

ing point was in the mid-Pacific Ocean, approximately 210O S., i.' w.
The CH landed in the stable I position about 3.5 n. mi. frcm the prize
recovery ship, USS IWO JIMA. The crew, picked up by a recovery heHl-
copter, was safe aboard the ship at 1:53 p.m. e.s.t., less *Lan A
after landing.
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CHAPTER 4

REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF APOLLO 13 ACCIDENT
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It became clear in the course of the koatr rv.,r v " h, te ct-
dent during the Apollo 13 mission was Initlatvd tn t hse rv±.:e :2'
cryogenic oxygen tank no. 2. Therefore, the fc o-. &..:4v:s 2-tters
on that tank and its history. In addition, the re!'c.very str5 '&. r. It
the period beginning vith the accident and coftt;.,:tg to ree.r; are
discussed.

'No oxygen tanks essentially identical to oxygen t o. 2 !a.
Apollo 13, and tvo hydrogen tanks of similar design, ce .- rftte1 nsta:-
torily on several unmanned Apollo flights and on the Apolo , E, 3, 2,
11, and 12 manned missions. With this in mind, the kbc.rd ;62cd ;rrI.-
lar emphasis on each difference in the history of oxygt'r twk r. . fr,
the history of the earlier tanks, in addition to reviewlrip th, t ,.s'g ,
assembly, and test history.

13
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St.rusry .4, 1~-C, '(- iNorth .rericar Aviation Cororation, now
Uorth k.ri canK b kwell (111), prime contructnr for the Apollo corr.wd
'awl :.rrvicre rr~uiu a;(w w, arsrjed ia auteontract. to the lI vech Ai rcraft

jq (vvfln -4ech) to &'indvtlop, fabricate, awseraxle, test', ind
'l'Jiver the block I Aollo crycgenlie gas storage sutcsysten. This was
n follow-on to an vurlIer subtcontract inder which the somwht different

tl-v-, r tj tlet d 5drr , 'St Infiure -1 ifieattesneach oxygen tar.

ts tai outer shell td u iraser helll, arriulped to provide v vacuumI 1Vrto rvduce Ish,,titlets a a d Umre oel ;si ng paths into the tank for
rica;;rdxlo;tr, of fluids. ana electrical power rnd signals. The opace bVe-
weu# .he sWhells 'aid the apace in the dome are filled with insulatir.g

zteria. Mounted In the tank are two tubular assemblies. One, called
'he heater tube, contains, two thermostatically protected heater coil's
ad iwo small fw.s driven by 180 rpm motors to stir the tank contents.

The other, called the quantity probe, consists of an upper section which
cutports a cylindricarl cpacittance gage used to measure electrically the
quw.'ity of fluid in the tank. The inner cylinder of this probe serves
both as a fill uand drain tube and ns one plate of the caracitmce gage.
In additionn, a teiqerature sensor is mounted on the outside of the quan-
tity probe near t0he head. Wiring for the gage, the temperature sensor,
the r fan motors, wAd the heaters prsses through the head of the quantity
probe to ft conduit in the dome. From there the wiring runs to a con-
Ja:ecter which tiea it electrically to the appropriate external circuits
in the(- M14. The routing of wiring ad lines from the twik through the
dne is sha'n in figure 4-2.

At; shown in figure 4-2, the fill line from the exterior of the S
enters the oxygen tak and connects to the inner cylinder of the capaci-
tauce gage through a coupling of two Teflon adapters or sleeves and a
short length of Inconel tubing. The dimensions and tolerances selected
are such that if "worst case" variations in an actual system were to
occur, the coupling might not reach from the fill line to the gage cylihi-
der (fig. 4-3). 1bus, the variations might be such that a very loose
fit would result.

The supply line from the tank leads from the head of the quantity
probe to the dome and thence, after passing around the tank between the
inner and outer shells, exits through the dome to supply oxygen to the
fuel cells in the service module (SM) and the environmental control
system (ECS) in the command nodule (CM). The supply line also connects
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Par long dim. short

Ia 0.28 0.24 0.16
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log dimensions
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* 4s 7-' r- ".'t,2ie, 'IM-r w r id um.i'1 . .t, ; fl- Z re h. the 't. Is

rv lr r,' ; , . r t:, t ' f n- t s , tievw cX if

t4fr.' 0 #, v. ivA 'i ;rjm. ' L e elit. e vt ta Ify
*l~,-.:-'i- f t$7tj itsx,": ': . t T,';7. 'i rewoe'$ tjto j ; ft ir ZI to th

ugt*I r I viicof flil f r u U vr-
,'0 ;r." ,",ra-g,:r: ews,,rnIl',to ,05 poundU vrr

js'r, ~m *~4~. lrx -, ubu. Thew tk In I'.raly iIthld withl I q'e4
#61 ok or'i. i. # t, I.J ;r - -r Iieutrge fromu -340 , F to tb2-F.

Th 'er t o ; e7-er $ o th theOw xygt-n itr m-ai ti:ed tit a terper-

'~' au 'a) ; u~ s-' b-! 4'il;~ ' ' InI~ XfiEI h ~ ~~t' oa ,

A 'I.

t i y 'Me relief

IAlr;rxlr'ute Avalarble
'tateri ii quantity, lb ener, atu

'I l oflo-Ir o ii t itioi4i j 1.1 pal4.

A]duttit rmm (till forriwi0t 0n8 20,500

t t, :A-1 t .r. 1(I;u. tit, ,le

2titlnlti,-titeel 2.4 15,00

lliceixil itlolyc;l1.7 2,900

'Vwo oxygru tainks arv rowmted on a shclf In buy 4 of the SM, as
shevu isv irMgurt, 4,.. Figures 4-5 through 4-8 are photographs of portions
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Figure k-C. - Oxygen tank itelf.
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of the ApolloI 13 service zodule (1A 10) at the North Ameri canH ckwel.
IA pt rior to hipsnt to K t. Figure 4-5 h w the fuel cell shelf,

wl'h fuel cell I on the ripfgt, fuel vell 3 on the left, wid fuel cell
behIn4 c 'lsIii l d 3. Th e top of xygen twok no. 2 cas be seen at the
lower left. Figure 14-6 sbw the oxygen ttu.k shelf, with oxygen tank
ti). :? at i4.ft ceiter. Figure L-7s hown the hydrogen tark shelf with
hydrogen twk nr o. 1(, top a d hydrogen toank no. 2 Velow. The bottom
of the oxygen n helf shuwy tOue of the oxygen system instrumutation and
wiring, largely covered by Insulation. Figure 4-8 Is a photograph of
the bly 4 pwiel, whih wwa mixing from the service module after the
#Ac C1 dent.

A more detailed description of the oxygen tank design is contained
In Appendix D to this report.

KN UFACTUIE

The manufacture of oxygen tank no. 2 began in 1966. Under subcon-
tritcts with beech, the Inner shell of the tank was manufactured by the
Alrite Products Dlvision of Electrada Corporation; the quantity probe
was made by Sismonds Precision Products, Inc.; and the fans and fan
motors were produced by Globe Industries, Inc.

The Beech serial number assigned to the oxygen tank no. 2 flown
in the Apollo 13 was 10024XTA0008. It was the eighth Block Ii oxygen
tank built. Wenty-eight Block I oxygen tanks had previously been built
by Deech.

The design of the oxygen tank is such that once the upper and lower
halves of the inner and outer shells are assembled and welded, the
heater assembly must be inserted in the tank, moved to one side, and
bolted in place. Then the quantity probe is inserted into the tank and
the heater assembly wires (to the heaters, the thermostats, and the fan
motors) must be pulled through the head of the qkiantity rrobe and the
32-inch coiled conduit in the dome. Thus, the design requires during
assembly a substantial amount of wire movement inside the tank, wheiv
movement cannot be readily observed, and where possible damage to wire
insulation by scraping or flexing cannot be easily detected before the
tank is capped off and welded closed.

Several minor manufacturing flaws were discovered in oxygen tank
no. 2 in the course of testing. A porosity in a weld on the lower half
of the outer shell necessitated grinding and rewelding. Rewelding was
also required when it was determined that Incorrect welding wire had
been inadvertently used for a snall weld on a vacuum pump mounted on
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the outside of the twA kdome. 11.e uper fur --.,t'~r
was ioisy and drev excessive curren~t. 41sthe twrlk wf 4..
heater assealy, fans, and heaters were re; i" , vir. t :v y
and new fans. Ttie tk wa s then asserl led fvd rh .I r r jti

tire, and the space between the inner anw , Jodter ste.s ;w r .I,-%
aver a 8-day period to create th.e ,ear • vaex;.

TANK T4:TS All" I-E1CH

Acceptance t esti n of oxygeii t wzk no. k "a 4d hie, I,, I 1 -.' v, .ve
dielectric, insulation, and functional tett; vf h.eter.s, rwO, %"A vP.-
ion pups, The tank was then leak tested at '."-{ p: .1 r', 4

at 133 psi with helium.

After the helium proof test, the twik was filled wln;l utd :-;Ven
and pressurized to a proof pres 're of 1335 pt1 ty z,.e ,,,r te.k
heaters powered by 65 V ac. Extensive heat-leuk testa were r r, at
900 psi for 25 to 30 hours over a range of ambient cuz.dI , .d W-t-
flow rates. At the conclusion of the heat-leak tests, #di'A ,.
of oxygen remained in the tank. About three-fourtis of thir v rs
by venting the tank at a controlled rate through the surrly llre to

about 20 psi. The tank was then emptied by applying warm gus at ut
30 pat to the vent line to force the liquid oxygen (IX) in the tanak t

the fill line (see fig. 4-2). No difficulties were recorded in tthis
detanking operation.

The acceptance test ind!:ated that the rate of heat leak itt-.e
tank was higher than permitted by the specifications. After sf-ue -
working, the rate improved, but was still somewhat high)er tha sptvified.
The tank was accepted with a formal waiver of this conditiovi. everal
other minor discrepancies were also accepted. These included oversized
holes in the support for the electrical plug in the tank. dome, and a.
oversized rivet hole in the heater assembly just above the lower far..
None of these items were serious, and the tank was accepted, filled vi.h

helium at 5 psi, and shipped to NR on May 3, 1967.

ASSEMBLY AND TEST AT NORTH AERICAI IOCKWELL

The assembly of oxygen shelf serial number 063?AAG3277, with beech

oxygen tank serial number 10024XTAO009 as oxygen tank no. I and series

number 10024XTA0008 as oxygen tank no. 2, was completed on March II, 19CB.
The shelf was to be installed In $S 106 for flight in the Apollo 10
mission.
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hc- gr di .t; t , Ar8I 7, he aseXta d 1eo V eh g eY f Underwent tand-
url o; rk f-; rest ] .ea,, vwd d ctiu check. * r, e vt ve on the shelf
It- i uv was re-;,fired , k, 4t n o lnouli .s were noted with regard to
I'ly-yue= tw,. t.k to*, .d tihereft-ire no rework of oxygen twik no. 2 was
reqlr..d. :o f the oxygen tw, testing at NP requires use of LOX
iri the t~~

i i *4. , ,tht- helf wis installed in SM 106.

l."vteez, Augusnt 3 d Augvwt 8, 1968, testing of the shelf in the
WAM wa; c d lted. UNo wi alles were noted.

Lue to electromfnetlc interference problems with the vac-lon
pumtin ncryugnic twik do:s in earlier Apollo spacecraft, a modifica-
tion w4a introduced and a deciloin was made to replace the complete
oxygen shelf in M M106. An oxgen shelf with approved modifications was
prepared for installation in I 106.. on October Pl, 1968, the oxygen
shelf was removed from 0 I06 for the required modification and instal-
lution in a later apucecrart..

71e oxygen shelf was removed in the manner shown in figure -9.
After various lit', ;and wires were discornected and bolts which hold
the shelf in the >'M were removed, a fixture suspended from a crane was
placed under the shelf and used to lift the shelf and extract it from
bay 4. One shelf bolt was mistakenly left in place during the initial
attempt to remove the shelf; and as a consequence$ after the front of
the shelf was raised about 2 inches, the fixture broke, allowing the
shelf to drop back into place. Photographs of the underside of the
fuel cell shelf in S1 106 indicate that the closeout cap on the dome
of oxygen tank no. 2 may have struck the underside of that shelf during
this Incident. At the time, however, it was believed that the oxygen
shelf had simply dropped back into place and an analysis was performed
to calculute the forces resulting fromt a drop" of 2 inches. It now
seems likely that the shelf was first accelerated upward and then
dropped.

The remaining bolt was then removed, the incident recorded, and
the oxygen shelf was removed without further difficulty. Following
removal, the oxygen shelf was retested to check shelf integrity, in-
eluding proof-pressure tests, eak tests, and functional tests of
pressure transducers and switches, thermal switches, and vac-ion pumps.
No cryogenic testing was conducted. Visual inspection revealed no
problem. These tests would have disclosed external leakage or serious
internal malfunctions of most types, but would not disclose fill line
leakage within oxygen tank no. 2. Further calculations and tests con-
ducted during this investigation, however, have indicated that the
forces experienced by the shelf were probably close to those originally
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Lcu . d , . a ,-I ,h drop c..y. I'ie protabi111 y of tank damage
r :.1: t~ ~i' , th.r,.f ,re , $s noi n ow.s i dered to k e rather low,

It. f t laruny fittihtg fill tute could have

1. ,he f l-'etl t,,o e tests andI w s Installed in IM 109 on
No-or# ,.r -, 0198. Th shelf tests rccoplished earlier in 0M106
wre In 1*.ee i 1 M IV) In litte i*emener and early January, with no

Ig(id !'ian proble:o., ,u-d W4 09 wis shipped to Kentedy Space Center
(K2) ~n . fe o1 19(9 for further testing, $assemLly on the launch

11-J3TIUG AT KOC

At the Kof,e y "Space Center the CM and the 1M were mated, checked,
on the :atur V latunch vehicle, uid the total vehicle was

Ioved to the aunch pad.

714e co'nitdvwn demusstration test (CDL'r) began on March 16, 1970.
Uj to this point, nothing usual about oxygen tank no. 2 had been
noted during the extensive testing at KSC. The oxygen tanks were
evacuated to 5m m Hg followed by an oxygen pressure of about 80 psi.
After the cooling of' the fuel cells, cryogenic oxygen loading td tank
ircasurization to 331 psi were completed without abnormalities. At the
time during CVl1r when the oxygen tanks are normally partially emptied
to about 50 percent of capacity, oxygen tank ro. I behaved normally,
but oxygen tank no. P only went down to 92 percent of its capacity.
T1he normal procedure during CDDT to reduce the quantity in the tank is
to apply gaseous oxygen at 80 psi through the vent line and to open
the fill line. When this procedure failed, it was decided to proceed
wit i the CW Y1' "eullt- - cOletion and then look at the oxygen detanking
problem in detail. An Interim Discrepancy Report was written and
trwisferred to a Ground Support Equipment (GSE) Discrepancy Report,
since a GSE filter was suspected.

On Friday, March 27, 1970, detanXing operations were resumed, after
discussions of the problem had been held with KSC, MSC, NR, and Beech
personnel participating, either personally or by telephone. As a first
step, oxygen tank no. 2, which had self-pressurized to 178 psi and was
about 83 percent full, was vented through its fill line. The quantity
decreased to 65 percent. Further discussions between KSC, HSC, NR,
and Beech personnel considerd that the problem might be due to a leak
in the path between the fill line and the quantity probe due to loose
fit in the sleeves and tube. Referring to figure 4-2, it will be noted
that such a leak would allow the gaseous oxygen (GOX) being supplied
to the vent line to leak directly to the fill line without forcing any
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significant amount of LOX out of tle ta.?.. At t -; ;tft, a :!s:r-
ancy report against the spacecraft system -wr wr),*

A "norr.mal" detmxkirig roceture wa t.h,. :,,' - M ,,.
tanks, pressurizin~g through the -ve:4tInMe ani J; #A :.
TAk no. I ter;ptied in a few minutes. TUuK :.t. ! ± , -t
attm;vts were made with higher prs'wt, with . 1 , .
was Tule to try to "toi I off" the rsth;1 ' 4; , ,'. : c. * V
use of the tank heaters. The heaters wer-r. e-,er; : V P ..e ,
GSE power suI p'y, and, about 1-1/2 hours ltr, ,,l ie, ; wvrr- t.rn,
on to add more heat and mixirg. After 6 hours f.f t1rvr :-r, ,to
the quant ity had only decree ,d to 3 jerc:v!w, nd.wI-;,r, t & I , ,
attempt a pressure cycling technique. Wit h tt, hvtsr w.d f "
energized, the tank was pressurized to I4ut 4 , I rr !tfV
minutes, and then vented through the fill lin1;001.- !frs ' w ,
produced a T-percent quantity decrease, fusn the ; r :,cr." wu, r.t n!r I,
with the twik emptied after five pressure/vent cycle-t. Teh " f,.s ,.#
heaters were turned off after about 8 hours of theater ;erit',.

Suspecting the loosely fitting fill linre con:tec,'i, ts t e jtst Py
probe inner cylinder, KSC personnel consulted with mg.nlzi:.t,;.ers.nnr,
at $C and at NR and decided to test whether the oxygret'(A:l.k.
could be filled without, problems. it was decided that If the t t%.
be filled, the leak In the fill line would not Ie a I'> In fllgn
since it was felt that even a loose tube resulting .. In r n -'...
short between the capacitance plates of the quantiy g age woti r'
in =n energy level too low to cause any other damage.

Replacement of the oxygen shelf In the CM wolJl h ave Iee:. U tIM
and would have taken at least 45 hours. In addition, shelf reir,:rrtnt
would have had the potential of damaging or degrading other e.rrnt-s ,$
the 51 in the course of replacement activity. Therefore, the Iec....orn
was made to test the ability to till oxygen tank no. 2 on ar. :,
1970, twelve days prior to the scheduled saturday, April 21, ZaM.l,
so as to be in a position to decide on shelf replacens-t well before
the launch date.

Accordingly, flow tests with GOX were run on oxygen tank no.
and on oxygen tank no. 1 for comparison. No proble-ms were ,cor.ter-,
and the flow rates in the two tanka were similar. In tddtion, We,
was asked to test the electrical energy level reached In ti.e event C.f
a short circuit between plates of the quantity prote capacltw.Ce gage.
This test showed that very low energy levels would result. Cr. the
filling test, oxygen t.inks no. 1 and no. 2 were filled with LCX to
about 20 percent of capacity on March 30 with no difficulty. T"h.r • . 1
emptied in the normal manner, but emptying oYgen tank no. 2 again
required pressure cycling with the heaters turned on.
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As the launch date ajprouched, the oxygen tank no. detanking
problem wn eorisidered by the Apollo organization. At this point,
the "nhelf drop" incident orn fctober P1, 1968, at ZIP was not considered
wid It wits felt that the rquprently norral deta.ir.g which had occurred
In 97 at hlwh vas n t Iertinent because it van believed that a
di fferent procedure wa s wed by beech. In fact, however, the last
portl( n of the procedure wu quite si , lar, althoup)h a slightly lower
!'iX pressure w& utilized.

11roughout these considerations, which involved technical and
,u,(vA t ljersor.el of KC, 4X, N, beech, and NASA Headquarters,

emphasis wA directed toward th.e possibility and consequences of a loose
fill tube; very little attention wus pid to the extended operation of
heaters a .d fans except to note that they apparently ope ,lted during
luld 1111er thedettw'iillp j' n'v

Matny of the principals In the discussions were not aware of the
extetided heater operations. Those that did know the details of the
procedure did not consider the possibility of damage due to excessive
heat within the ttnk, anad therefore did not advise mfanagemert officials
of tiny possible consequences of the unusually long heater operations.

As noted earlier in this chapter, and shown in figure 4-2, each
heater is protected with a thermostatic switch, mounted on the heater
tube, which is intended to open the heater circuit when it senses a
temperature of 800 F. In tests conducted at MSC since the accident,
however, it was found that the switches failed to open when the
heaters were powered from a 65 V do supply similar to the power used
at KOC during the detanking sequence. Subsequent investigations have
shown that the thermostatic switches used, while rated as satisfactory
for the 28 V dc spacecraft power supply, could not open properly at
65 V do. Qualification =d test procedures for the heater assemblies
and switches do not at any time test the capability of the switches
to open while under full current conditions. A review of the voltage
recordings made during the detanking at KSC indicates that, in fact,
the switches did not open when the temperature indication from within
the tank rose past 800 F. Further tests have shown that the tempera-
tures on the heater tube may have reached as much as 10000 F during
the detanking. This temperature will cause serious damage to adjacent
Teflon insulation, and such damage almost certainly occurred,

None of the above, however, Vas knovn at thr time and, after
extensive consideration was given to all possibilities of damage from
a loose rill tube, it was decided to leave the oxygen shelf and oxygen
tank no. 2 in the SM and to proceed with preparations for the launch
of Apollo 13.
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Thie manufacture %.4;Jtest history of ioxygen cswk C Vir ;,'
in tore detyil in Aren(lX to this r.-;Pt,
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f,' 1T4E APOLLO 1I! ,YIJHI

1.-.w- A; ; s...it n wr In, 1 perform the tt,!rt tAnneJ
I aar i'li ",h"to, t,--jAg o ;- t'." ' t wrtz in t LU' hilly uplands of tt.e Fra

f'*:.t % f 1r1 f1ie oletI 1cex;erimnrts was planne I
n",:'r *'"4"l,'~~.':t ra , . ,- uzaiar rr:ac- near ti.e lunar motule (LM) lending
oift: 0) a iunar t1 ; lve soismometer to measure and relay meteoroid

1h ' sur~ap) rakeant .,c to .erve as tue second point in a seismic net
O-,lin wil tne Apvlo 1,", ; :.u..meter; (2) a heat flow device for measur-
li ,hIA * f* at - lux Eru .T .%-llar interior to the surfa-e ant surface
gj I.,' 'onw:u.t i'vv'.y to a iepth, of 3 meters; (3) a charged-partIcle

I ui. ,r ,.$ v~ ~Jfro'yW*.,<jnt f.l''T't' for measuring solar wind proton antl electron
*-fvc $on * k te Ir hrtsnvteii ,vi t; (4) a cold cathoile gage for measuring
i:i'.sfi'y andi t,.Aprrture variations in the lunar atc.osphere; and (5) a
: ,'t - ,' 'to"tu Ox|.erIiilt.

Aidltlonlly, the Apollo 13 landing crew was to gather the third

;,.-t r:i z; aol~i j sr~ean of the lunar surface for return to earth
In' xteu vl zwientific analysis. Canlii.te future landing sites were
;~to,.'p to L oe phot-ograp!.(i f'rn lunar orbit with a i gh-resolution

During tt. week prior to launJ , taikup Lunar M4odule Pilot Charles
M. l. Aw, 3r., contructet rubella. loeo'i tests were performed to deter-
mine prime c.row i ctunity, siece Dike ha lteen in close contact with the
prAe.- C.rew. Thosae tests 'ieterrineli that prime Comander James A. Lovell
and prime Lunar Mod.iul ,- Pilot Fred liaise were inmune to rubella, but that
|prim. e Ucta*(4..Jni Motule Pilot £ioas K. Mattingly III did not have immunity.
Cotasequently, following *! lhAys of intensive simulator training at the
K-n~ t.tyZave Center, backup Cozctanl Module Pilot John L. Swigert, Jr.,
was sulstltu'.ed In the prime crew to replace Mattingly. Swigert had
trained for several months with the backup crew. and this additional
work in the sIttulators was aimed toward integrating him into the prime
crew so that the new o:o-,inatton of crewtien could function as a team
during the mission.

Launch was on time at 2:1 p.m., e,s.t., on April 11, 1970, from the
)VC Luh t %ople#x )A. The spacecraft was inserted into a 100-nautical-
,ile AIrcular earth orbit. The only significant launch phase anomaly was
premature shutdown of the center engine of the S-Il second stage. As a
result, the remaining four S-II engines burned 34 seconds longer than
planned and the S-lVB third stage burned a few seconds longer than plan-
ned. At orbital insertion, the velocity was within 1.2 feet per second
of the planned velocity. Moreover, an adequate propellant margin was
maintained in the S-4VB for the translunar injection burn.
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Orbital insertir. '.as at l002:Q groud ,9 c "tr., 4 .'p.
41e initial one and cnie-dalf earth rita frh.-r rP.r .tr
(TL) were spent In sMpacecraft "yst"es - chn-'k , c-t %:,d " 1. "
transrAssions as Apollo 13 passed over the MWrril.tt tv .T l t Ar,%,
Florida, tracking statlor..

The S--IVP restarted at 02: 35:L6 g.e.t. 'or 'he ,r!-: Ft1, r ir-
burn, with shutdown coming some 5 anutes $1 nec !r.dr :tr. A' .r'tr .t
the Saturn V instruments unit guidance for the '"I lurI wem s -t tta" '

planned midcourse correction maeuver at 111:'014 .'.,. ws r. - 1 s-
sary. After TLT, Apollo 13 was calculated to te -,r a frevt--rt.tuir tra.,'v:-
tory with a predicted closest approach to the .urttr surftt tf
nautical miles.

The CSM was separated from the S-IV B bout 3 Lc-i rs after >r4. m,
and after a brief 1 erlod of atationkeeping, the crew rswe wvtvevrl. he '.M
to dock with the 144 vehicle in the 114 adapter atop he -t '"* e. .t
S-IVB stage was separated from the docked C0M ad :24 shortly after
hours into the mission.

In manned lunar missions prior to Apollo 13, the spent 84Th Ohrd
stages were accelerated into solar orbit by a "slnngshot" u.ruver in
which residual liquid orgen was dumped through the J-7 egr.ine to prct-
vide propulsive energy. On Apollo 13, the plan was to Irmact the r..1.L
stage on the lunar surface in proximity to the selsmozeter erglacer in
the Ocean of Storms by the crew of Apollo 12.

Two hours after TLI, the S-IVBa attitude thrusters w#.-re r -
manded on to adjust the stage's trajectory toward the des grutt. in:'w
at latitude 30 S. by longitude 300 W. Actual irqhct ws at "ftti,. ;:
2.40 S. by longitude 27.9 . W.-74 nautical miles rr<, the Ai;1 U
seismoeter and well within the desired rtnge. I:.,act wUs 4t 77:?(:Q.
g.e.t. Seismic signals relayed by the Apollo 12 seis2c-eter a& t,,hy
30,700-pound stage hit the Moon lasted almost 4 hours rxip rovi ld 4tr
scientists with additional data on the structure of the G ' -r..

As in previous lunar missions, the Apollo 13 spacecraft was set up
in the passive thermal control (PTC) mode which calls for a continuous
roll rate of three longitudinal axis revolutions each huur. During crew
rest periods and at other times in translunar and transearth coast when
a stable attitude is not required, the spacecraft is placed in VTC to
stabilize the thermal response by spacecraft structures and systems.

At 30:O:h9 g.e.t., a midcourse correction maneuver was zade using
the service module propulsion system. The crew preparations for the
burn and the burn itself were monitored by the Mission Control Center
(M14C) at 4SC by telemetered data and by television from the spacecraft.
This midcourse correction maneuver was a 23.2 feet per second hybrid
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t ra.sfer burn which took Apollo 13 off h free-return trajectory and
placed it on a non-tree-retn trajectory. A similar trajectory had been
flown on Apollo 12. The objective of leaving a free-return trajectory
ts to control the arrival time at the Moon to insure the proper lighting
condltions at the landing situ. Apollo 8, 10, ad 11 flew a pure free-
return trajectory until lunar orbit insertion. The Apollo 13 hybrid
transfer mr.euver lowered the predicted closest approachl or pericyn-
thion, altitude at the Moon from 210 to (4 nautical miles,

From lawmih through the first 46 hours of the mission, the perform-
zitce os' oxygen tank no. 42 wan normal, so far as telemetered data and
erew oLservtihns indicate, At 46:400, the crew turned on the fans in
oxygen tauk no. P ran a routine operation. Within 3 seconds, the oxygen
teuak no. P quatity indication changed from a normal reading of about
W percent full to an obviously incorrect reading "off-scale high," of
over 100 percent. Anlysis of the electrical wiring of the quantity gage
Ohorws that this erroneous reading could be caused by either a short cir-
cuit or an open circuit in the gage wiring or a short circuit between
the gage plates. 'ubsequent events indicated that a short was the more
likely fal lure r)de.

At 147:54:650 and at 51:07:44, the oxygen tank no. 2 fans were turned
on again, with no apparent adverse effects. The quantity gage continued
to read off-scale high.

Foll"ing a rest period, the Apollo 13 crew began preparations for
utctivating and powering up the U4 for checkout. At 53:27 g.e.t., the
Conrtruider (CHR) and Lunar Module Pilot (IM) were cleared to enter the
L) to cormence Inflight inspection of the 124. Ground tests before launch
had Indicated the possibility of a high heat-leak rate in the 124 descent
sttge aupercritical helium tank. Crew verification of actual pressures
found the helium pressure to be within normal limits. Supercritical
hellumJt stored in the 124 for pressurizing propellant tanks.

The I24 was powered down and preparations were underway to close the
U)4 hittch and run through the presleep checklist when the accident in
cxycen tank no. 2 occurred.

At 55:5 :30 g.e.t., a master alarm on the CM caution and warning
system alerted the crew to a low pressure indication in the cryogenic
hydrogen tank no. 1. This tank had reached the low end of its normal
operating pressure range several times previously during the flight.
At 55:52:58v flight controllers in the MCC requested the crew to turn
on the cryogenic system fans and heaters.

The Cosand Module Pilot (cxP) acknowledged the fan cycle request
at 55:53:06 g.e.t., and data indicate that current was applied to the
oxygen tank no. 2 fan motors at 55:53:20.
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About 1-1/2 minutes later, at 55.t' :53. r, teleery trz t.e

spacecraft was lost almost totally for I., secmtis. arr. le ; r1
of data loss, the caution and warning system aeerted .e crew " a 2
voltage condition on do main bus B3. At tut L he sar-*tle, tre -rev
heard a loud "bang" and realized that a rorlem existed in t,.e
spacecraft.

The events between fan turnon at 55:K3:O ar.d t4e time vhen the
problem was evident to the crew and Mission Control are cover .r -
detail in Part 14 of this chapter, "Summary A.alysls of the Acc1&4r..
It is nov clear that oxygen tank no. 2 or Its associated tut-l.g 1 s*
pressure integrity because of combustion within ,1,e tai, a4d tt ef-
fects of oxygen escaping from the tank caused tLe removal of the randel
covering bay 4 and a relatively slow leak In oqxgen tank no. I or ti
lines or valves. Photos of the M14 taken ty the -rev later It: tIhe M-
sion show the panel missing, the fuel cells on the shelf atove the
oxygen shelf tilted, and the high-gain antenna dUuged.

The resultant loss of oxygen made the fuel cells inoperative, It ewv-
ing the C4 with batteries normally used only during reentry as the SA',-
power source and with only that oxygen contained in a surge tank and
repressurization packages (used to repressurize the N4 after catin vvr t-
Ing). The L2, therefores became the only source of sufflcit elerptrI.
cal power and oxygen to permit safe return of the crew to Ertt,.

The various telemetered parameters of' primary interest %on on
in figure 4-1o and listed in table 4-11,

4-28
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Ttd~lE' 4,,,XX.- DET AZ Ehl C~iPRC I L&GY FEQM

, xINUtIT bFYO{iX THE ACCIHDET 70 5 MIW3TES AFTER THE ACCIDENT

Events l tur l1g 5;? 8cosds Prior to First Olserved Abnormality

51:5?:31 M ter caution wid warning triggered by low hydrogen
rv~svre in ttak no. 1. Alarm Is turned off after

55i :58 Ground rtqueats tcuk stir.

5):5 3:0 Crew acknowledges tank stir.

5:53:1$ Oxygen tank no. 1 fans on.

55:53:1,9 Oxygen tank no. 1 pressure decreases 8 psi.

5:5 3:20 Oxygen tank no. afns turned on.

55:53:20 Stabilization control system electrical disturbance
Indicates a power transient.

55:53:21 Oxygen tank no. 2 pressure decreases 4 psi.

Abn orug

55:53:22.718

55:53:227.57

55:*-53:-22-772

'5:53: 36

55:53: 38.057

55:53: 38.085

Events During 90 Seconds Preceding the Accident

Stabilization control system electrical disturbance
indicates a pover transient.

1,2-volt decrease in ac bus 2 voltage.

1.l-amp rise in fuel cell 3 current for one
sample.

Oxygen tank no, 2 pressure begins rise lasting
for 24- seconds.

11-volt decrease in ac bus 2 voltage for one
sample.

Stabilization control system electrical disturbance
indicates a power transient.
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TABLE 411.-DEITAI:XD ?N ,E-4
2.5 MIN1UTESMEORIE THE ACCIIMTO2 705 MEt FS zAy"FY Y:,i

F vt . !Time, 96201t.

55:53:41.172

55:53:i01.192

55:54:00

55:,50:-15

55:54-:30

55:514:31

55:54:143

55:54:145

55.54J:1.8

55:54:51

55:54 :52

55 :51.; 52. 703

55:54:52.763

55:54:53.182

55:54:53.220

22.9-amp rise In Plce l 3,trre. ft1,r , c; 'P.

Stabilization control system e7ec, ricC littlee
indicates a power translent.

Oxygen tank no. 2 pressure rise e: % t f&;rrs; rr

of 953.8 psia.

Oxygen tank no. 2 presure t-Ver.s -j r ty.

Oxygen tank no. 2 quwtity. drops rrcz ru:i Ec1te

for 2 seconds and then reads 715,.3 rrent.

Oxygen tank no, 2 temperature b*.giris t7D rise
rapidly.

Flow rate of oxygen to all three tuel crIs l egirs
to decrease.

Oxygen. tank no. 2 pressure reaches maxim= vale
of 1008.3 psia.

Oxygen tank no. 2 temprature rises 400 F for orne
sample (invalid reading)'

Oxygen tank no. 2 quantity jumps to off-scale ?;IC
and then begins to drop until the time of teleroetry
loss, indicating failed sensor,

Oxygen tank, no. 2 temperature reads -151.3c F.

Oxygen tank no. 2 temperature suddenly goes off-
scale low, indicating failed sensor.

Last telemetered pressure from oxygen tank no. 2
before telemetry loss is 995.7 psia.

Sudden accelerometer activity on X* Y, and Z axes.

Stabilization control system body rate changes
begin.
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TAbIE l-Il.- hIlAILED CHRONOLOGY FRAO
2.5 MIOIYRVEZ hFQE THE ACCIDENT 7O 5 MINUTE AFTER THE ACCIDENT - Continued

55: 53. 3-3

55: 54,. 5 3.15

55: .54:1 53. 5i4!

55:54:53. 5

55:")h: 53.-555+

55:54:54.,74

55:54:55.35

55:54:56

55:54:56

55; 54:56

55: 54:56

55:54:56

v t

Oxygen twik no. I pressure drops 4.2 psi.

..8-amp rise In total Nel cell current.

X, Y, and Z accelerations In CH Indicate l.Ig,
0.6g and 0.65g. respectively.

1.8-Second Lata Loss

Loss of telemetry begins.

Master caution and warning triggered by dc main
bus B undervoltage. Alarm is turned off in6
seconds. All indications are that the cryogenic
oxygen tank no. 2 lost pressure in this time period
md the panel separated.

Nitrogen pressure in fuel cell I is off-scale low

Indicating failed sensor.

Recovery of telemetry data.

Events During 5 Minutes Following the Accident

Service propulsion system engine valve body tempera-
ture begins a rise of 1.650 F in 7 seconds.

Dc main bus A decreases 0.9 volt to 28.5 volts and
do main bus B decreases 0.9 volt to 29.0 volts.

Total fuel cell current Is 15 amps higher than the
final value before telemetry loss. High current
continues for 19 seconds.

Oxygen tank no. 2 temperature reads off-scale high
after telemetry recovery, probably indicating failed
sensors.

Oxygen tank no. 2 pressure reads off-scale low fol-
lowing telemetry recovery, indicating a broken supply
line, a tank pressure below 19 psi, or a failed sensor.

4.",
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TABLE 4-1i.- t i A Q IE , .Y F M
2.5 HUIMVES BEFORE THE AIUT A 7 TO 5 MINVr!2 AYJ? -. thE-~

Time g everA

55:54156 Oxygen tank no. I yrec-4;ure rvnN , .;,V4,t v.1
begins to drop steadily.

55:548:57 Oxygen taik no. 2 quatity ratni cff-z e '44

following telenetry recovery tcti. %1 rui ge:.wr.

55:54,:9 The reaction control system Leli, ' rt

begins a 14660 F tnerv1%we In ~

55:55:01 Oxygen flow rates to fuel cells : I ,4, tir it t:.A
zero after decreasing f r 7 ecv:.,x.

55:55:02 The surface temperature of the service :z¢cuAe GXi-

dizer tank in bsy 3 begin a 3.$ F t:* crF , . a
15-second period.

55:55:02 The service propulsion system heliun .,k tevn;ernti4re
begins a 3.8* F Increase in a 32-secrrn ;er>4.

55:55,09 Dc main bus A voltage recovers to 9.0 -v1ct ; de
main bus B recovers to 28.8 volts.

55:5:20 Crew reports, " believe we've had a problem .ee.

55:55:35 Crew reports, "We've had a main B bus ' zdervolt."

55:5549 Oxygen tank no. 2 temperature begins stea y drop
lasting 59 seconds, probably indicating tdied ste:,svr.

55056:10. Crew reports, "Okay right now, Houston. 714e vtltage
is looking good, and we had a pretty large twng
associated with the caution and warning there. Arid
as I recall, main B was the one that had hkd ,w4 ur-
spike on it once before."

55:56:38 Oxygen tank no. 2 quantity becomes erratic for 69
seconds before assuming an off-scale-low state,
indicating failed sensor.

4-34
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TAB.E I~4- 1.- DETAILED CHHNOrLGY FROM
i,. UlT~ I(HFJIAE THE ACCIIT TO 5 MItUflE AFTER THE ACCIDENT - Concluded

T!ma o**,Event

11)5 Q 14Crev reports, "That jolt must have rocked the
aviisor .*i--see now--oxygen quantity 2. It was
oucillating down around 20 to 60 percent. Now
it's ull-scale high agaln."

5 35M': 3 *uter caution ard warning triggered by de main
bus I undervoltage. Aar ,Is turned off in
6 seconds.

55:57:40Lmc in bus B drops below 26.25 volts and continues

to fall rapidly.

55:57:44 Ac bus 2 fails within 2 seconds

,15:5745 Fuel cell 3 fails.

I55 57 59 Fuel cell 1 current begins to decrease,

55:58:02~ter caution and warning caused by ae bus 2

being reset. Alarm is turned off after 2 seconds.

55:58:o6 Master caution and warning triggered by dc main
bus A undervoltage. Alarm is turned off in 13
seconds,

55:-5:07 1D main bus A drops below 26.25 volts and in the
next few seconds levels off at 25.5 volts.

55:58:07 Crew reports, "ac 2 is showing zip."

55:58:?5 Crew reports, "Yes, we got a main bus A undervolt
now, too, showing. ,It's reading about 25-1/2.
Main B is reading zip right now."

56:00:06 Master caution and warning triggered by high hydrogenr
flow rate to fuel cell 2. Alarm is turned off in
2 seconds.
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JA1 4 ARRY XJY Y:!A'::x

Combustion n ,xyen tm.:u ttank t>rc tts..:iw

to OXygen tank o. r its Hues oryr Vf).ve& %~7r ~ .

removal of the ay, 4 jenel and, through t:.* e rts'ta: . =f a2 '':tr.
fuel cells, to the decision ,to abort te A; "c IA " ... .. .
attempt to determine the cause of '"t* itien 4r
course of propogation of the combust4 n, 'ie ,,&. : r'a j,:I 4 rv, 'ul,
the way In which subsequent dar.age yccrre1, Qtia reudrv:
sifted through sil avalijble evidence and exbrinvd ".?, r.2ts .
cial tess and analyses conducted ty the Ajoli' -o . .  !4 r
for the Board after the accident. (For r ,re infroa! - ri,.; }e : 2
mission events, desi.", ma.ufacture&Adtest Iy
tests and analyses conducted in this tnvecthgat a, reer :c n i! I .

B, C, D, E, and F of thi relprt.)

Although tests and analyEes are cotiln' 4 y, - I' p" ' t

is now available to provide a reasonat y clear I tetr : , W. ,rc ..
the accident and the events -which led up t it. it h.t t;i , ar-: tn
the extended heater operation at Y$C damaged tlie :r.zI',. r w' r:!2
in the tank and thus made the wiring lst e,,t .le o : V . tr~crt 2.' 0
circuit which probably initiated com,ustion within t' - . l.. 4
exact point of initiation of combustion tray never te ta wn w'U. cer.
tainty, the nature of the occurrence is sufficiently .e:L'cL2 r
mit taking corrective ste;s to prevent its recurrence.

The Poard has identified the wst proaloe lailre mQ.de

The following discussion treats the accident in its rey -uh..:
initiation, propagation of combustion, loss of oxygen tw.k no.2 sys.ter
integrity, and loss of oxygen tank no. I system integrity.

I WITIATION

Key Data

55:53:20 Oxygen tank no. 2 fans turned on.

55:53:22.757 1.2-volt decrease in ac bus 2 voltage.

*In evaluating telemetry data, consideration must be given to tLe

fact that the Apollo pulse code modulation (rcs) system samples data tIi
time and quantitizes in amplitude. For further information, refererce
may be made to Part B7 of Appendix B.

4.36
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t .~ 1/? 31* I-w; ~e ; ~t&recriel in fte cI 113 current
(.! r; jrrent arA ri.,e n volthgt*e tl

cutl of rttovall {of power from one fan motor--inilcot-
itif'o oj(ni4 of zmotor 4ircuit.

's: .( (axw'een tatk xn, 2 prestu,;re Leg ins to rise.

;'.* .v:, c t .t21 t:./y to an electrical sniirt circuit with
irvr,.i ut:; t :,e nitlht 'vvt. At out 2.7 seconds after the fans were
tUort.v.d on In the .11.,,xygn ttnk.s, an 11.1-amere current spike and
tjIrAJIttfziwouly va voltatge-drol s;.!}e were recorded Irt the spacecraft
,.°i.ertrlra) 7: t. ~rrmnediately thereafter, current drawn from the fuel
e:ella st eav;ed Ly an rt wvuunt consinitent with the loss of power to one
I ai.f ,ctfler ('ange:; in elucepraft power were being mtade at the time.
!t xower wan on the Leaters in the taiaks at the time and the quantity
#(4e an0 tem,eratujre aen;or are very low power devices. The next anom-
alo j event rec* )rded wrx th.e tcd:ning of a pressure rise In oxygen
tank no. ?, '1. neconds later. Such a time lag is possible with low-
level ctvuntlon at the time. These facts point to the likelihood that
nit electrical short circ'ilt with arcing occurred in the fan motor or its
leais to Initiate the accident sequence. The energy available from the

ahort cir:cult was probably 10 to 20 Joules. Teslts comiucted during
this Investigation have shown that this energy is more than ade-
quate to ignite Ttflon of the type contained within the tank. (The
quantity gage in oxygen tank no. 2 had failed at 46:40 g.e.t. There
Is no evidence tyitn the quantity gage failure directly to accident
initiation, particularly in view of the very low energy available
from the gage.)

This likelihood of electrical initiation is enhanced by the high
probability that the electrical wires within the tank were damaged dur-
int1 the abnormal detanking operation at KSC prior to launch.

Fu rthez-more, there is no evidence pointing to any other mechanism
of initiation.

PROPArATION OF COO4PUSTION

Key Data

55:53:36 Oxygen tank no. P pressure begins rise (same event
noted previously).

0l-volt decrease recorded in ao bus 2 voltage.55:531:38057
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a 4lcsca- e t  t a - -

fclt t~ i t ti a;e . :-r t. "r +.* :.. a. *, . . r -

5G5 31xygen tank :'o. 2 .i *-:r .r " -. : , .

55:5hf15 Oxygen ta Lo r:ac. ;t:e rL r ," r,
full scale (to wl'iich t L-0d !4> 1 %* '

to zero anl then real 2-"1 -r . . '- u .

bor !ndbcaates thek y v t rc I 2t ' t

ree.oted itself.

55:514:31 Oxygen tank tno. P t emieruat ur oegs r. :;

55:54:45 Oxygen tank no. ? pre:stiure rtat.'%r ri-a::.; 5".AX.:
recorded value of 116.8 ;isia.

55:514:52.763 Oxygen tank no. 2 pressure reading i irt;;

9Gps ia.

The available evidence tounts to a coitbusttin ;r :e:n a; t:t,.
of the pressure and temperature Increases recorded It rxytmen t.a'.4 ..*
The pressure read ing for oxyg ei tank no. 2 t, an t a crtt a-
seconds after tLe first electrical spite, and at ueJ '.t v*.ct. A :" te
temperature began to increase. The tenqerature sewwor rc-alr, .a tr-

perature, which need not represent bulk fluid t't. perat,"r,. 2. t e
rate of pressure rise In the tank indicates a relatively san. ;ru; ,g-
tion of burning, it is likely that the region irnzediateiy artm1 'ae
temperature sensor did not become heated until this t iWe.

There are materials within the tank that can, oIf :sniteJ U". to.e
presence of supercritical oxygen, react chemically wit!h "he 'xywen U
exothermic chemical reactions. The most readily reactive z;,
used for electrical insulation in the tank,. Also ;w entia!]y react wa
are metals, particularly aluiinux. There is more than s fricent 7eV-
Ion in the tank, if reacted with oxygen, to account for tLe tres-.'re a.w4
temperature increases recorded. Furthermore, the pressure rise toc.,r
place over a period of more than 69 seconds, a relatively 1o: w,-riolI
and one which would be more likely characteristic of Teflon cortxtin
than metal-oxygen reactions.

While the data available on the combustion of Teflon in supercrit-
ical oxygen in zero-g are extremely limited, those which are avallalet
indicate that the rate of combustion is generaly consistent with trte:e
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I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t Jsrf 44 ~~';~G ~~~tr~ A r e Im NOi veIy cos tn
~ ~ ~i~~tt*' ~!.Rs 110. 5 O en prec$iey itr.

~ ~; ~ ~ ~ ± ~i~±t i th a ct:goin r tcticn ra~ tQ u

A~ ~I Iar~~ "~gAq l t p(Gwer tn tic t tnk to caw~e i~to
I t, ,,v,- of ai ;,rrt h'*.:u1t or it iurtt h x tiiz; ill ,efectlve wire,

, .r," ij; ota :;urrfl .'lnt. ,1trlt lower to w,.-ount for i of tie energy
*~'~ '~I u Ir4 ~thu ,worvcJ 4 rf:-&'arcris~e.

OF OXYW" 11 TAIK U. 2 SYSTEM IIfTEGRITY

Key Data

Last valil temperature indication (-15A F) fromoxygen tank no. ;?,

15: 54:53 .37¢

55: 54:55.55

55:54:56

55: -: 56

La'st pressur# reading from oxygen tank no. 2 before
loss of data-.-996 psia.

.)udden accelerometer activity on X, Y. and Z axes.

Stabilization control system body rate changes begin.

Loss of telemetry data begins.

Recovery of telemetry data,

Various temperature indications in SM begin slight
rises.

Oxygen tank no. 2 temperature reads off-scale high.

Oxygen tank no. 2 pressure reads off-scale low.

After the relatively slow propagation process described above took
place, there was a relatively abrupt loss of oxygen tank no. 2 integ-
rity. About 69 seconds after the pressure began to rise, it reached the
peak recorded$ 108 psia, the pressure at which the cryogenic oxygen
tank relief valve is designed to be fully open. Pressure began a decrease
for 8 seconds, dropping to 996 psia before readings were lost. Virtually

*- everal bits of data have been obtained from this "lossof teleme.'

try data" period.
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all signals from t)e spri ,crftfl. were b I . : :e J
last presumably valid reat'irag fr , witt in !a * ,,
Ing, and 0.8 second after h.e last prt! iy v t" F

(which may or m.ay not r~vf(At t. rlieew~:.x ~s
the pressure transiucer Is aoul . fet f tv.r.e ' . . ,
Abnormal spacecraft ac-celerations were retortIe l ; t. ' C. .
ond after the lust pressure reading an prr.. , .
the loss of sigr al. The Se facts ll ) nt to a r(. 'I V,
of integrity. At stout this tin.e, several , ,
the oxygen valves feeding two of tre th'e fuel , w', . '.

the closed position. The "bang" reported 1y t.e e.rew . ;r y
occurred in this time per!o. Telvmetry i 'Is f.c- A; .
lost for a period of 1.8 seconds. When . rtaar...
ment indicators from oxygen tank no. : were off. ide, :..r >.. .
peratures recorded by sensors in several different :,  .
showed slight increases in the several ae,:onus flcwow. r i -
of signal, Photographs taken later by the Apollo 15 3-rew s t e 24 s
jettisoned show that the bay 4 panel was Jectei, uilAAvat y i~ri:.g
this event,

Data are not adequate to determine precisely tie wy 1 01 n1t.e
oxygen tank no, 2 system lost its integrity. fowevfer, ,vailutle !rfCr-
mation analyses, and tests performed during thIs ±nVe tet n n i 4.- (

that most probably the combustion within the pressure ve: ; l rttoly
led to localized heating and failure at the pressure vessel o1
is at this point, the upper end of the quantity prole, tz.6t t:. 2/-a. ,
Inconel conduit is located, through which the Tefloti-Invulated wires
enter the pressure vessel. It is likely that the com1ustion progrfssei
along the wire insulation and reached this location wliere tll (f tt.p
wires come together. This, possibly augmented by ignition of t..e 3t~i

in the upper end of the probe, led to weakening "d failure ,' the
closure or the conduct, or both.

Failure at this point would lead immediately to pr r; :ation of
the tank dome, which is equipped with a rupture disc rated at aLo.t 7,
psi. Rupture of this disc or of the entire dome would tLen re-leae
oxygen, accompanied by combustion products, into Lay 4. The accelera-
tions recorded were probably caused by this .release.

Release of the oxygen then began to pressurize the oxygen shelf
space of bay 4&. If the hole formed in the pressure vessel were large
enough and formed rapidly enough, the escaping oxygen alone would be
adequate to blow off the bay i4 panel. However, it is also quite possi-
ble that the escape of oxygen was accompanied by combustion of Mylar and
Kapton (used extensively as thermal insulation in the oxygen shelf co-
partment$ figure 4-11, and in the tank dome),which would augmert the
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FigureXfl'KX Closeup view of oxygen tank shelf.
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press-ure u~wI'*- ' * X t e r it

r >\hsiat van is . 1 tl:szA2 44 ''r 4

the t K protatly to k tla, . tnther tcrg l!AY:x. V . *:.F3 !.g

on :i e exat meoism fE Iael ejectiori. 7,01 .: *'i tIa..c:xr; *r -*
the high-gain antiena, disrupt.l:&g$ .1l t:.s r 3,:e.,: raft. [ r
tie 1.8 seconds.

LOC1 OF OXYN;. "A:NK :" 0 ::;::c.x'

Key "ata

55:54:53-523 Oxygen tank nc. 1 pressure drois 4 psii (frz 45 ;ai
to 879 psia).

55:54:53 .555 to Loss of telemetry data.
55:5 4:55.5

55:54:56 Oxygen tank no. I pressure reois 2 ssa :e.i lr, is
steadily. Pressure rnjs over a 1r .i of IXr,-
utes to the point at which it was insuffizient to
sustain opration of fuel cell no. 2.

here is no clear evidence of abnormal behavior associated vitta
oxygen tank no. I prior to loss of signal, although the oe data it
(4 psi) drop in pressure in the last tank no. I pressure reading prior
to loss of signal may indicate that a problem was beginning. diateIy
after signal strength was regained, data show that taik no. I system hai
lost its integrity. Pressure decreases were recorded over a peri .of
approximately 130 minutes, indicating that a relatively slzw leak haA
developed in the tank no. 1 system. Analysis has indicated that tihe
leak rate is less than that which would result from a completely rup-
tured line, but could be consistent with a partial 1izie ruitekr a
leaking check or relief valve.

Since there is no evidence that there was any ancr¢alous condition
arising within oxygen tank no. 1, it is presumed that the loss of oxygen
tank no. 1 integrity resulted from the oxygen tank no. ? system failure.
The relatively sudden, and possibly violent, event associated with lus
of integrity of the oxygen tank no. 2 system could have rupturevi a line
to oxygen tank no. 1, or have caused a valve to leak because of mechani-
cal shock.
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IUURDEKHI A'UDl 10 THYE P IOI-41Y

hi the priod nlwr-diately following the caution and warning alarm
for ruain bus I tmdervoltngp., asid the associated "bag" reported by the
erew, !he caeiato.f th difficulty tv4d the degree of its seriousness
were ri,- auparesit..

1e .6-ttec(ni lc s of telem#etered data vus accompanied by the
iwi tehitg of " "h ' hi ),-gfitn an via~ ouritei on the 13M. adjacent to
biy , fr(.m nivrrou wleu width to wide beei width. The hi)i-gain antenna
d&s this u#utc..mati crily 2(, rilliseconds after its directional lock on
the ground sippial han tceen lost.

A co fwmgig factor wui the repeated firings of various SS4 attitude
eoiitrol thrtutO.rs during the period after data loss. In all probability,
the: e thruwters were being fired to overcome the effects that oxygen
vestiigwi d p uel lowoff were having on spacecraft attitude, but it
vwti believed for a tise that perhaps n the thrusters were malfunctioning.

Tlae falure of oxygen tiuAk so. 2 and consequent reMoval of the bay h
p nel produced a shock which closed valves In the oxygen supply lines to
fuel velin I ,and 3. These fuel- cells ceased to provide power in about 3
minutes, when the supply of oxygen between the closed valves and the
cells was depleted. Fuel cell ; continued to power ac bus I through de
main bus A, but the failure of fuel cell 3 left de main bus B and ac
bus ? uinpowered (see fig. 4-1:). The oxygen tank no. 2 temperature and
',uatity gages were counected to ac bus 2 at the tire of the accident.
Thus, these parameters could not be read once fuel cell 3 failed at
!)5:,'7il) until power was applied to ac bus 2 from main bus A.

'Me crew was not alerted to closure of the oxygen feed valves to
fuel cells I- and 3 because the valve position indicators in Ute CM were
arranged to give warning only it both the oxygen and hydrogen valves
closed. The hydrogen valves remained open. The crew had not been
alerted to the oxygen tank no. 2 pressure rise or to its subsequent drop
because a hydrogen tank low pressure warning had blocked the cryogenic
subsystem portion of the caution and warning system several minutes be-
fore the accident.

When the crew heard the bang and got the master alarm for lw dc
main bus U voltage, the Commander was in the lower equipment bay of the
command module, stowing a television camera which had just been in use.
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"e Lwiiar HoAule I t w inthe ' t . . r *

couch, mtiicl t .g. pc a' 1 TWC ~ t t -1

wher ~wMv~t ~tc1<41 e vtr'~' re vV. l re A

fuel cell 3 did not fail for itu,4Ifsr I-! r. . n. Iv I". rt, I
fluctuations In the oxygsiir twA no. " ',ftt'y, f ,i '4 y a rr* 'r,.

to the off-acale 1high positln. <.c ' ig. 1: 4tr 'V ,-
Ment ).

When fuel cells Iand 3 electrical .tit r,:a,?.9F v':.r
the ground controllers could not i e* rt1Ai t,' ,Ic ze V. h . r,-

how been disconnected from their ri etlIve Itunv*-na I were ;, -' Tx,1rI-"*!
all right. Attention continued to be fcctwi n t*rc ; i r,

Five minutes after the acc'drnt, co'ntrol!t'rtx a.k,:I t..e ckr.#
connect fuel cell 3 to de main bus B In order to te swre .A tie

uration was kncn. When it was realizie, that NPel c. % :A wtre
not functioning, the crew waf directed to perfor w. t'Sr gtW7 ;verv.
to lower the load on the remaining fuel cell. (I uerving :, *It, ra;, I It-fty
in oxygen tank no. I pressure, controllers fusked tte crew it; bvt':t. rrT
to the oxygen taik no. 2 instrumentation. Whe tils vs fo t,,t, wA I'

was realized that oxygen tank no. 2 had failed, te e xt rvrr * eri ..r, t s
of the situation became clear.

During the succeeding period, efforts were r ade to save the rer:!i -
Ing oxygen in the oxygen tank no. 1. Several attrqz ere male, bt
had no effect. The pressure continued to decrease.

It was obvious by about 1-I/2 hours after the ac:t.len' that ?e

oxygen tank no. 1 leak could not te stopped ard that short :y it VcuI Le
necessary to use the LM as a "lifeboat" for the remInder of tL- tsn..

By 58:40 g.e.t,, the LM4 had been activated, the Inertial uita.ze
reference transferred from the C514 guidance system to the 10, guildwuce
system, and the CSM systems were turned off.

HETUR TO EARTH

The remainder of the mission was characterized by two zain eirtiv-
ities--planning and conducting the necessary propulsion mnieuveeru to
return the spacecraft to Earth, and managing the use of consumicbles it
such a way that the I24, which is designed for a basic mission wih two

crewmen for a relatively short duration, could support three men and serve

as the actual control vehicle for the time required.
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stat)

re-ported .va,: riu; a "t~ . ,!." 'L t'J , rv:'y '-,' ' )J " ,, '. ._ .- '. . *

data revivv ::lwws t14%t ' :24 ' r ,'',) ,-n ; e. r *,,,: .. r . ..;

brief t ut'z oor id YA -., Curr-rt t': g at ,. 't*' .7. -,
that 100ic I zis ywas a it', t o : ~
organization iacontnint

A nu-Lber of propuls ion ooI I r.- re devsK ;. ;i V. , : .r, !t 1
was necessary to return the spactcecraf" *. u a fr,--r'. .r:: rtt'Y'y x.1
to make any required ritdcourie rorrxi'A0m, .X- . , 7 ' ,rV ;,r',-
ulaion system (SF3') In th*e 2, w"1 11 14 r r . r,- . iever, because of the hie.h 4-ict ri,:a1 1; cvr -, , 't.' ,; a - , "

engine, and in view of Its titLMrt.dl ,-,Uc.dl , cI ,'U,,,, %.1t r,
of the structure of the ,M after the. ueld,2, , - 4-. wa1'-'ii '" ± .)
the 124 descent engine If possible.

The minimum practical return tirt wr." e
Atlantic Ocean, and the maximum= waus 1 huri r.e.. $ ?.: ", 2iF'
Ocean. Recovery forces were deployed in t ii ci f I. The r K r. ; rst,
selected was for splashdown In the- Pacific -cew. at 1 , I g,.
required a minimum of two burns of the "IN desc,:t t ezgl. A ":rr tat.
was subsequently made to correct the normal ana.vuver , txtut 1 ;n Vrl itt .
in the first two buns. One small v,-locty *d uwtmen t wu ( , ain, wth
reaction control system thrusterv, 1-1 burn wr, sna tc'-. 1 t$ irrs
4-1l azd 4-15 depict the f1I )-t ;.. 1,4 fc ,2, . ,, rv , t hI tlrr. c f trn .,':.'t-

dent to splashdown.

The most crit!,cal ,r:;; x:sdlea were water, ued to coOl the 224M and
124 systems during uwe; C a:-0!ad 24 battery power, the C.M batt,-ries telirg
for use during reentry a.d the 124 batteries teiig n needed fPr tthe rest
of the mission; 124 oxygen for breathing; vuvI llthiu-m hydroxide (tiL}{)
filter cannisters used to remove carbon dioxide from the sptcecraft.
cabin atmosphere. These consumbles, and in particular the water arni
1401 cannisters, appeared to be extremely marginal In 1'aanI ty shortly
after the accident, but once the 124 was powered down to :o.servt eiectrlv
power and to generate less heat and thus use less water, the situation
improved greatly. Engineers at 14C developed a method which allowed the
crew to use materials on board to fashion a device allowIng use of the
CM LiOH cannisters in the IM cabin atmosphere cleaning system (see
fig. 4-16). At splashdown, many hours of each consumable remained
available (see figs. 4-17 through 4-19 and table 4-lu).
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CM power up
G.E.T. 140:10

MCC-7
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Entry altitude
G. E. T. 142:30 LM power up
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G.E.T. 142:54

Figure 4-45 - Final trajectory phase.
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Figure 4-16.- Lithiumn'hydroxide canister modifciati(,r.
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TABLE 4-111.- CABIN ATMOSPHERE CAJ{PON DIOXIDE
KY2OVAL BY LITHIUM HYDPOXIDE

Itequl redd 85 hours

Avrtlltbe in LM 53 hours

Available in CM 182 hours

A more detailed recounting of the events during the Apollo 13
Iaunch cowitdown and mission will be found in Appendix B to this report.
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CHAPTER5

FINDINGS$ DETERMINATIONS, AND RECO l14IDATI 0!4
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P Iq . VUTPOTAiJ'I(In111

The 1( 2 [ ]l,,w~g Cnd~r.gs, 1te'~er~nat s, and recQorm!njati c(,s are the
,C O Of I t s (.4 onertratel review of the Apollo 13 accident

ty th'/ A o 13 ].15 )'vifw 1a1i. Th,-y are -usel cn that review, on tie
wIdHet It vcs!A:tj n t y the Mained o, Maanraft Center (MSC) and Its on-
4,ra,, ,Prs tail 1 , n xtensive series of |yCtia] tests and analyses ;er-
u i:,gIly or l'r t 1' o ' Vtrd a.d Its Panels.

2'uITtlernt work has heen done to identify and understand the nature
U1f the amll'lIction an! the direction whieh the corrective actions must
fOke. All Itsjoatini fire that an electrically initiated fire in oxygen
t,, .no. tI2 n t he erv*('e:,.rsdOlul e (OiM) waun the cau:;e of the accident. Ae-

cor, llnly, I y ," lie I wird h h convniitrated on th i tank; on Its design, r, alu-
fitetiiro, torl , t,('Ii , checkout, useo, Palure m(oe, and eventual effects
i iii the, rest of the ol'i e.raft. The accident is generally understood, and
t.he Inost 1rylat-le "auset has been identified. However, at the time of this
rep'rt, sot tletails of the accident are not completely clear.

arlt.cr tests an4 analyses, which will be carried out uider the over-
all Iire tun of M."OC, will continue to generate new information relative
to this accident. It Is possible that this evidence may lead to conclu.
sl(ns d~ffer'- in detail from those which can be drawn now. However, it
Is most wulikely that f*idwmentally different results will be obtained,

1omen tatLcns are provided as to the general direction which the
urrect v,, 1ctl1ons should take. Significant modifications should be made

to the ;M X, ygcn storage tanks and related equipments. The modified
hardware h gil go through a rigorous requalification test program. 'Ihis
Is the responsibility of the Apollo organization in the months ahead.

In reh.ng it,: findings, determinations, and recoznnendations, it was
necessary for the Board to review critically the equipment and the organi-

.zatlonal elements responsible for it. It was found that the accident was
not the result of a chance malfunction in a statistical sense, but rather
resulted from an unusual combination of mistakes, coupled with a somewhat
delicient and unforgiving design. In brief, this is what happened:

0,. After ssemily and acceptance testing, the oxygen tank no. 2
which flew on Apollo 15 was shipped from beach Aircraft Corporation to
North Amoerican Rockwell (UfR) In apparently satisfactory condition.

b, It is now ki.own, however, that the tank contained two protective
jtir)ustatic swlt,., :hes on te heater assembly, which were inadequate and

would swltsquently fail during growud test operations at Kennedy SpaceC eer (K;;C).

5-
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c I . edition, It is pa dol tlo bt ,I, It, t., .. ,
fitting fill ti assemblyl. Thi -1.s f5eLywas ;r 7~j>
subsequent Iatnilig, which Include t an .t, e at : .- " . rt r's
plant in which the tank was Jarrel.

d, In itself, t.e fisplacu fill e ,sser 1 was ,..; ar'
serious, but It led to the use f Inxprls' iet tt.>r: ; ZN *, .rt S V ,,
which almost ,certainly set the stage for the a:ei..

e. Although Bee ch did not enocunt er tiny ;r 1: r. :' ax , ,r
acceptance, tests, it was not possible to Jettuik xyev. ti r, ,.. * .s..:
normal procedures at KJC. Teats and analyses IW'itt that t f' ws 1,e

to gas leakage through the displaced fill tie asu':[ 4.

f. The special detanking procedures at K$UC sC : t .e taz.t 4-ea."
extended period of heater operation and pressure cyell4i'.,e '
dures had not been used before, and the tank had z.,t tven ,t'.d l I i
test for the conditions experienced. However, the r.e~ res t4 r.t
violate the syec! fixations which governed the ,jtrati4; 1 tx. :xters s'

KSC.

g. In reviewing these procedures t efere the fl.gxt, 51 i.s '2'

JiASA, SO , and Beech did not recognize the josslli ity 414' ,ma, Ie t
overheating. Many of these officials were not aware the ,t .:. *

heater operation. In any, event, adequate therra static switnes :t
have been expected to protect the tank.

h. A number of factors contributed to the presecnwe cf 5%%*rteqA ate
thermostatic switches in the heater as jmtly. Y11,et-r,i u.2 s;-".:A-
cations from UR to Beech Aircraft Corpration foz' the ttnt. a ,I .c.W',
assembly spez ified the use of 28 V -c power, whi' ; : x ie i.. : e.
craft. In 1965, IR .tsued a reviseS stA i 'i atin whi,'n tat: i titA' "c
heaters should use a 65 V I- power stuppl4y for tank t~r A.; zat rj :
was the power supply used at KSC to reduce pressurizatrt tire. i S
ordered switches for the Block II tanks but did not :.ange t,, Sw..t:r.
specifications to be compatible with 65 V ic.

I. Th'e thermostatic switch discrepancy was not detected Ij Am, :; ,
or Beech in their review of docursentation, nor li4 tests, ,nt"i y *.x.:-
compatibility of the switches with the ground support equipment ( E) at
KSC, since neither qualification nor acceptance testing requir-.el zwlt:
cycling under load as should have been done. It was a serious oversatgt
in which all parties shared.

J. The thermostatic switches could accommodate the 65 V Atc',r'.L
tank pressurization because they normally remained cool aid closed. How-
ever, they could not open without damage with 65 V dc power applied. They
were never required to do so until the special detankirg. Hiring this
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i' Jut " s|rt i ( -nwithr-r started to open when they reached their upper
$,'?r|,'J't~ l r' ,.W|t, heoy wf-re wrI led feranently no1osed by the resulting
orc sit wre .i'M nOcrtatlve cs protective thermostats.

,. Failliare of tbe te.(.rostat ,Jf switcles to open could have been
P10-ecto it K""( C It owltch operati()n Jail teen checked by observing heater

,:rrot r'a 8 ,ru '; (4, n the' oxy f,'er tank heat(er control panel. Al though it
:101 -'11 (,#?nilz, I that ti:.', taetank temperature readings indicated

tl1t th , hici ru .iv rvl ah.', their te rerature limit and switch opening

uhu " ,.,w,; ;.t.;.qIt t .:; 1 ;,l' o..f 'e heffor tlttir. switohtts

IIaS~cTIN 0) PP cr1

t.&rii 0;.of" neate4! 11t.r'I i !,:o.;eatlng hIas Leon sbuowi ty tests to severely damage the

,a;.a 4  . ',n UA! flt, motor wires In the vi-inity of the heater
.,:, A o 1'. .Fryma tat We (, IndIding pad occupancy, the oxyget4 tank

w ts Waik j) ft k',r.:; coriition when filled with oxygen and electric
'a8 1, j <WI,,: I.

1,, It& wes n ,' AtAwili early 56 hours irIto the mission, however, that
h,( Van motor w1rnig, n:ossilly moved by the fan stirring, short circuited
ail ignited Its in1:llation 1r , means of an electric arc. The resulting

M uS , 1. ion 3. t! !' xyg'± truck prubat ly overHeated anl I'ailed the wiring
BJi t wJ:re it e t,#rfs mLe tank, tui ssllIy a portion of the tank it-

n. "Me rapid vxuisin of high-presssure oxygen which followed,
1,osalt ly an glntie I y corntustlon of insulation in the space surrounding
t)ic tank, blew coff the outer ptvnel to bay 4 of the 51., caused a leak in
tie high-pressire system .f oxygen tank no. 1, damaged the high-gain an-
tenna, caused other mls'etlanotous damage, and aborted the mission.

1terc lent is judged to have teen nearly catastrophic. Only out-
sta 3ding perl'OrmanCe or. the part of the crew, Mission Control, and other
,: rS' o vrs of th, ',am which supprted the operations successfully returned
A.': 'Crew to sar''.i.

In i, vestigating the accident to Apollo 13, tI.e Board has also
attetrpted to identify those additional technical and management lessons
which can be applied to help assure the success of future space flight
missions; several recommendations of this nature are included.

lhe hoard recognizes that the contents of its report are largely of
a critical nature. The report highlights in detail faults or deficiencies
In equipMnt and procedures that the Board has identified. This is the
,tt ut ito f a review bkiard re.port.

5-3
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It ts importantI however, to view 4m1e ;rl .t4 zs hintt.in ze' r' *
a broader context. The Apollu spacecraft sys I s .;C VIO.K' ' OLcr# -
comings, but it is the only tnystem of Its tyje rPP -wr tu irid. c 11
fully demonstrated. It has flown to t i-e M )Mo . five to a.1es ai i aniet
twi ce *Thw twU4k WLjI,.of;13 I i - 1,Ithe esA fl nof x v;!.s rtIN: *

report$ is one of a series which had thouaanls of ours cf suvcessfl
operation in space prior to Apollo 1.,

While the team of designers, engineers, a M tecd ws t '. ,,
arid operate the Apollo spacecraft also hts short.orr , *.e .,'
meints speak for themselves, b1y tardheajed self. rItls't aui ,o-rrow
dedication, this team cn maintain this nation's 0re ne . r, s;,w
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i/d' r;o 14: ... MET (Fl ACCIIAIJT

FAII)$L uE' O'GXYVJEON IAMd'. NO, 2

a. fle Al~:~l~~1 '~15mist-on was atborted as the direct result of
the rapl d loss of oxygen from oxygen tank no. 2 in the o4,
followed L-y a graiual loss of oxygen from tank no. 1, and
a renaltirg loas of power from the oxygei-fed fuel cells.

1. The-re is no evld.uwe of any forces external to oxygen tank
no. 1 1 during the flight whim might have caused its failure.

(xygeun tank no. ? contained materials, including 4leflon and
al-,hinxtrf, whioh If ignited will tu rn in supercritical
Cxyeenl.

d. Oxygen tank nu. 2 contained potential ignition sources:
electrical wiring, unssealed electric motors, and rotating
aluminutan Vus.

e. lu)ring the.special detanking of oxygen tank no. 2 following
the countdown demonstration test (Ci) at KSC, the thermo-
static swltclses on the heaters were required to open while
powred 1 (65 V de in order to protect the heaters from over-
Leati-.g. 'Te switches were ,cly rated at 0 V Vdc and have
,een ssown to weld closed at the higher voltage.

P. Data iidlcate that in flight the tank heaters located in
oxygen tanks no. I and no. 2 operated normally prior to the
accident, and they were not on at the time of the accident.

g. The electrical circuit for the quantity probe would generate
only about 7 millijoules in tle event of a short circuit and
the temperature sensor wires less than 3 millijoules per
second.

h. Telemetry data immediately prior to the accident indicate
electrical disturbances of a character which would be caused
by short circuits accompanied by electrical arcs in the fan
motor or its leads in oxygen tank no. 2.

i. 'The pressure and temperature within oxygen tank no. 2 rose
abnormally during the 1-1/2 minutes immediately prior to the
accident.
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.. fterI 11. a mics

within the tarik.

(a) Anlysts uhowelti that the fi.tr' C "rr& ,
tank coul liot accu',uit fo r U.' ser, i: rc.,,:s .n r. d .Vr
and tezmperature,

(5) The heater, temperature sennsr, ai v.tm~y r '
ilndlate the accident aeqaence.

(4.) the cause of the c cutust lon wa ast rt i- ix ;g%
of'itf lon wi re i nouilat I on on the f41an m t r w4. rt-~,'
electric arcs in this wirin ,.

(5) 7he protective thermstatic switaixvs .*. , :..'.trz Ir.
oxygen tank no. 2 failed closelLr,:.e . Ut ; -
of the first special deta 4ki,,g per'tthn. .s . v 'C

the wiring In the vicinity of the eaters U v'-u ;.4r. ,.:-
peratures which have Leen subuequv:, ly &w "
degrade Teflon insulation,

(6) me telemetered data indicated ele trA;'al ar~s r f srrf .:.t
energy to'Ignite the Teflon insulation, as vertf>2 '

sequent tests, iese tests also verifieJ that the -ar;re
fuses on the fan motors woul I pass o.iff1'z. %# t e:nrgy .-
nite the insulation by the rrchanhsur of an* (e'ltr rt.

(7) The combustion of Teflon wire insulatIA: ai,.:,,.".
sufficient heat to account for the o tserv, -: : Z.; I

tank pressure and local temperature, n sE u, ally --

heat and fall the tank or its associated toting. >s, ;, s-
bility of such failure at the top of ',he tn.ztk was uet..
strated by subsequent tests.

(8) The rate of flame propagation along iflun-i.nsUlate wires
as measured in subsequent tests is cos~stent with -:oe Z,,-

dicated rates of pressure rise within the tank.

SECONDARY EFFECTS OF 'TANK FAILURE

2. Findings

a. Failure of the tank was accompanied th.y several events I:,-
eluding:
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A It T41 ,Ttz3 t,e't ar Iti o ..:r, -1w.

j, rt 'f4, 1fl.a, l l .i y rew (uiIa"a ot ', as stre l l dY

i .. ' Rrq !::{ i : tIei rt:e

e ;' ' $ ,,.' "1.e I:l 'ils al; photo rupheln y the rew

. ';,, l, .,-! ':'er{;g , ay 14 ,coulj bv t-jlowijof*I*by V,ressuri-
't ; 2.ty.i out 25 Fs of u;i'ornpressure in Iay

i: l' ':!,~r 1 . 1(; .W (AT T' a n :el.

. ',a .2rlu); 1,ftys' t ut tors ' te, 1.1fre interconnecteJ

wlttv th :l!]>snhgges so ti-ia* all wculd 1 e pressurized it ally
tn "4 1 ,! ;eAi2 ! Iie t1 w 'th a res1.4rant at a relatively slow

I. ",atta, it would e e,5*ailed y an average pressure of
alout 10 si ' o; the*M beatr shield ay tn.his would separate
'.J ? %'Mfrom the :r W

() :'ure of the oxygen tatik no. 2 caused a rapid local
,,,isa-rrzation ofi bay 4i of the .by the high-pressure

oxygen that escaped from the task. This pressure pulse may
have 1own off the pafthel covering bay . This possibility
was substantiated by a series of special tests,

:s* w pessressuie pulse from a tank failure might have been
au 2aented by combustion of e flar or Kapton insulation or
I-ot 10 i sanjecte.h to a stream of oxygen ad ot particles

e rging from the top of thetank, as demonstrated in sub-
,sequent tests.
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( : rx;Uat- Tr -" '. ,-," i.i ,, "'; , '..

1 8 ~dt .; ar. J° G u, r'q .' ' ';k t V . ".

(4) 11. t~n -rL. t , a 0I,"..AM , . . ,

ty the panel, or a ic 5r'4 i y,. :, . 2 >1' .

(C) The loss o pressure ai . ')-v :,:, 1,.L... t '* z.
loss of )w rr resulted r ' ,e tt%! "

(7) -e1emetry, alt cugo gco, is >.s2','7*u ' ,,-
exact nature, sey~uncu , ,. t c , r. f -t K !. 1.' :

acoelent In. ietall.

(8) "'Me telemetry Jata, orew ts' i. . I. : ,.; -* .t:

tests atni a:tAlyses alrely m; 2vte 2 2 t ", -

sta d the )roh, elh te t. pra o e wlt!. y * .t;.. '. 2

OXYE ' "TAINK N 2 L.'I;

5.Fi niI ig S

a. flbe cry-geni, oxygen storage tan ks n nlor xa.. a ...: n,
of oxi lizer, cQZJ usti-le material. ml -jtx,'ttia' d2 .
s urces.

b. upereritical oxygen was used to minimize w:.e Wi:g:,
volueme, and fluid-handling problems of .,: xY&, & .4;Y
system.

c. The eaters, fans, and tank. instruwintatin are usc-i trz "x

measurement and management of the oxygen supply.

De terminat ions

(1) The storage of supercritical oxygen was appropriate for :.e
Apollo system.

(2) Heaters are required to maintain tank pressure as t.a? sX;,u:.
supply is used.

(5) Fans were used to prevent excessive pressure drops ,* to
stratification, to mix the oxygen to improve accurafy'y .f
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q iV Pj tAYI'4 ar', ~ is o ,ax.t-It*i5.iiire azdcrp rte khewter in;ut
t t w , , ofrnnti#s anto high ,xygeri uti lattion rates, Te
!,,-el for oygeh slirrizng .ri future flights requires further

(4) :s a>, at ., :JC ,-',r. Ul i, ! be taik wtI oab 0 Ie Ignitvd
~I. ~i~'iB1 414t et 1 so V orIrncould have 1-een reduced

o) tit ti I goIt on sources constituted an undue hazard
W'j 1,o >,i~uIer~I IA, t,I. 1 : iof te p"artib:ular tank design
wi tl its az:;,:m.1y *: i .' 4 t I,,

(" ) XA;A. tie i rlt, ontractur, and the supplier of the tank
were nt. f ly aware of the extent of this hazard.

('y) Kxanattion (f' the high-,;ressure oxygen system in the service
,u, following the Apollo 204 fire, which directed atten-

' .v I ' heI u gf r of 'fire In a pure oxygen environment,
"a.led to re,og: .ze tle ieflci cnes of the teank.

I kL1) DAYtK T"0 'IAI K WIUNiCs'

a. 'fs,,< xygkn tank no. 2 heater assemtjy contained two therno.
utat I swA otles designed to protect the heaters from over-

L. :. e ticrxr stuti. switches were designed to open and interrupt
She laat,,r current at 8fOr t10:' F.

c:. 'fle heaters are operated on 28 V dc in flight and at NR.

d. .ivi heaters ,ire operated on 65 V ac at }eech Aircraft Cor-
puration and (") V de at the Kennedy Space Center. 1hese
hgiger voltages u-e used to accelerate tank pressurization.

e . Th.e thermostatic, swItches were rated at 7 amps at 30 V de.
41,11e they would carry this current at 65 V dc in a closed
pox;itlon, they would fail If' they started to open to inter-
rupt this load.

f. leilther qualification nor acceptance testing of the heater
assemblies or the tanks required thermostatic switch opening
to te clecked at 65 7 de. The only test of switch opening
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Was a Cccntinulty F*.it s
cycle I oen and 0loe in Ali V

g, The ti.ermostat i osw It.,.s t.r- r ,: v , :, . .

-akisvi thiis wou I only t.a|Ip" ?TI .t tirt *.'. 4 7 :. '
were .hi(-letd to nearly ;,;r.

h. The tteruius tat switesea i :,-ver .,. , ,. i,

under loa, lrevausae te mheat.-f ?tai .t
relatively full tatk which, kfait , t.i,, ,.

I. During the CrV0, the oxykr,. tu. ar, , '.. . ,
a normal tmanner, * On arl; ,"7I t( A ' a U ; 'U . !if.
procedure was followed 2whl1f n 't'ul I , ,' 1?' '.t,. "' ,V
, hours of continuous operation u n,. t , t a:,r,* , 0
depleted of oxygen.

J.A second special detanking of sth.Om"-r 1}uxat I
March 50, 1970.

k. The oxygen tanks had not t--een quali.'t , r
conditions eneounterelt in this procs"ture M, .&'Ys, * ,
fied allowable heate-r voltages at, rwrorn -re :. t ,. ' 2.

1. The recorded internal tank temperature went n'f- a>
early in the special detanking. Tue t.er:,.,r,, ;*.t' .I :x,.
would normally open at this point but the ,1, 1rK. &2 t :
show no tbermostatic switch operation. Tto,!:;e I:,t,'or..

were not detected at the time.

m. The oxygen tank heater controls at KZC contari a' :rs't'tr
which would have indicated thermostatic switch operation.

Determinations

(1) During the special detanking of March 27 and t ait Y , wther
the heaters in oxygen tank no. 2 were left on for an ext'.n;,*:
period, the thermostatic switches started to ct4* wtiile
powered by 65 V do and were probably welded shut,

(2) Failure of the thermostatic switches to open coul tave been
detected at KSC if switch operation had been chrr,ked ty
obsic-rving heater current readings on the oxygen tank heater
control panel. Although it was not recognized at thfe t ime,
the tank temperature readings indicated that th. 1*atrr. a:-
rea.ted their temperature limit and switch opening nlanl i
hay'! been expected.
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1~~~w ' ~ l' ~ttt tbP 'Ieaw oroiot rated to open at Vd,,
yM A'i-to (1 I j f I;AAUh , or 1W*echin their review; Of

m metwt oor I n 'pvtfl f 1,1u t Iocn an'i acceptance tent ing.

(4) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ire $ c:v8'h;xst uin:vr overheatting. Ouse..
a10, f.' t:4. ht :.tit, r at41Iemt, Iy t emp)e r at u res c ould

I1. 1i~03 'u :400 ~~.4r"11.11t I rig *As shown I n
.::l .'] e r . : ~~ 1 I'tutj' A2I~J1'tiq'' V*( 4m rIack Inrgto

0!0t'alox.11 411 1) jiI I ;;Vl porat; oof* thfeinsulation.

(t I~u' n .1 C Iow i
1 it jv1I) th"lan ix ::, the oxygen tank

ric* ?dwovi nkr. n 't)1iooml ItlIon whenever I t contained
oxygfen wmidwas iocrIca yenergi zeti.
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PARnT 3. SIuitNIWA

Thlhe pressxire vessel of the s;4pCr.:ritU ., , . 2, a 2

structed of Inconel 718, aul is rnocratecy Stresst: . ..
operating pressure.

De t1ninat ion,.

From a structural viewpoint, T.e sulei':ri'2 62 :ygv:. ; rvs;4 r,
vessel is quite adeqately .tesigz ,i, err; - ix$ 6 t :. :t
well chosen for this aplication, l:, tr,..rt fy55 u.tii:;as is:,u.r .,
results of the qualification b,.trst test ;,rr r. man' -.
ability of the tank to 'xhil, it adequ'a pe rr ': a;
tende d application,

6, Findi ngs

a. 'he oxygen tank design Includes two unscal:] electr4 :f i1Va

motors imersed in supercritical oxygen.

1, Fan , Motors of this design have a test history of l 2.r'ci
during acceptance test which Includes ;1a14e-' ,-;. a:.1
phase-to-ground adults.

c, Dhe fan motor stator windings are constrli vIt, I L': #:Wf! r-
coatel, ccraxicdNsulated., nuirter 16 #WG wire. Y.U1 pits,-
to-phase and phase-to-ground i nsulation is not, ise in tts
motor design,

d. The motor c-fase is largely ttlminarI,.

'ete rni nat ions

(i) The stator winding insulation is brittle tnt easily .:t.,ri
luring manufacture of the stator ':oils,

(2) The use of these motors In zuperritial oxygen was a

tionalie practice.

7. Findings

a. TIhe cryogenic oxygen storage tanks -ontained raterlals tnt
could be ignited and which will btrn under the cundi VS
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; revt.UIi g within the tank, i ncluding Te1(lo, iluInumt,
so ijer, t~t.0Drilu-1,e 832.

.e t i rk :mtitinA electrical wiring exposed to the super-
erltical oxygen, The wiri g was insulated with iTeflon,

:. *;, me wiri1, wts Ii cl ue, proximity to heater elements and
to the rotating fain.

d. Lc "Iesign was such that the assembly of the equipment was
essentially "inr id" and not aumennable to inspection after

e. eflun Izjs Jatioij of the electrical wiring inside the cryo-
genic oxygen storage tanks of the W was exposed to rela-
tUvely sharp meital edges of tank inner parts during manu-
faturing assembly Operations.

f. Portions of this wiring remained unsupported in the tank on
k(fplIetion of assembly.

Ilk" te lranrttIons

(1) Ae tank contained a hazardous combination of materials and
potential Ignition sources,

(2) Scraping of the electrical wiring insulation against metal
inner parts of the tank constituted a substantial cumulative
hazard during assembly, handling, test, checkout, and opera-
ti onal use.

(3) Col flow" of the Teflon insulation, when pressed against
metal corners within the tank for an extended period of
time, could result in an eventual degradation of insulation
protection.

(4)) te externally applied electrical tests (500-volt hi-pot)
could not reveal the extent of such possible insulation
damage but could only indicate that the relative positions
of the wires at the time of the tests were such that the
separation or insulation would withstand the 500-volt po-
tential without electrical breakdown.

(5) Tlhe design was such that it was difficult to insure against
these hazards.

(6) There is no evidence that the wiring was damaged during manj-
ufacturing.
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. Flndin.s

a. Dl!,ensioziirg of the shot. e1lcZ ..:: .- .e , t .o .. , t.n' ,
of the cryogenic -×ygen stc-rae ta:,- ttil wTeS
looseness to tle point of' i:Ir-I;si!te 44:.: . wt. ]s"
in the event of worst-case I .,.

U. '1he insertion of those se Scg ;tS , tt.e e:' :..

quantity ;'roe ic sae:.:ly at et : iV : " A 1 VS ! 1
and welding was difficult o aJrv':.

c Probing with a hand tool was 45elL :, :.z'x.a
pensate for limited visit lit, of t.e t..* e tg:>lr.t ; '

De termi nat i on

It was possible for a tank to have ee:i asserlIli wit a, s ., 4w f
relatively loose fill tube parts that . !J -, Pte,.. i
final inspection and be subsequently disla.,i.

10. Findings

a. The Apollo spacecraft system contains ?st .lrkts ;
vessels, many of w:ich carry oxidants, plus relativi alves
and other plumbing.

b. Investigation of potential hazards associated wiv: .ece
other systems was not complete at the ttme oiu ,f rTe ril.. rt,
but is being pursued by the Manned pavvraft e-rttr.

c. One piece of equipmtert, the fuel ,:ell .xygen sjr ; i y vaim
module, has been identified as 2.ontairirng a sclar a.-1aa.
tion of high-pressure oxygen, Teflwtot, aril elect r Ai- wlrr1.g
as in the oxygen tank no. 2. The wiring is u'nfus i El $a
routed through a 10-amap circuit breaker,

Determination

The fuel cell oxygen supply valve module .has oen ivntz d as
potentially hazardous.

11. Findings

a. In the normal sequence of cryogenic oxygen stor ge taik .!T#-
tegration and checkout, each tank undergoes sh4;.ig,
assembly into an oxygen shelf for a service modat :a, r>
transportation to facilitate shelf assembly test, alA Te,
integration of shelf assembly to the 24.
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,, - LI h',4-.I.. , .. £L,., ASS ' .' J), iiL li-t. . 8n an~ a 1" iigJISII Q S,

rr ii I' N

Il ,(,W W0 4-! ,;0:0r cas,,, e oU 1 :.s.og u the uort:.al S eQt os,# of operat Ifns
48''; ,.' . :.',, 1 t al. ,'i.'n I te tets 1aitUei l that coull

tt1et , IUL'.VI t,1 'tt if IlI tc(,. parts to LvU,:e iis, I,'e.

'a. A'. :;-r ,~'~ ::t -i .'m !'..kw,: l, ..wney) ,Cal iforn ia, in the
?i1 , i, lt 'I'JTr.tr~cVe tht , ,'.Xyf%?h "k,el' I aseinLly froi~ ;M bC,

it i-olt, ri' rid ni:q the sn(,r e ige of the shelf was not re-

At',q,':; t, lift the,- sI with the bolt in place broke tie
ift t~fix Ii.,re, there!y iarl'isg the oxygen tanks and valves.

/ l sO y t "rp ti. ; '/I XTA008 In the
o. mk no. 2 puj.ij..n-, wii'I:k had Lee. shaken during removal

'rom -141 t, w as 14.stalU"le In if 1 2 0) .'t,.Qii th at , Ix

d. Anl aialysi.s;, shelf i:.speticn, and a partial retest empha-
sizing eletrical conltinulty of internal wiring were accom-
pl1 a,ert before reinstaslatio.

: trni f Lt ias

() 'ipla..ee1t " fill tu parts 'omld have oc-curred, during
he "shelf drop" inivIdent at the prime contractor's plant,

without detection.

(2) Other 14ht w 4 t to the tank .ay hctve occurvd,4 from the jolt,
but special tests and analyses indicate that this is un-
I I ke ly.

(5) :me "shelf iron" iident was not brought to tile attention
of project officials during subsequent detanking difficulties
at KtIC.

)v aikisg, expulsion of liquid, oxygen out tl.e fill line of the
oxygen tank by warm gas pressure applied through the vent- line,
was a regular activity at beech Aircraft, Boulder, Colorado, In
empying a portion of the oxygen used in end-item acceptance
tests.
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De te rminat i on

The latter stages of te etantkt4,g ler , , -
no. 2 cndte| i. t i'ee! .hr at,
the standard procedure fulow, ,at b, ,r: ,,

14. Find Inds

a. Th e at tempt to deta:,k t : .ry Lv;. x ::e:. 'tS s K :
after tIe .24Ayy esoan i pro vtr 2'
was tnsucce:sl with regard to t'a c.,

b. A special ietankIzg pr,,sstut: ws 4 i . tv.
no. 2 after C)D. This prove lure flvoc .'v ... A... ,s ar,.
tracted heating with repeated :y2'1v of i r' c: ariz.
about 500 psi with warm eas ffllwet ,e,:z.

c. It was employed loth after QIDY2 and after a tzi'Cal test ',t
verify that the tank coAdl e fille.

d. There is no indication from the beater ',2ti e r,:,r2:.g
that the thermostatic switches fiu:.ctioelt an! ty I ,I e
heaters off and on during these special :etankt, ;a eLarrn.

e. At the completion of detanking followiLg >24, tte swtt :.cs
are only checked to see that they remain closedd at - Fas
the tank is warmed 'ap, They are not che t.ei to v.r, t
they will open at +6W' F.

f. Tests subsequent to the flight showed that the current
associated with the KSC 65 V dc groun-d powering of
heaters would cause the themostatic switch vtaco: ts
weld closed if they attempted to interrupt this .rre:,t.

g. A second test showed that without functlonirg tters..
:;witcher , temp~eraturer in the 8o to 1.YY" F r:.g f . 21
exist at-locations on the heater tube asse.,ibly tlat w ere ir.
close proximity with the motor wires. These twper atres
are high enough to damage Teflon and mlt solaer.

Determinations

(1) Oxygen tank no. 2 (XTA 0008) did not detank after . a ci
manner comparable to its performance the last tirx. it .had
contained liquid oxygen, i.e., in acceptance test at bes.

(2) Such evidence indicates that the tank had undergor.e scmev
change of internal configuration during the tArtervenirng
events of the previous 5 years.
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() 't tark onitions during the special detanking procedures
w,:re outside all prior testing of Apollo COM cryb genic oxygen
storage tanks. Heater assembly tempratures mheasured in sub-
sequent tests ex 0eded lO%' F.

( ) ;N~ere dwrage to the insulation of electrical wiring internal
f t he tank, as determined from subsequent tests, resulted

from tI& special procedure.

(5) lDw, ge to the insulation, particularly on the long un-
nupported lengths of wiring, may also have occurred due to
l-olling associated with this procedure.

6 ,K, and fU personnel did not know that the thermostatic
switches were not rated to open with 65 V de GSE power
applied.

11(i. Finngs

a. The change in detanking procedures on the cryogenic oxygen
tank was made in accordance with the existing change control
rystem during final launch preparatlonr for Apo&Io 23.

b. Launch operations personnel who made the change did not have
a detailed understanding of the tank internal components, or
the tank history. 'They made appropriate contacts before
making the change,

c. Coltnuniations, primarily by telephone, unong MSC, KSC Nl,
and litech personnel during final launch preparations re-
garding the cryogenic oxygen system included incomplete and
accurate information.

d. 1he 14X Test Specification Criteria Document (TaD) which
was used by K1C In preparing detailed tank test procedures
states the tank allowable heater voltage and current as 65
to 85 V d and 9 to 1 amperes with no restrictions on time.

(i) I L, and 18C personnel who prepared the TSCD did not know that
the tank heater thermostatic switches would not protect
the tank,

(2) Launch operations personnel assumed the tank was protected
from overheating by the switches.
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()Launch operations persoiunel at K' ttvIw .:
spe'ifted tank heater VL'tZ~e a:. : rr, I its Ling
4etanking at KSC.

16. Finlings

a. After receipt of the Hlock T xIpX, t :K s; . :.$
from NR, which require the ta:jr. ',,a' r r:z wi ,r
with Q),V de (1E jower only jTr i,., t i. ;' ,. : t, ,,e
Aircraft did not requi re thiti r I .. i '1.,r, tI' .',
supplier to :inke a charge in the swz.:!, .f'4 :r te t th,
higher voltage.

b. hR did not review the tank or heater tc uuav- r ':tL t,

between the switch and the (WE.

c. MSC did not review the tank ot heater to acsre At.lt'-
bility between the switch and the GE,

d. No tests were specified by S14C, NR, or Iterb to T:he'k thi)1
switch under load.

Determinations

(1) NR and Beech specifications governing the j owrlng andt the
thermostatic switch protection of the heater asseMJ tes wre
inadequate.

(2) The specifications governing the testig of the Lefter
assemblies were inadequate,

V7. Finding

11e hazard associated with the long heater cycle du'r..r4geta ,Jr'g
was not given consideration in the decision to fly oxygen ta. s.

no. 2.

Determinations

(1) MSC, KSC, and NE personnel did not know that tLe tank heater
thermostatic switches did not protect tLe tank frca. over-
heating.

(2) If the long period of continuous heater operation wlth faied
thermostatic switches had been known, the tank would liave
been replaced.
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at y eIi , IitLI.t, ti' i,,,t .#t tr(1 n rc:q :,ringicaletled reviewsl andl appr:)val a
of| hr S tj'" ' t I:r toc". c S, :] y p)ruedtre& ,
'$r, jr si~ *:reu" , t.aIw~r ' 

- "c; t.ruzii',e, zLafety, rellit ill~ty,
~;,),, rca A iiu:! tt ac in efle:t for all Apollo hart'iare

* sr t.#,Apo.llo 1.5!)y :ni txy#en Systeir waIs Originally
.. t..' rstent '>mtrols we re not defined in as

.lrfzsllftt lle It s'a hiy ra .

f r 1,i r,v iVw oI rurtic ,nt; at interviews, it appears that the
:ni :ai4;e vv ti't,:untr'istl Uxtt, g at that time were adhered to in
thm "a 4 of the ?ryogelaic oxygen system incorporated in
Avllo 15.

1). f'l rtig:

ht olyl oxygen tarii; nto. 2 anomaly during the 1'ial4 countdown

WIS t sll lea k through the vent quick discounnect, which was

1*' !tJ rm ixlat i onl

No' lidicat iloas of a potential inflight malfunction of the oxygen
tank no. 2 were present during the launch countdown,

S181 UON EVENL* TIt8 , 'U{1 ACCIDENT

20 . fldI nls

a. 11.e .viitter elkijiie of te 11-11 stage of the Jaturn V launch
veLiie premattirely shat down at 152 seconds due to large
16 lertz oscillatiois in thrust chamber pressure.

k,. Data indicated lesn than Olg vibration in the (N.

(1) Investigation of this 2-I1 anomaly was not within.the purview
of' the ho.ard except insofar as It relates to the Apollo 15
acci|denit.
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iir,,i nx'ti r Iha . xYg ,: L' I.. , .,I ' V .. .r $ : " :','jj1"'t'' On I:rIi:.gJ this i'mttt'r'%'' .

fls:, ux:,ee:, tu:.k ni ,, 2 'juaa'. '2, '0: -.' '
46. : 's: uS.l
tit,

4 terr,i r't Ins

(a) flae oxygen tank no. 2 qaantlIy ;l':o e (' :." 'r ,' ' . ' '
I 4 0: 01.

(2) TIe short circoit could have a,,x. 'a.s,:3 ' a
pletely loose N111 tui e part or a K, 2; 1zast' r, ':. "
by the :movixlg fluid into *owtt with 1,is ,2ern" .
prot e 'uja'ai tot.

a. T'hne crew acknowledged Mission Contrl's rejAtot ' ........
the tank fans at 55:55:0K.

U, Jpaecraft current t Incro.-it -t y I u:ere at 5 . : ,

C. i he oxygen tank no. 1 presn.i.ireier sF,,t .. ; m a ' :
te to nortr.l it'.,jtratificiati(;A.

r tr ,m-i t ion

The falus In oxyg, an tank no. I wtIve ' ur,,:4a a, gt, rt U±:
at 55: b::9.

25. Findings

a. .,acecraft current increased ty 1-1,2 awt'rer s . an ,,: , 28 I:
voltage decreased 0.6 volt at '55:55:20,

b, .;Vtti Izht I i an A 2n rI) ,Iyst;: (s 2 I) .lr.a:it , I ' :.e ryt' .'banned, .s Wa, i t' . r ''',a 4: it . 'w. It'll ':, 4' ' ' ,. '- .. it. {a
t i'ttnueats !t, .3 c'iatt w '.h jW~t '*ti:.g on: ,.r ,' Ft - '',t

G'14'1 T '4',-

steMr turxi;:g nxy:er ter, c. 2 I'mn tAarti yv a a. a ;
ti7~~ '.a a) t ! i~t. si e t 'Jai :. ./.,'g,'. tankR r,:. 2q 1 an $ - ,,12
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y'< jirg ' ne s A 1 rl hi.. A ntcg&4 V( t1'ititl
i 'iza, 'A#;* wii; , ; ;ru,,, in the :36t15"§5:G

VI. !e cge.tuak no, 2 pressure decreased about 4 psi when
Vnefas were turned von at 55:55:#021.

(3) The; I's in ,xgyegn twik no. 2 were turne-J on at 55:55:20.

(4 It :a ,0t Le Ietenminel whether or not they were rotating
1 e 'ause, the pressure decrease was too small to conclusively
show lestratiflcation, It Is likely that they were.

24. F niig

An 11.1-anp spike In fuel cell 3 current and a momentar
1,2-volt decrease were measured in ac bus 2 at 55:55:25.

! ' t-c I~t l ,hat 1 ui.

(1) A short cilruit occurred in the circuits of the fans in
oxygen tank no. 2 which restated in either blown fuses or
opened wiring, and one fan ceased to function,

(2) 'e short circuit probably dissipated an energy in excess
of i10 Joules which, as shown in subsequent tests, is more
than sufficient to ij, ite Teflon wire insulation by means
of an electric arc,

a. A tnmestary 11-volt decrease in ac bus 2 voltage was
measured at 55:55:58.

1,. A 22.9-amp spike in fuel cell 3 current was measured at

c. After the electrical transients, CM current and ac bus 2
voltage returned to the values indicated prior to the turn-
on of the fans In oxygen tank no. 2.

Bc term nat Ion

lwo short circuits occurred in the oxygen tank no. 2 fan cir-
cults between 55:53:58 and 55:53:41 which resulted in either
loIwn fuses or opened wiring, and the second fan ceased to
function.
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C( xyg h, atek n o, . tesls tre ro t....W.'.A t : , : .

wcfjst ant for si t I " st, .I i '.'

Ie ter i i a, t 1 a 1 ,

()A., it, normal pre, ssuire t rt x :-S~

(2) 8te no u'.her ktiown ve y .- . . . i r .,
this ; resaure 1 id.li, I i : . :,.i * .....

a wire iresuila'iol fire in the 'c

a. The pressure rllet' valve waru des igrv;JI t' :e It 2,, Jr
about lO00 paI

b. Oxygen tri k no. 2 te lme t ry s, '!I. . ... ,, a" I, , t :
1008 p)ia at )5:4115 to 9% I ,tt :'. ,:: , v.
telemetry data were lost.

Ie term nat i on

This drop reisu.ted fror the normal oq.erat I ', is;, z o: ;r4.
relief valve as verified in subseq,4ent tests.

a. At 55,:514,:29, when thae pr#ns .re 'n Ityge s *' i ;s 1. " ,-.
the master caution and warnli:g trip Ie'; 2 f . i. . 3.
master aiarm was inLbi ted >y tLe Ua.'t t,'At, i twf:,!:,g :.. .,
hydrogen pressure was al ready in etI'ht, ari ne i'r to- ,r.'4
nor Mission Contrl was alerted t' p )re,;sirO rI

t, The master ca-ution and wu rti g :yttm >.g or to" ,
system Is such th at all cut-oI'-t iera r 70i,:,

measurement which triggers a master alarm prevent: an .
tnaster alarm from t.eitig generated wltera an~y otler ;nrr-t, r
the same system becomes out-o"'-tjeran t .

c. The low-pressure trip level , f t.e carter artv Iiii
system for the cryogenic storage systt.r, is onjy oi 1i t', W
thie s;leeified lower limit' of the pressure awl' t dbi?.
trols the tank heaters,. A stIiall mhalan*I hy r 'er
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.V f. 11t cI rrru. C fal .1 a 1 .4 iri s he StwO ,e sy'istmI

,..,~i]r.4~e sel.totav v '.helvf..,, !-o 11.4! sesior. l~
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n. #i 'ys ' ut . I SC'nil AveCalett t th el''n

tit 1 :,,;t;tak I ; 4 h '2~(4t ave i s ial wr

t g ,jil Iis z US fsja" 'a t"'le~ 'nc u.
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Deter:Anations

(1) The spacecraft was subjected to abnormal forces at approxi-
mately 55:54:53. These disturbances were reactions resulting
from failure and venting of the oxygen tank no. 2 system and
subsequent separation and ejection of the bay 4 panel.

(2) The high-gain antenna was damaged either by the panel or a
section thereof from bay 4 at the time of panel separation.

2. Finding

Temperature sensors in bay 3, bay 4, and the central column of
the SM indicated abnormal increases following reacquisition of
data at 55:54:55.

Determination

Heating took place in the SM at approximately the time of panel
separation.

33. Findings

a. The telemetered nitrogen pressure in fuel cell 1 was off-
scale low at reacquisition of data at 55:54:55.

b. Fuel cell 1 continued to operate for about 5 minutes past
this time.

c. The wiring to the nitrogen sensor passes along the top of
the shelf which supports the fuel cells immediately above
the oxygen tanks.

Determinations

(1) The nitrogen pressure sensor in fuel cell 1 or its wiring
failed at the time of the accident.

(2) The failure was probably caused by physical damage to the
sensor wiring or shock.

(3) This is the only known instrumentation failure outside the
oxygen system at that time.

i 3 .Finding

Oxygen tank no. 1 pressure decreased rapidly from 879 psia to
782 psia at approximately 55:54:54 and then began to decrease
more slowly at 55:54:56.
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Determination

A leak caused loss of oxygen from tank no. I beginning at approxi-
mately 55:54:54.

35. Findings

a, Oxygen flow rates to fuel cells 1 and 3 decreased in a
5-second period beginning at 55:54:55, but sufficient volume
existed in lines feeding the fuel cells to allow them to
operate about 3 minutes after the oxygen supply valves were
cut off.

b. The crew reported at 55:57:44 that five valves in the reaction
control system (RCS) were closed. The shock required to close
the oxygen supply valves is of the same order of magnitude as
the shock required to close the RCS valves.

c. Fuel cells 1 and 3 failed at about 55:58.

Determination

The oxygen supply valves to fuel cells 1 and 3, and the five RCS
valves, were probably closed by the shock of tank failure or panel
ejection or both.

MISSION EVENTS AFTER ACCIDENT

56. Findings

a. Since data presented to flight controllers in Mission Control
are updated only once per second, the 1.8-second loss of data
which occurred in Mission Control was not directly noticed.
However, the Guidance Officer did note and report a "hardware
restart" of the spacecraft computer. This was quickly
followed by the crew's report of a problem.

b. Immediately after the crew's report of a "bang" and a main
bus B undervolt, all fuel cell output currents and all bus
voltages were normal, and the cryogenic oxygen tank indica-
tions were as follows:
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Oxygen tank no. I: Pressure: Several hundred psi below
normal

Quantity: Normal

Temperature: Normal

Oxygen tank no. 2: Pressure: Off-scale low

Quantity: Off-scale high

Temperature: Off-scale high

c. The nitrogen pressure in fuel cell 1 indicated zero, which was
incompatible with the hydrogen and oxygen pressures in this
fuel cell, which were normal. The nitrogen pressure is used
to regulate the oxygen and hydrogen pressure, and hydrogen
and oxygen pressures in the fuel cell would follow (,he nitro-
gen pressure.

d. Neither the crew nor Mission Control was aware at the time
that oxygen tank no. 2 pressure had risen abnormally just
before the data loss.

e. The flight controllers believed that a probable cause of
these indications could have been a cryogenic storage system
instrumentation failure, and began pursuing this line of in-
vestigation.

Determination

Under these conditions it was reasonable to suspect a cryogenic
storage system instrumentation problem, and to attempt to verify
the readings before taking any action. The fact that the oxygen
tank no. 2 quantity measurement was known to have failed several
hours earlier also contributed to the doubt about the credita-
bility of the telemetered data.

37. Findings

a. During the 3 minutes following data loss, neither the flight
controllers nor the crew noticed the oxygen flows to fuel
cells 1 and 3 were less than 0.1 lb/hr. These ere unusually
low readings for the current being drawn.

b. Fuel cells 1 and 3 failed at about 3 minutes after the data
loss.
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c. After the fuel cell failures, which resulted in dc main
bus B failure and the undervoltage condition on di main bus A,
Mission Control diverted its prime concern frc what was
initially believed to be a cryogenic system instrumentation
problem to the electrical power system.

d. Near-zero oxygen flow to fuel cells I and 5 was noted after
the main bus B failure, but this was consistent with no power
output from the fuel cells.

e. The flight controllers believed that the fuel cells could
have been disconnected from the busses and directed the crew
to connect fuel cell 1 to dc main bus A and fuel cell 3 to
dc main bus B.

f. The crew reported the fuel cells were configured as directed

and that the talkback indicators confirmed this.

Determinations

(1) Under these conditions it was logical for the flight con-
trollers to attempt to regain power to the busses since the
fuel cells might have been disconnected as a result of a short
circuit in the electrical system. Telemetry does not indicate
whether or not fuel cells are connected to busses, and the
available data would not distinguish between a disconnected
fuel cell and a failed one.

(2) If the crew had been aware of the reactant valve closure,
they could have opened them before the fuel cells were starved
of oxygen. This would have simplified subsequent actions.

38. Finding

The fuel cell reactant 'valve talkback indicators in the space-
craft do not indicate closed unless both the hydrogen and oxygen
valves are closed.

Determinations

(1) If these talkbacks were designed so that either a hydrogen
or oxygen valve closure would indicate "barberpole," the
Apollo 13 crew could possibly have acted in time to delay
the failure of fuel cells 1 and 3, although they would never-
theless have failed when oxygen tank no. I ceased to supply
oxygen.
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(2) The ultimate outcome would not have been changed, but had the
fuel cells not failed, Mission Control and the crew would not
have had to contend with the failure of dc main bus B and ac
bus 2 or attitude control problems while trying to evaluate
the situa}oft.:

Reaction Control System

9.Findings

a. The crew reported the talkback indicators for the helium
isolation valves in the SM RCS quads B and D indicated closed
shortly after the de main bus B failure. The secondary fuel
pressurization valves for quads A and C also were reported
closed.

b. The SM RCS quad D propellant tank pressures decreased until
shortly after the crew was requested to confirm that the
helium isolation valves were opened by the crew.

c. During the 1-1/2-hour period following the accident, Mission
Control noted that SM RCS quad C propellant was not being
used, although numerous firing signals were being sent to it.

d. Both the valve solenoids and the onboard indications of valve
position of the propellant isolation valves for quad C are
powered by dc main bus B.

e. During the 1-1/2-hour period immediately following the
accident, Mission Control advised the crew which SM RCS
thrusters to power and which ones to unpower.

Determinations

(1) The following valves were closed by shock at the time of
the accident:

Helium isolation valves in quads B and D

Secondary fuel pressurization valves in quads A and C

(2) The propellant isolation valves in quad C probably were
closed by the same shock.

(9) Mission Control correctly determined the status of the RCS
system and properly advised the crew on how to regain auto-
matic attitude control.
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Management of Electrical System

40. Findings

a. After fuel cell 1 failed, the total dc main bus A load was
placed on fuel cell 2 and the voltage drol.ped to approxi-
mately 25 volts, causing a caution and warning indication
and a master alarm.

b. After determining the fuel cell 2 could not supply enough
power to dc main bus A to maintain adequate voltage, the crew
connected entry battery A to this bus as an emergency measure
to increase the bus voltage to its normal operating value.

c. Mission Control directed the crew to reduce the electrical
load on dc main bus A by following the emergency powerdown
checklist contained in the onboard Flight Data File.

d. When the power requirements were sufficiently reduced so that
the one remaining fuel cell could maintain adequate bus
voltage, Mission Control directed the crew to take the entry
battery off line.

e. Mission Control then directed the crew to charge thic battery
in order to get as much energy back into it as possible,
before the inevitable loss of the one functioning fuel cell.

Determinations

(1) Emergency use of the entry battery helped prevent potential
loss of dc main bus A, which could have led to loss of com-
munications between spacecraft and ground and other vital CM
functions.

(2) Available emergency powerdown lists facilitated rapid re-
duction of loads on the fuel cell and batteries.

Attempts to Restore Oxygen Pressure

41. Findings

a. After determining that the CM problems were not due to in-
strumentation malfunctions, and after temporarily securing
a stable electrical system configuration, Mission Control
sought to improve oxygen pressures by energizing the fan
and heater circuits in both oxygen tanks.
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b. When these procedures failed to arrest the oxygen loss,
Mission Control directed the crew to shut down fuel cells 1
and 3 by closing the hydrogen and oxygen flow valves.

De term nations

(1) Under more normal conditions oxygen pressure might have been
increased by turning on heaters and fans in the oxygen tanks;
no other known actions had such a possibility.

(2) r'here was a possibility that oxygen was leaking downstream
of the valves; nad this bcen true, closing of the valves
might have preserved the remaining oxygen in oxygen tank
no. 1.

Lunar Module Activation

42. Findi nds

a. With imminent loss of oxygen from oxygen tanks no. 1 and
no. 2, and failing electrical power in the CM, it was
necessary to use the lunar module (LM) as a "lifeboat" for
the return to Earth.

b. Mission Control and the crew delayed LM activation until
about 15 minutes before the SM oxygen supply was depleted.

c. 'There were three different L1 activation checklists contained
in the Flight Data File for normal and contingency situations;
however, none of these was appropriate for the existing situa-
tion. It was necessary to activate the LM as rapidly as
possible to conserve LM consumables and CM reentry batteries
to the maximum extent possible.

d. Mission Control modified the normal LM activation checklist
and referred the crew to specific pages and instructions.
This bypassed unnecessary steps and reduced the activation
time to less than an hour.

e. The LM inertial platform was aligned during an onboard check-
list procedure which manually transferred the CM alignment to
the LM.
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Determinations

(i) Initiation of LM activation was not undertaken sooner because
the crew was properly more concerned with attempts to conserve
remaining SM oxygen.

(2) Mission Control was able to make workable on-the-spot moJifi-
cations to the checklists which sufficiently shortened the
time normally required for powering up the LM.

4.Findings

a. During the LM powerup and the CSM powerdown, there was a brief
time interval during whJch Mission Control gave the crew di-
rections which resulted in neither module having an active
attitude control system.

b. This caused some concern in Mission control because of the
possiUility of the spacecraft drifting into inertial platform
gimbal lock condition.

c. The Command Module Pilot (CMP) stated that he was not con-
cerned because he could have quickly reestablished direct
manual attitude control if it became necessary.

Determination

This situation was not hazardous to the crew because had gimbal
lock actually occurred, sufficient time was available to re-
establish an attitude reference.

44. Findings

a. 14 flight controllers were on duty in Mission Control at the
time of the accident in support of the scheduled crew entry
into the LM.

b. If the accident had occurred at some other time during the
translunar coast phase, LM system specialists would not have
been on duty, and it would have taken at least 30 minutes to
get a fully manned team in Mission Control.

Determination

Although LM flight controllers were not required until more than
an hour after the accident, it was beneficial for them to be
present as the problem developed.
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IX Consumables Management

Findings

a. The LM was designed to support two men on a 2-day expedition
to the lunar surface. Mission Control made major revisions
in the use rate of water, oxygen, and electrical power to
sustain three men for the 4-day return trip to the Earth.

b. An emergency powerdown checklist was available in the Flight
Data File on board the LM. Minor revisions were made to the
list to reduce electrical energy requirements to about
20 percent of normal operational values with a corresponding
reduction in usage of coolant loop water.

c. Mission Control determined that this maximum powerdown could
be delayed until after 80 hours ground elapsed time, allowing
the LM primary guidance and navigation system to be kept
powered up for the second abort maneuver.

d. Mission Control developed contingency plans for further re-
duction of LM power for use in case an LM battery problem
developed. Procedures for use of CM water in the LM also
were developed for use if needed.

e. Toward the end of the mission, sufficient consumable margins
existed to allow usage rates to be increased above earlier
planned levels. This was done.

f. When the LM was jettisoned at 141:30 the approximate remaining
margins were:

Electrical power 4-1/2 hours

Water 5-1/2 hours

Oxygen 124 hours

Determinations

(1) Earlier contingency plans and available checklists were
adequate to extend life support capability of the LM well
beyond its normal intended capability.

(2) Mission Control maintained the flexibility of being able to
further increase the II consumables margins.
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Modification of L4 Carbon Dioxide Removal System

a. The lithium hydroxide (LiOH) cartriges, which remo~re water
and carbon dioxide from the LM cabin atmosphere, would have
become ineffective due to saturation at about 100 hours.

b. Mission rules set maximu= allowable carbon dioxide partial
pressure at 7.5mm Hg. LiOH cartridges are normally changed
before cabin atmosphere carbon dioxide partial pressure
reaches this value.

c. Manned Spacecraft Center engineers devised and checked out a
procedure for using the CM LiOH cannisters to achieve carbon
dioxide removal. Instructions were given on how to build a
modified cartridge container using materials in the space-
craft.

d. The crew made the modification at 95 hours, and carbon
dioxide partial pressure in the LM dropped rapidly from
7.5mm Hg to 0.1mm Hg.

e. Mission Control gave the crew further instructions for
attaching additional cartridges in series with the first
modification. After this addition, the carbon dioxide partial
pressure remained below 2mm Hg for the remainder of the Earth-
return trip.

De terminate on

The Manned Spacecraft Center succeeded in improvising and checking
out a modification to the filter system which maintained carbon

dioxide concentration well within safe tolerances.

LM Anomaly

47. Findings

a. During the time interval between 97:15:53 and 97:13:55, IN
descent battery current measurements on telemetry showed a
rapid increase from values of no more than 3 amperes per
battery to values in excess of 30 amperes per battery. The
exact value in one battery cannot be determined because the
measurement for battery 2 was off-scale high at 60 ampe-res.
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b. At about that time the Lunar Module Pilot (LMP) heard a
"thump" from the vicinity of the LM descent stage.

c. When the LMP looked out the 124 right-hand window, he observed
a venting of small particles from the general area where the
124 descent batteries 1 and 2 are located. This venting con-
tinued for a few minutes.

d. Prior to 97:15 the battery load-sharing among the four
batteries had been equal, but immediately after the battery
currents returned to nominal, batteries 1 and 2 supplied 9
of the 11 amperes total. By 97:25 the load-sharing had re-
turned to equal.

e. There wan no electrical interface between the LM and the CSM
at this time.

f. An MSC Investigation of the anomaly is in progress.

De termi nations

(i) An anomalous incident occurred in the LM electrical system
at about 97:13:53 which appeared to be a short circuit.

(2) The thump and the ve::nting were related to this anomaly.

(5) The apparent short circuit cleared itself.

(4) This anomaly was not directly related to the CSM or to the
accident.

(5) This anomaly represents a potentially serious electrical
problem.

CM Battery Recharging

48. Findings

a. About one half of the electrical capacity of reentry

battery A (20 of 40 amp-1-ours) was used during emergency
conditions following the acCident. A small part of the
capacity of reentry battery B was used in checking out dc
main bus b at 95 hours. The reduced charge remaining in the
batteries limited the amount of time tie CM could operate
after separation from the LM.
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b. Extrapolation of LM electrical power use rates indicated a
capacity in excess of that required for i4 operation for the

remainder of the flight.

c. Mission Control worked out a procedure for using M battery
power to recharge CM batteries A and B. This prccedure used
the electrical umbilical between the IkM and the (x 2 hi,'?.
normally carried electrical energy from the ,M to the Wk!.
The procedure was nonstandard and was not included in *heck-
lists.

d. The procedure was initiated at 112 hours and ,M batteries A

and B were fully recharged by 128 hours.

Determination

Although there is always some risk involved in ui.ing new. n'estel
procedures, analysis in advance of use indicated no hazards were
involved. The procedure worked very well to provide an extra
margin of safety for the reentry operation.

Trajectory Changes For Safe Return to Earth

49. Findings

a. After the accident, it became apparent that the lunar landing
could not be accomplished and that the spacecraft trajectory

must be altered for a return to Earth.

b. At the time of the' accident, the spacecrz.ft trajectory was

one which would have returned it to the vicinity of the Earth,
but it would have been left in orbit about the Earth rather

than reentering for a safe splashdown.

c. To return the spacecraft to Earth, the following midcourse
corrections were made

A 58-fps correction at 61:50, using the LM descent propulsion
system (DPS), required to return the spacecraft to the Earth.

An 81-fps burn at 79:28, after swinging past the Moon, using
the DPS engine, to shift the landing point from the Indian
Ocean to the Pacific and to shorten the return trip by
9 hours.

A 7.8-fps burn at 105:18 using the DPS engine to lower Earth
perigee from 87 miles to 21 miles.
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A 3.2-fps correction at 137:40 using L4 RCS thrusters, to
assure that the CM would reenter the Earth's atmosphere at
the center of its corridor.

d. All course corrections were executed with expected accuracy
and the CM reentered the Earth's atmosphere at 142:40 to
return the crew safely at 142:54, near the prime recovery
ship.

e. Without the CM guidance and navigation system, the crew could
not navigate or compute return-to-Earth maneuver target param-
e tc, rs.

Determinations

(1) This series of course corrections was logical and had the
best chance of success because, as compared to other options,
it avoided use of the damaged SM; it put the spacecraft on a
trajectory, within a few hours after the accident, which had
the best chance for a safe return to Earth; it placed splash-
down where the best recovery forces were located; it shortened
the flight time to increase safety margins In the use of elec-
trical power and water; it conserved fuel for other course
corrections which might have become necessary; and it kept
open an option to further reduce the flight time.

(2) mission Control trajectory plann.ng and maneuver targeting
were essential for the safe return of the crew.

Entry Procedures and Check:Lists

50. Findings

a. Preparation for reentry required nonstandard procedures be-
cause of the lack of S4 oxygen and electrical power supplies.

b. The SH RCS engines normally provide separation between the
SH and the CM by continuing to fire after separation.

c. Apollo 13 SM RCS engines could riot continue to fire after
separation because of the earlier failure of the fuel cells.

d. The CM guidance and navigation system was powered down due to
the accident. The LM guidance and navigation system had also
been powered down to conserve electrical energy and water. A
spacecraft inertial attitude reference had to be established
prior to reentry.
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e. The reentry preparation time had to be extended in order to
accomplish the additional steps required by the unusual situa-
tion.

f. In order to conserve the CM batteries, LM Jettison was de-
layed as long as practical. The LM batteries were used to
supply part of the power necessary for C4 activation.

g. The procedures for accomplishing the final course correction
and the reentry preparation were developed by operations
support personnel under the direction of Mission Control.

h. An initial set of procedures was defined within 12 hours
after the accident. These were refined and modified during
the following 2 days, and evaluated in simulators at MSC and
KSC by members of the backup crew.

i. The procedures were read to the crew about 24 hours prior to
reentry, allowing the crew time to study and rehearse them.

J. Trajectory evaluations of contingency conditions for IA4 and
M4 separation were conducted and documented prior to the
mission by mission-planning personnel at MSC.

k. Most of the steps taken were extracted from other procedures
which had been developed, tested, and simulated earlier.

Determinations

(1) The procedures developed worked well and generated no new
hazards beyond those unavoidably inherent in using procedures
which have not been carefully developed, simulated, and
practiced over a long training period.

(2) It is not practical to develop, simulate, and practice pro-

cedures for use in every possible contingency.

51. Findings

a. During the reentry preparations, after SM jettison, there was
a half-hour period of very poor communications with the CM
due to the spacecraft being in a poor attitude with the IM
present.

b. This condition was not recognized by the crew or by Mission
Control.
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Determination

Some of the reentry preparations were unnecessarily prolonged by
the poor communications, but since the reentry preparation time-
line was not crowded, the delay was more of a nuisance than an
additional hazard to the crew.

52. Findings

a. The crew maneuvered the spacecraft to the wrong LM roll
attitude in preparation for LM jettison. This attitude put
the CM very close to gimbal lock which, had it occurred, would
have lost the inertial attitude reference essentLal for an
automatic guidance system control of reentry.

b. If gimbal lock had occurred, a less accurate but adequate
attitude reference could have been reestablished prior to
reentry.

Determination

The most significant consequence of losing the attitude reference
in this situation would have been the subsequent impact on the
remaining reentry preparation timeline. In taking the time to
reestablish this reference, less time would have been available
to accomplish the rest of the necessary procedures. "he occur-
rence of' gimbal lock in itself would not have significantly in-
creased the crew hazard.
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PART 4. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The cryogenic oxygen storage system in the service module should be
modified to:

a. Remove frum contact with the oxygen all wiring, and the unsealed
motors, which can potentially short circuit and ignite adjacent materials;
or otherwise insure against a catastrophic electrically induced fire in
the tank,

b. Minimize the use of Teflon, aluminum, and other relatively com-
bustible materials in the presence of the oxygen and potential ignition
sources.

The modified cryoger.ic oxygen storage system should be subjected to
a rigorous requalification program, including careful attention to po-
tential operational problems.

5. The warning systems on board the Apollo spacecraft and in the Mission
Control Center should be carefully reviewed and modified where appropriate,
with specific attention to the following:

a. Increasing the differential between master alarm trip levels and
expected normal operating ranges to avoid unnecessary alarms.

b. Changing the caution and warning system logic to prewvni anr out-
of-limits alarm from blocking another alarm when a second quantity in the
same subsystem goes out of limits.

c. Establishing a second level of limit sensing in Mission Control
on critical quantities with a visual or audible alarm which cannot e
easJ 'y overlooked.

d. Providing independent talkback indicators for each of the six
fuel cell reactant valves plus a master alarm when any valve closes.

4. Consumables and emergency equipment in the L4 and the CV should be re-
viewed to determine whether steps should be taken to enhance their po-
tential for use in a "lifeboat" mode.

5. The Manned Spacecraft Center should complete the special tests and
analyses now underway in order to understand more completely the details
of the Apollo 13 accident. In addition, the lunar module power system
anomalies should receive careful attention. Other NASA Centers should
continue their support tc MSC in the areas of analysis and test.
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6. Whenever significant anomalies occur in critical subsystems during
final preparation for launch, standard procedures should require a presen-
tation of all prior anomalies on that particular piece of equipment, in-cluding those which have previously been corrected or explained. Further-
more, critical decisions involving the flightworthiness of subsystems
should require the presence and full participation of an expert who is
intimately familiar with the details of that subsystem.

7. NASA should conduct a thorough reexamination of all of its spacecraft,
launch vehicle, and ground systems which contain high-density oxygen, or
other strong oxidizers, to identify and evaluate potential combustion
hazards in the light of information developed in this investigation.

8. NASA should conduct additional research on materials compatibility,
Ignition, and combustion in strong oxidizers at various g levels; and onthe characteristics of supercritical fluids. Where appropriate, new NASA
design standards should be developed.

9. The Manned Spacecraft Center should reassess all Apollo spacecraft
subsystems, and the engineering organizations responsible for them atMSC and at its prime contractors, to insure adequate understanding and
control of the engineering and manufacturing details of these subsystems
at the subcontractor and vendor level. Where necessary, organizational
elements should be strengthened and in-depth reviews conducted on selectedsubsystems with emphasis on soundness of design, quality of manufacturing,
adequacy of test, and operational experience.
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